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Abstract 

We are at a critical juncture in an increasingly divisive and partisan United States. Political 

polarization, with its underlying social divisions, has worsened these past 20 years into extreme 

ideological and affective polarization – which are having deleterious effects on American 

government, institutions, and society (Carothers & O’Donohue, 2019b). While the academic 

literature points to a salient need to disrupt and remedy polarization, little has been written 

about grassroots approaches to depolarization, and even less about depolarizing leaders 

themselves. My research addressed this gap. The purpose of this qualitative research project was 

to explore the work of depolarizing leaders – what they are trying to do, what it takes to do this 

work, and to what effect. The data for this qualitative research project was collected via semi-

structured interviews with nine depolarizing leaders in the United States. The findings describe 

how the study participants are trying to effect transformational individual and societal change 

via bottom-up grassroots dialogue work in order to build healthy relationships and foster 

collaboration. They give us a better understanding of what it takes to be a leader in the 

depolarization arena, explicate the challenges these leaders face, and point to the need for more 

evaluative studies to gauge the efficacy of their work. The implications of this study are practical 

– they can be used to inform the work of depolarizing leaders, and the depolarizing arena more 

broadly, as well as benefit the general public. In addition, they point to potential areas for 

further research. 
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An old Cherokee is teaching his grandson about life. “A fight is going on inside me,” he 

said to the boy. “It is a terrible fight and it is between two wolves. One is evil – he is 

anger, envy, sorrow, regret, greed, arrogance, self-pity, guilt, resentment, inferiority, lies, 

false pride, superiority, and ego.” He continued, “The other is good – he is joy, peace, 

love, hope serenity, humility, kindness, benevolence, empathy, generosity, truth, 

compassion, and faith. The same fight is going on inside of you – and inside of every 

other person, too.” The grandson thought about it for a minute and then asked his 

grandfather, “Which wolf will win?” The old Cherokee simply replied, “The one you feed” 

(First People, n.d.).  

We are at a critical juncture in an increasingly divisive and partisan United States. 

Political polarization, with its underlying social divisions, has worsened these past 20 years into 

extreme ideological and affective polarization – all of which are having deleterious effects on 

American government, institutions, and society (Carothers & O’Donohue, 2019b). It is 

undermining our ability to come together, and to bridge our differences, thereby precluding 

bipartisan solutions and mutually beneficial compromises (Finkel et al., 2020). Partisan 

polarization and tribalization have not been seen at this level since the Civil War (Putnam, 

2020; Sprei, 2018). Coleman (2014) warns that our current polarization is fast becoming an 

intractable conflict and we need to disrupt it before reaching the point where we can no longer 

see each other’s humanity, and the validity of others’ needs.  

Carothers & O’Donohue (2019b) highlight the clearly negative consequences of severe 

polarization for democracies: 

It routinely weakens respect for democratic norms, corrodes basic legislative processes, 

undermines the nonpartisan stature of the judiciary, and fuels public disaffection with 

political parties.  It exacerbates intolerance and discrimination, diminishes societal trust, 

and increases violence throughout the society. Moreover, it reinforces and entrenches 
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itself, dragging countries into a downward spiral of anger and division for which there 

are no easy remedies (p. 1-2). 

While the academic literature points to a salient need to disrupt and remedy 

polarization, a surprisingly limited amount of academic research has been done on mitigating or 

depolarizing it – in particular how leaders are approaching this work. My research intends to 

address this gap. The purpose of this qualitative research project is to better understand 

depolarizing leaders’ efforts to bridge the partisan divide in the United States, and to answer the 

research question “Who are the depolarizing leaders in the United States – what do they do, and 

with what effect?” 

So where do we begin? Chödrön (2019) tells us to begin with a broken heart. She writes 

that when we focus on our own comfort, thereby avoiding discomfort, we begin to disconnect 

from others, even feel threatened by them. This leads to fear and pain and conflict. We end up 

protecting ourselves – especially our hearts – and our world shrinks. Instead, we need to 

awaken our hearts – be with our raw feelings, and the suffering in the world. Thus, I invite you, 

my reader, to begin with an open and broken heart in the hope that this project will make the 

gravity of our current crisis salient, and perhaps inspire you to go to your next level. 

Reflexive Statement 

Shaken out of my complacency by the 2016 election cycle, I “woke up” to a world I did 

not recognize – one that felt upside down and backwards. I didn’t know what was needed to fix 

it – an “it” I initially could not name. The American landscape had become bitterly divisive. I 

watched as the vitriolic dynamic worsened and escalated during the supremely polarizing 

administration of Donald Trump. Covid-19, instead of becoming a great unifier in the face of a 

common threat, became the ultimate divider. We were, and are, letting partisan politics derail 

desperately needed measures to deal with climate change. As time passed, I needed to better 

understand what was going so wrong. I felt the need to do something.  
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I was heartened to find Braver Angels (then Better Angels) and took a workshop. I 

learned the word depolarization and started creating a depolarization toolkit. As a good 

graduate student, I researched and wrote a paper on polarization. I began to use terms like 

affective or ideologically-based polarization, and think about social identity and sorting. 

However, I wasn’t convinced by the strategic remedies, or system reforms, that I was reading 

about. I intuited the problem went deeper. That it had to do with mindset and heart-set. In 

order to change the world about us, we had to change the world inside us. 

In order to explore this, I decided to do my thesis project on depolarization. In the 

beginning stages, I wrestled with my topic and direction. At a meeting with my academic 

advisor, where I was passionately decrying our country’s polarized state, she quietly asked me, 

“How will you not perpetuate polarization as a result of your own disgust at polarization, and 

those that perpetuate it?” (S. Radd, personal communication, November 2021). In other words, 

how was I going to stop contributing to the very problem I wanted to fix?  

Her question blind-sided me, and it was a turning point in my process. I had been 

completely stepping over my own righteousness, and my own polarization. For me the solution 

was the other depolarizing. I had been externalizing the problem, and the remedy. It was during 

the interview process that I realized that I had been holding this whole business of 

depolarization by the wrong end of the stick; and that I subconsciously had an agenda. I finally 

“got” that constructive conversation with the other, the person on the other side of the aisle, was 

not about trying to create connection in order to then convince them to change their minds 

(apparently a common “blue” problem) but about listening to understand them better. Period. 

I realized that if I wanted to constructively engage with those whose viewpoints I did not 

like nor understand, I needed first to take responsibility for my own inner polarization, and 

work towards shifting my mindset. I began to self-monitor, to notice when my righteousness 

reared its ugly head – those moments when I silently railed against the anti-maskers, the 

obstructionist politicians in Congress, or muttered “Trumper” at the trucker who had just cut me 
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off on the highway. I also finally realized the unwholesome effect the one-sided negative barrage 

of breaking news was having on me, and started to diversify my news intake. I am a recovering 

MSNBC addict.  

Realizing that I was a part of the problem helped me take a step back and look at my 

worldview, and my positionality. My academic advisor cautioned me about my strong sense of 

what is right and wrong, reminding me to be vigilant, and keep it in check. In the name of 

transparency, the following reflects my personal ethos: 

• It is part of our moral duty to care about the other, and to not cause undue harm. 

• Every person has just as much right as another to a fully realized life, and to be honored 

and respected in their full humanity. 

• It is part of our civic duty to stay informed, and to vote. 

• The problems of the world will not be solved until we collectively raise our 

consciousness, and understand the interconnectedness of all. 

• We need good ethical leaders who are willing to do their own inner work and walk the 

talk – so they can shine a bright light on the path forward. 

• We need to strive for heart-mind balance – a softening of the ego, a compassionate 

stance in life. 

• We have to stop shaming and blaming. 

• We cannot turn our backs on each other. 

• We each have to take full responsibility for how we think, feel, and act. No matter our 

conditioning and upbringing, personality, or genetics. 

Taking responsibility for who I am also means acknowledging, and coming to terms with, my 

privileged identities as an American, White, highly-educated, able-bodied, cisgender, woman. I 

recognize that it is this privilege that has made it possible for me to attend graduate school and 

to do this research project – it is my hope that I will have used this privilege to good effect in the 

presentation of my work.  
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As part of my reflective practice, I kept a journal to interrogate what I was thinking and 

feeling, and to record my reactions. I tried to stay as open and neutral as possible, especially 

during the interview process as I engaged with individuals who thought differently than me. I 

curbed my tendency towards righteousness – that liberal-thinking is right thinking – by staying 

in a place of open curiosity, and paying attention to the commentator in my head that disagreed, 

or wanted to make assumptions, go into judgment.  

However, unexpected biases cropped up. For example, during one interview I found 

myself expressing an unfavorable opinion of the mass public as being largely uninformed and 

unwilling to study the issues to really try to understand what was going on, and make informed 

choices about the candidates. The person I was interviewing pushed back saying they thought 

the average person has the common sense, and common sense values, to make discerning 

choices. Reflecting afterwards I realized how much I sounded like the stereotypical elitist liberal 

that the right so despises. It was another uncomfortable moment of reckoning – and learning. In 

addition, during the data analysis and subsequent writing of my findings, I tried to let the data 

speak for itself. Indeed, throughout the entirety of this process I have kept in mind the filter my 

worldview creates, and worked to not be one-sided in my presentation of the material. 

My life experiences have also impacted how I engaged with this project. As a life coach I 

bring a relational lens. In coaching the relationship is primary – it is not the coach who effects 

change. The magic happens in the synergy of coach-client working together. Thus, in building 

relationships with the other, we are automatically depolarizing. Volition and motivation are also 

critical in coaching. If an individual is unwilling to look at themselves honestly and build 

awareness, they cannot change. Finally, as a constructive conflict practitioner, I bring a 

collaborative lens to this project. Rather than catering to the zero-sum stances people often take 

in conflict, I prefer to elicit people’s interests – what they care about beneath their positions. 

This corresponds to the depolarizing orientation of listening deeply to better understand the 

other. 
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In my eyes depolarization work is crucial to resolving our stacked crises in the United 

States, and worldwide. Quite frankly, and at the risk of sounding apocalyptic, I am worried that 

our divisive enmity and dehumanizing of the other could ultimately lead to not only the erosion 

and destruction of democracy here and abroad, but to the very downfall of our human race. 

However, it is in our capacity to disrupt severe polarization – to create not only healthy 

polarization and a collaborative society – but a shift so radical it heals and transforms the whole 

of society. Seeing a positive shift within myself, and hearing the encouraging stories of the 

participants, I am hopeful. I am also inspired – not only by the good work people are doing in 

the depolarization space, but by the clear strong faith in humankind the participants in this 

study expressed.  

Jonathan Haidt (2016) asks “How do you diffuse disgust?” He shares that we cannot do 

so with reason, and that the opposite of disgust is love. Whereas disgust means borders – a 

closing off, love is opening. He reminds us that personal relationships are the most powerful 

medium – meeting someone face-to-face is very different than writing off an entire group. 

Indeed, a single relationship can chip away at one’s negative categorization of an entire group.  

This is the lesson I have taken to heart. This is the message that winds through the 

entirety of this paper. 

Background and Context  

Partisan politics and polarization, in the form of ideological differences, have always 

been a part of the fabric of our political system – they strengthen political parties by clarifying 

differences, mobilizing voters, and encouraging activism towards reform (McCoy & Somer, 

2019; Beyond Conflict, 2020; Carothers & O’Donohue, 2019b). However, such a high level of 

society-wide escalated polarization poses a significant barrier to resolving conflicts and 

peacebuilding in deeply divided societies (Burgess et al., 2022).  

Severe political and societal polarization is rooted in extreme ideological divergence, lack 

of common ground between the opposing camps, as well as an “us versus them” rupture 
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amongst social identities (Carothers and O’Donohue, 2019b). McCoy & Somer (2019) describe 

this as people’s identities and interests aligning along a single competitive cleavage that 

overrides normal cross-cutting identities. They state that this rupture can extend into 

individuals’ daily social relations and, in the worst cases, become all-encompassing as opposing 

sides refuse to even interact with one another. It becomes about “being” someone with certain 

values, and “belonging” to a group that espouses those values (Carothers & O’Donohue (2019a). 

According to Carothers and O’Donohue (2019b), three criteria determine the severity of 

polarization: 

1. It includes both the elite and the mass public. 

2. It is a binary division where there are two main political groups. 

3. It endures over the long-term – beyond a particular polarizing event or leader.  

Indeed, the United States demonstrates all three – its political elite, as well as the mass public 

are polarized; having two main political parties, the United States is experiencing a binary 

division; and has been polarized for over fifty years. 

Burgess et al. (2022) state that while people are aware of, and uncomfortable with, our 

divisiveness, nowhere near enough of us are trying to do something about it. They state: 

A necessary first step toward addressing [the] hyper-polarization problem is the 

development of a clear image of the many ways in which it threatens society and why we 

should prioritize efforts to reverse these dynamics. We need clarity about how the 

Manichaean, us-vs-them framing at the core of today’s politics undermine, rather than 

advance, both shared and individual interests. We also need to understand that the 

continuing pursuit of a decisive and lasting victory is more likely to result in an endless 

series of mutually destructive confrontations (p. 357). 

In order to understand why depolarization work is so important and necessary, it is crucial to 

better understand the complexity and dynamics of polarization. The next section will define and 

describe polarization, explore its roots and most salient drivers, and discuss its consequences. 
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Polarization 

Polarization is “the process whereby the normal multiplicity of differences in society 

increasingly aligns along a single dimension and people increasingly perceive and describe 

politics and society in terms of ‘Us’ versus ‘Them’” (McCoy, et al., 2018). The Scholarly 

Community Encyclopedia (Scholarly Community Encyclopedia, n.d.) talks about political 

polarization in the following way – political polarization occurs when a person’s identification 

with a party (i.e., Republican or Democrat) or an ideology (i.e., conservative or liberal) informs 

their stance on an issue, or a policy, and creates a stark division along partisan lines. It can occur 

amongst the political elites, and amongst the general public – separately or concurrently. In a 

two-party system like the United States, polarization is evidenced by little to no ideological 

overlap between the parties, which creates a liberal-conservative divide and leads to a collapse of 

the center.   

Even more insidious than ideological polarization, affective polarization – rooted in 

affect and identity – is when ordinary Americans increasingly dislike and distrust those in the 

opposite party with both Republicans and Democrats attributing traits such as hypocrisy, 

selfishness, and closed-mindedness to the other side (Iyengar et al., 2019).  

Roots & Drivers 

The complexity of polarization is evidenced by its historical roots, and its many drivers 

which include social identity and sorting, fear, bad faith actors, morality, party/partisan 

asymmetries, and misperceptions of the other side. 

History. According to Carothers (2019), the current state of severe polarization in the 

U.S. can be traced to the culture wars of the 1960s and 1970s, which included political and civil 

rights for African Americans, women’s rights, clashes over the Vietnam war, and the Watergate 

scandal. The sociocultural changes that took place created a deep divide between progressivism 

– which saw the changes as essential steps towards a more just, free, and equitable society – and 

conservatism – which saw them as a decline in virtue, order, and civility.  
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However, Putnam (2020) states that the roots of today’s crisis actually go back 125 years. 

He writes extensively about how similar our current state of polarization is to the “socio-

economic chasm” of the Gilded Age during the 1870s-1890s. He writes optimistically about how 

society went through an upturn during the Progressive Era from the early 1900s to the 1950s, 

but then, in the 1960s, reached what he calls a second inflection point – the downturn which 

takes us to our present-day’s intensely polarized environment. He states that polarization in the 

1960s, largely driven by race and civil rights, quickly spread to other issues with both parties 

taking stances that had previously not been partisan – thereby broadening and perpetrating 

polarization. These divisive issues included big government, abortion, the environment, and 

education. Sound familiar?  

During the last sixty years both political parties have increasingly moved away from the 

center (Carothers & O’Donohue, 2019a) and their differing worldviews have become more all-

encompassing – impacting people’s views on how to live their lives, as well as expectations on 

governance (Carothers, 2019). These stances have made their way into the two main party 

platforms as both sides pressured their parties to embrace the opposing identities. As party 

ideology became more explicit, voters then further sorted themselves into their preferred party 

(Carothers, 2019). What first began at the societal level then, over decades, made incursions into 

political parties and national politics, and looping back to even more deeply align the societal 

with the political. Putnam (2020) describes this as a vicious feedback loop going in both 

directions fed by voter enmity, and elite refusal to compromise at all costs.  

In addition, the democratization of primaries (adopted by Republicans and Democrats in 

the 1970s) increasingly led to more extreme candidates (McCoy & Somer, 2019). Meant to open 

up the political field, it has had the opposite effect of encouraging candidates to appeal to the 

partisan base, rather than more moderate candidates (Carothers, 2019). Moreover, donor 

influence has had adverse effects. Their support of ideologically extreme candidates has given 

them disproportionate influence (Finkel et al., 2020), making certain legislators, particularly in 
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the House, more responsive to their donors than to either the primary or general electorates 

(Kujala, 2020).  

Furthermore, our historical legacy of discrimination towards African slaves, Native 

Americans and women created what McCoy and Somer (2019) call a “formative rift” – a social 

and political cleavage that occurs during the formation of a nation-state – and that can lead to 

pernicious polarization. This underlying rift was clearly in evidence during the Obama and 

Trump administrations and the increasingly hostile camps that formed (McCoy & Somer, 2019). 

Indeed, former president Donald Trump’s candidacy and administration “reinforced some of the 

deepest social and cultural divisions within the American electorate – those based on race and 

religion” (Abramowitz & McCoy, as cited in McCoy & Somer, 2019). 

Social Identity. Emerging evidence indicates that polarization in the United States is 

most saliently a social identity issue (Barsa et al., 2022). People need to connect and feel like 

they belong, and they feel safer with people who have similar identities (Chapman, 2022). 

However, the us versus them mindset can lead to seeing the other as the enemy, and any 

compromise then appears to be weakness or a betrayal (Beyond Conflict, 2020). Those who 

continue to interact across the divide(s) are increasingly labelled traitors or sell-outs, making it 

even harder for the opposing sides to engage (McCoy & Somer, 2019). McCoy and Somer (2019) 

write that polarization then becomes self-perpetuating as a dysfunctional feedback loop gains 

traction – the ingroup views itself as superior, and the outgroup as having deficiencies, which 

feeds increasingly extreme views. James et al. (2021) has found that partisans in the mass public 

are particularly willing to dehumanize those of the opposite party when they hear about their 

misdeeds. They decry their opponents as lacking essential human traits, and as being less 

evolved than those in their own party. 

This tendency to divide the world into two groups – one’s liked ingroup and the other 

disliked outgroup – is exacerbated by partisan sorting where individuals’ many social identities 

– race, religion, education, economic class, sexual orientation, wealth, etc. – coalesce within 
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their partisan identity (Finkel et al., 2020; Barsa et al., 2022; Iyengar et al., 2019; McCoy & 

Somer, 2019). According to Finkel et al. (2020), when ideological identity and demography align 

with the two parties, it creates a mega-identity. They state that while self-identified 

conservatives and liberals used to be better distributed across both parties, now conservatives 

largely identify as Republican, and liberals as Democrat. Republicans are typically White, 

Christian, and rural, while Democrats are typically Black, non-religious, and urban. This sorting 

has exacerbated outgroup hostility leading to contempt – not just for the other’s ideas, but for 

them as a person (Brooks, 2019). 

Sorting into like-minded communities, and into like-minded information bubbles, as 

well as the weakening and waning of community and civic associations, also make it more 

difficult for people to have first-hand experiences of the other, thereby perpetrating negative 

stereotypes and misperceptions about the other’s intentions and/or behaviors (Barsa et al., 

2022; Carothers, 2019). Thus, a self-reinforcing and self-intensifying vicious cycle leads to 

reduced intergroup communication, and even more intergroup isolation via social distancing 

(McCoy et al., 2018).  

Fear. Fear is a driver of polarization. Indeed, our brains have evolved to protect us from 

threat – perceived or real (Barsa et al., 2022). Majority groups are feeling increasingly 

threatened by their potential loss of power and status, and the rapidly changing landscape in the 

United States contributes to this perceived identity threat (Barsa et al., 2022). Mutz (2018) 

describes Trump’s win in the 2016 election as a result of dominant groups’ (White, Christian, 

male, non-college educated) fears about the future and their loss of status.  

In fact, according to Barsa et al. (2022), White Christian majority populations are in 

decline, a national reckoning around race is pushing us to look at our history of racism and 

structural inequality, and economic inequality is at an all-time high – possibly making this 

dominant group more amenable to a populist and authoritarian thrust. Additionally, a 

confluence of othering – seeing those on the other side as alien to oneself, aversion – dislike 
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and distrust of the other side, and moralization – seeing the other as immoral is exacerbating 

the perception of threat, and making political loss intolerable (Finkel et al., 2020). As minority 

influence will continue to increase over time, a consequent worsening of perceived status threat 

is likely (Mutz, 2018). 

Fear can also be “exploited, manufactured, and weaponized” (Barsa et al., 2022). 

Political elites use extreme partisan rhetoric to leverage fear and perpetuate polarization to 

increase their power (McCoy and Somer, 2019). Partisan media coverage fuels negative conflict 

narratives which are often zero-sum, heighten the sense of threat posed by the other party, and 

create distrust towards the other party’s intentions (Barsa et al., 2022). Burgess et al. (2022) 

state that such behaviors are perpetrated by what they call “bad faith actors.” 

Bad Faith Actors. Bad faith actors are those who give primacy to their own self-

interests and intentionally stoke conflict and polarization in both obvious and clandestine ways 

regardless of the negative effects their actions have on democracy (Burgess et al., 2022). They 

include media organizations who profit by amplifying outgroup animosity, power-over partisans 

who want to dominate the other side at all costs, geopolitical rivals who seed disinformation and 

use other tactics to weaken democracy, and elites who either aspire to autocracy/plutocracy or 

use hate-mongering towards the other side to mobilize voters. 

The media, generally dominated by one partisan side or the other, contributes to 

polarization via biased reporting, and by portraying Americans as a divided electorate 

(Levandusky & Malhotra, 2016). The decline of impartial reporting can be linked to the Reagan 

administration’s termination in 1987 of the “fairness doctrine” which required broadcasters to 

be unbiased in their reporting (Finkel et al., 2020). According to Brooks (2019), we are caught 

up in an “outrage industrial complex” where divisive politicians, pundits on cable or in print, 

righteous activists and social media all feed our sense of being right, and that those on the other 

side are at best idiots, and at worst worthless and undeserving. In addition, the conservative 

media empire has tremendous sway with the electorate – talk radio, Fox News, and internet 
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outlets have become hugely influential in promoting conservative views, mobilizing voters, and 

effectuating ideological conformity amongst Republican elite – nothing of the same magnitude 

and efficacy has emerged on the left (Grossman and Hopkins, 2016). 

The political elite use the public’s ongoing grievances (economic, cultural, and other) to 

drive polarization (McCoy & Somer, 2019). They mobilize voters and political activism by 

appealing to partisan prejudices i.e., denigrating opponents, rather than trying to convince 

voters based on policy proposals (McCoy & Somer, 2019). Indeed, populist fear-mongering and 

rhetoric drives polarization when populist leaders deride the establishment and/or the elites, 

and blame them for the public’s problems (McCoy & Somer, 2019; Burgess et al., 2022). 

Unfortunately, populist campaigns can lead to a situation where the political elite cease to 

defend the interests of the mass public – essentially creating an exchange of elites that do 

nothing to instill more trust in the public (Burgess et al., 2022). 

Once incumbent, polarizing parties may try to govern unilaterally by precluding 

bipartisan decision-making, and finessing constitutional and legal changes such as 

gerrymandering and voter suppression legislation, to increase their electoral advantage (McCoy 

& Somer; 2019). In addition, the more individuals dislike and distrust those in the opposing 

party, the more likely they are to go along with anti-democratic politicians in their own party 

(Graham and Svolik, 2019). 

Morality. Moral judgments also differ across the political spectrum, and individuals’ 

beliefs about what makes a good society are not universally agreed upon  (Graham, et al., 2009). 

Moral Foundations Theory (MFT) expands the map of the moral domain – how we think about 

morality – and demonstrates how moral judgments may not be explicitly about morals, but 

reflect our traits and attitudes, thereby affecting how we perceive social situations, and 

consequently how we behave in our daily life (Graham et al., 2011).  

MFT consists of five foundational domains, and can be applied to the moral differences 

across the political spectrum in the United States: Care/harm, Fairness/cheating, 
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Loyalty/betrayal, Authority/subversion, and Sanctity/degradation (Haidt, 2012). Conservatives’ 

moral system relies fairly evenly on all five foundations, while liberals’ largely relies on two – 

Care/harm and Fairness/cheating. According to Graham, et al. (2009), the latter two 

dimensions represent individualizing dimensions – a source of the intuitions the liberal 

philosophical tradition holds regarding individual rights and welfare. The remaining three are 

binding dimensions – they are the source of the conservative and religious moralities that 

emphasize group-binding loyalty, duty, and self-control, which are easily learned and very 

compelling for many1.  

Moral judgment can lead to prejudice. Graham et al. (2011) state that “attitudes toward 

social groups may often be expressions of moral judgments about those groups – vague 

intuitions or explicit convictions that a particular social group upholds or violates one or more 

foundational concerns” (p. 381). They found that the most intractable political concerns are 

likely to involve the arenas of tradition/authorities, and physical/ spiritual purity. Finkel et al., 

(2020) see political sectarianism as the superordinate construct where individuals tend to adopt 

“a moralized identification with one political group, and against another” (p. 533), and the 

strong sense of one’s own group’s moral correctness and superiority. Thus, conservatives and 

liberals tend to operate from different moral foundations, which exacerbates the divide between 

them. MFT gives us a window into what motivates people both morally and politically and can 

help us understand those who seem to live in a different moral matrix than ourselves. In 

addition to different moral foundations, other asymmetries also exist between political parties 

and partisans. 

Party/Partisan Asymmetries. Significant asymmetries exist between the two main 

parties, with a corresponding asymmetry in the polarization of the parties (Grossman and 

Hopkins, 2016). Clarifying party differences in orientation and behavior can help us better 
																																																								
1 Graham, et al. (2011) developed the Moral Foundations Questionnaire to map a person’s moral domain. 
It can clarify the patterns of moral concerns that might lead a person to dislike certain groups. They have 
found it to be a reliable, valid, and easy to use tool (See Appendix A “Resources” for the link to take the 
questionnaire). 
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understand why partisans have such difficulty comprehending, and working with, the other side. 

According to Grossman and Hopkins (2016), the Democratic party is essentially a group 

coalition and has a big tent appeal. Its activist population consists of single-issue groups and 

social movements; their policy agenda is aggregated from its numerous constituencies and 

targets voters with clear benefits. Its partisan character has been fairly steady across the 

decades. They state that the Republican party is more vehicle for an ideological movement. More 

focused on small government and American cultural traditionalism, its voters are less diverse 

and more like-minded; they see themselves as mainstream defenders of traditional morality and 

individual liberty – bulwarks against the encroachment of liberalism; and they tend to stay in 

ideological lockstep with the party and Republican activists and primary voters pressure the 

party to remain doctrinally pure. This dynamic has no equivalent on the Democratic side.  

Grossman and Hopkins (2016) discuss a corresponding asymmetry in the electorate, and 

in the parties’ governing approaches. Since the 1970s, Democrats have moved less strongly to 

the ideological left than Republicans have moved to the ideological right. Increasingly, 

Republican leaders are confrontational, obstructive and non-compromising. While Democrats 

have become more aggressive procedurally, Republicans have disproportionately provoked 

crises such as government shutdowns, and near default on federal debt. Moreover, an 

increasingly wayward wing of Republican elite and activists have diminished the more moderate 

elements in the party.  

Theodoridis (2016) calls these differences between the parties the “intensity gap.” His 

research has shown that over and over Republicans are more partisan in their behavior than 

Democrats, identify more with their party, show more confirmation bias when confronted with 

new information and are unreceptive to the other side’s messaging. In addition, they are more 

likely than Democrats to penalize perceived or actual compromising with the other side. 

Furthermore, Republicans expect Democrats to be more ideological than they are and think of 

policy as way to ideologically remake the United States, whereas Democrats think Republicans 
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are more interested in policymaking than they are, thereby exacerbating partisan acrimony and 

polarization (Klein, 2020).  

Misperceptions. Americans are actually less polarized than they think. Graham, et al. 

(2012) state that while real moral differences between conservatives and liberals exist, people 

from both sides of the aisle tend to inflate those differences creating moral stereotypes that are 

then widely believed. In their study, they found that reported perceptions of differences between 

conservatives and liberals were far greater than the actual differences that have been observed 

between extreme partisans. The gap between what is real and what is perceived fosters 

intergroup hostility and perpetuates social distancing between groups, supports policies that 

benefit one’s own party at the expense of the country, and engenders a decline in trust in our 

civic institutions, (Moore-Berg et al., 2020; Beyond Conflict, 2020).  

Republican and Democrat perceptions of how greatly they diverge from one another on 

major issues, and how much one side or the other likes or dislikes the other, are also 

overestimated (Moore-Berg et al., 2020; Beyond Conflict, 2020; Finkel et al., 2020).  Americans 

see opposing partisans as socially distant, ideologically extreme, contemptuous, and 

uncooperative far more than is true – nearly twice as much as they actually are. Moore-Berg et 

al. (2020) state that meta-perceptions are distinct from negative perceptions of the other in that 

the partisan is inferring what others think, thus can be wrong, and that such meta-perceptions 

are fairly symmetrical between Republicans and Democrats. However, the more partisan the 

person, the more likely they are to exaggerate these meta-perceptions. 

Beyond Conflict (2020) developed the Beyond Conflict Polarization Index™ to measure 

and track polarization misperceptions. They surveyed 3,000 Americans over a nine-month 

period to gain insight into meta-perceptions and to identify ways to reduce them and remedy 

misunderstandings. They measured several psychological divides, in particular dehumanization 

and dislike, and found a significant divide in both measures. On a scale of 1-100, both 

Republicans and Democrats perceive the other side as dehumanizing them at twice the rate they 
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actually do – the “dehumanizing divide.” In fact, Republicans perceive Democrats rating them 

28/100 (when it is actually 83) and Democrats perceive Republicans rating them 48/100 (when 

it is actually 80). They find this alarming because when we believe that the other side 

dehumanizes us, we are more likely to do the same creating a vicious cycle of polarization that is 

difficult to disrupt. In addition, seeing another person as less than human is a strong predictor 

of intergroup hostility. 

They measured dislike of the opposite party using a feeling thermometer (0-100) to 

measure how coldly (0) or warmly (100) a person felt towards the outgroup with regards to 

identity and belief. Here too, they found that Americans think party animus is much greater 

than it truly is. Republicans think Democrats rate them 15/100 (when in actuality it is 28) and 

Democrats think Republicans rate them 17/100 (when it is actually 34). This misperception 

contributes to a sense of outgroup threat, and can likewise create a downward spiral of enmity. 

Altogether, they find that the belief that Americans are more polarized than they actually are, is 

exacerbating polarization.  

Consequences 

The potential costs of not disrupting severe polarization cannot be ignored. Polarization 

is fueling public distrust in our civic institutions, eroding civic discourse, and increasing the risk 

of civic violence (Iyengar et al., 2019). The us versus them identity politics negatively impacts 

social interactions and communication between groups where intergroup cohesiveness is 

sacrificed for intragroup solidarity (McCoy & Somer, 2019). Iyengar et al. (2019) warns that it is 

one thing if partisanship is relegated to the political sphere, but quite another if it jeopardizes 

our daily interactions and life choices, such as who we marry or who we are friends with. Indeed, 

partisanship is increasingly about core values and worldview and being used as a filter in 

determining relationships, in hiring practices, and even how people perceive the state of the 

economy – more favorably if their party is in office, and less so if they are out (Iyengar et al., 
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2019). Furthermore, the fear, anger, and shame which polarization engenders can lead to hate 

speech and acts (Chapman, 2022).  

Governmental disfunction is a direct consequence of polarization. For example, it 

contributes to gridlock – Congress’ reduced capacity to agree on major policy legislation and 

carry out basic functions such as negotiating the budget (Carothers, 2019; Warner et al., 2019). 

Erosion of trust makes governance by the in-party challenging (Iyengar et al., 2019). If you 

believe those across the aisle are deliberately seeking to undermine the well-being of the 

country, then there is no point in engaging with them. In addition, partisanship is eroding the 

norms and standards we apply to elected officials and is negatively impacting our belief in the 

integrity of our elections and their results – both of which endanger our very democracy 

(Iyengar et al., 2019). 

The literature does not paint a rosy picture of the future. McCoy et al. (2018) see the 

following potential outcomes for governance and democracy – three negative and one positive: 

• A “careening” of the two parties between governmental gridlock and control. 

• Democratic backsliding/erosion as those in power exclude other dominant 

groups/dissenters and over time concentrate their power. 

• Continued democratic erosion/collapse. 

• Reformed democracy. 

Burgess et al. (2022) outline even more dire possible consequences: 

• Paralyzing political dysfunction where we can no longer analyze societal problems and 

take steps to resolve them. 

• Domination and oppression as both parties rachet up dehumanizing and demonizing of 

the other until one side eventually succeeds in imposing their sociocultural beliefs on the 

other. 
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• Authoritarian leaders, possibly democratically elected, who do not abide by the rule of 

law, and who elevate their ambitions and self-interest above all else – a power-over 

instead of a power-with stance – even at their own supporters’ expense. 

• Large-scale civil unrest due to the ongoing erosion of our norms and restraining taboos. 

Thus equipped with a better understanding of polarization, what is driving it, and its attendant 

consequences – some of which we are already experiencing – the next section will discuss ways 

we can mitigate polarization. 

Literature Review 

While studies of affective polarization have become one of the most influential literatures 

in current social science research (Broockman, Kalla, & Westwood, 2021), its counterpart, 

depolarization, is less robust. A literature review yields a scant few articles related to 

depolarization, and how partisans can engage with one another constructively. Indeed, the term 

“depolarization” is just beginning to enter the scholarly consciousness. Extant literature tends to 

focus on systems and institutional level reform – little is written about leadership and 

depolarization processes/approaches. Even fewer studies have been done to evaluate the efficacy 

of these efforts.  

This study attempts to shine a light on depolarizing leaders – what they are trying to do, 

what it takes to do this work, and to what effect. This literature review is an overview along these 

dimensions. Specifically, it describes depolarization, explores how it engenders transformative 

societal change, discusses approaches to depolarization, examines depolarizing leadership, 

shares examples of organizations committed to this work, identifies challenges to 

depolarization, and briefly touches on evaluative research that gauges the impact of 

depolarization efforts. 

Depolarization 

Limited theoretical and conceptual research has been done on depolarization; thus, 

McCoy et al. (2022) offer an operational definition. Depolarization is “a reduction in the level of 
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political polarization as measured by experts’ assessments of the level of hostile interactions 

between political camps” (p. 4). However, they state that this is difficult to quantify, and it 

remains to be seen how symmetrical polarization and depolarization may be in relation to each 

other. They ask if a certain level of consequences due to polarization can be proportionally 

reversed by depolarization. In addition, it remains to be seen if depolarization effects are 

sufficiently unifying to re-establish cross-cutting ties.  

According to Braver Angels (n.d.-a), a leader in the depolarization field, depolarization is 

about building civic trust in the U.S., healing the wounds between the right and the left, 

challenging institutions to be and do better, and building community in order to bridge the 

partisan divide and fortify our democracy. Figure 1 shows the spectrum of emotional and 

intellectual transformation where depolarization moves from hatred/contempt towards 

respect/appreciation.  

Figure 1 

The Emotional and Intellectual Transformation of De-Polarization  

 

Note. Braver Angels, n.d.-a. 
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Moreover, depolarization does not refer to overcoming or reversing polarization, but rather 

efforts to manage and limit it (Carothers & O’Donohue, 2019a). Thus, illuminating ways to 

depolarize will give new insight into political behavior, and help mediate the negative 

consequences of polarization (Baron et al., 2021).  

Polarization in the United States is pervasive, severe, and intractable, which makes 

depolarization both difficult and uncertain. Moving the dial on societal polarization will require 

a large-scale shift and transformative individual and societal change; reform is needed in 

institutional systems, and divisive sociocultural stances need to be addressed (Carothers, 2019). 

Chödrön (2019) states that the first step towards depolarization is to look for polarization in 

oneself – to stop digging in one’s heels and seeing the other as the problem. Before discussing 

the much-needed inner depolarization, this section will first discuss transformational societal 

change more broadly, briefly touch on top-down reform, and then delve more deeply into the 

bottom-up work of individual depolarization, bridgebuilding, and dialogue work.  

Transformative Societal Change  

When a paradigm no longer provides reliable guidance for how to live in the world, the 

most common response is to grasp hold of it more firmly. As it dawns on us that we don’t 

know how things work – that it’s not working – we become more insistent that it has to 

work just as we thought it did. Opening to the uncertainty, to the need for a new way of 

seeing, is not what we humans do well. We use our big brains and our powers of 

cognition to resist change. Our skills at manipulating information lead us to become 

more fundamentalist, more certain (Wheatley, 2017, p. 196).  

How does change happen? Marcus (2014) states that at its core, change is a process of 

conflict resolution – that opposing forces both drive and resist change where, until one or the 

other becomes stronger, the system stays in a state of quasi equilibrium. Using Lewin’s concept 

of change as unfreezing, movement, and refreezing, he describes how change happens in the 

context of conflict. Unfreezing refers to an openness towards something different, creating the 
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motivation for change. Wheatley (2014) states that what motivates people is devotion, not just 

passion or a brief desire to do something. Devotion means that once you get involved, you stick 

with it. Marcus (2014) states that movement begins when a certain level of openness is achieved, 

and then subsequent action begins to take the system to another level. However, resistance to 

protect the status quo can simultaneously intensify, and determine how acute conflicts 

generated by change are – and how difficult they will be to resolve. He adds that the more 

intense the resistance, the longer it will take to unfreeze the system. 

Refreezing is about making new behaviors stick (Marcus, 2014). It needs to be 

understood in the context of commitment to change; and leaders need to understand what it 

takes to get people to buy in. Marcus (2014) states, “Our desire to do things as we’ve been doing 

them is incompatible with our need and desire to do things differently in the future” (p. 519). 

Thus, social support is essential to helping individuals tolerate the ambiguity inherent in 

change, and to manage personal change. Working with a group of individuals who share the 

same goals can provide this needed support. In addition, starting small, and building on small 

wins, can strengthen an individual’s progress. He adds, “such success can boost the parties’ 

confidence as they progress to working on resolving larger issues, which thereby may produce 

greater change” (p. 524).  

How individuals think about, and effect, change is important. Wheatley (2017) states 

that the processes we need now require new behaviors – we need to take a step back, quiet 

ourselves, be still, and listen. These new behaviors are restorative – processes that “reawaken 

our powers of cognition, reinstitute thinking, and redirect our attention to one another” (p. 198) 

lead to a better understanding of what initially overwhelmed us, and help us realize that we are 

truly all in this together. Coleman (2021) agrees that, despite the complexity of the change 

landscape where the many factors involved can interact in unexpected ways, our choices and 

actions are impactful – especially during new beginnings (author’s emphasis). An adaptive 

relational way of being, called emergent strategy, builds such complex patterns and systems of 
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change via small interactions (Brown, 2017). The core principles of emergent strategy include (p. 

41-42): 

• Small is good, small is all. (The large is a reflection of the small). 

• Change is constant. (Be like water). 

• There is always enough time for the right work. 

• There is a conversation in the room that only these people at this moment can have. Find 

it. 

• Never a failure, always a lesson. 

• Trust the People. (If you trust the people, they become trustworthy). 

• Move at the speed of trust. Focus on critical connections more than critical mass – build 

the resilience by building the relationships.  

• Less prep, more presence. 

• What you pay attention to grows.  

The critical mass needed to sustain change is then achieved by sufficient numbers of 

people who have committed to the desired change (Marcus, 2014). Meaningful involvement in 

change initiatives strengthens this commitment and Marcus (2014) suggests two powerful ways 

to fortify one’s resoluteness – by making public statements about one’s goals and commitment, 

and by putting oneself in situations where it becomes impossible to avoid engagement, thereby 

providing the opportunity to practice or take action. He states that this is the kind of dedication 

that fuels a social movement. 

Social Movement 

“A movement is defined by the people willing to stay dedicated to their cause for a long 

time, those who take risks, work hard, expect defeat, and still keep going” (Wheatley, 2017, p. 

158). It needs to endure over time; it reflects the strength and capacity of those working towards 

change. Moreover, the strength of a movement is dependent on the strength of its relationships 

(Brown, 2017).  
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West (2008) defines social movements as non- or extra-institutional forms of politics, 

within civil society, that are broader than their organizational manifestations, and that often 

attempt to create change in formal political institutions. In 2016, Gerzon (2016) was already 

seeing the emergence of what he calls a “transpartisan” movement as a response to the “hyper-

partisan cancer” that was taking the place of healthy partisanship. Transpartisanship points to 

integration, finding common ground, recognizing others’ perspectives, and being respectful of 

the person that holds them. He sees transpartisans as putting love for country before party and 

opening the way to a new political era for America.  

Social movement leadership means working in the broader public sphere (West, 2008). 

Braver Angels is a good example. Their work is an expression of what Wood (2020) calls “civic 

renaissance” – a social movement that focuses on the means, not the ends of political 

engagement, and on building community and restoring integrity to our institutions. Braver 

Angels’ First Principles describe what they consider essential to becoming a movement (Braver 

Angels, n.d.-c): 

• Equal participation of red (conservative-leaning) and blue (liberal-leaning) Americans. 

• A virtuous cycle – ignited and accelerated by compelling public narratives – in which a 

mass of organized individuals works together to change institutions, and changed 

institutions in turn encourage more individual change. 

• Overlapping networks working together to achieve shared goals. 

This trajectory towards structural reform, stabilizing institutions, and uplifting both individuals 

and society is not linear, and it needs a renewed sense of citizenship and community as rooted in 

values that cross the partisan divide.  

However, Gerzon (2016) states that the journey forward is long and challenging and that 

in order to navigate it, we need a new map of the political landscape. We need to stop using the 

two-hundred-year-old linear “far left-left-center-right-far right” map. He sees it as misleading, 

one-dimensional, and inherently divisive. He quotes Betsy Hall McKinney, who founded “It’s 
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Time Network”, a cross-spectrum women’s initiative: “The old political map was primarily 

created by a set of privileged male political philosophers living in an era of empire, the 

subjugation of women, colonization and slavery” (as cited in Gerzon, 2016, p. 142).  A new map 

would respect our differences and recognize our independence as well as our interdependence.  

This new map might look like Figure 2 (Gerzon, 2016).  

Figure 2 

In The Public Square  

 

Note. Gerzon, 2006. 

The horizontal line shows the “what” – the range from liberalism to conservatism. The 

vertical line shows the “how”, and ranges from unum (one), which is unifying and collaborative, 

to pluribus (the many), differentiating and opposing. We need to move from a “right-wrong” 

perspective to a transpartisan one where both are integrated, and we need to identify the best 

and most sustainable ideas from across the whole political spectrum thereby returning to a 

healthy partisanship (unum) along with collaboration (pluribus). This new map represents a 

critical dimension that goes beyond our partisan divide, one that reflects both our heads and our 
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hearts, and empowers us to work together in service of our country (Gerzon, 2016). In addition 

to this shift in mindset, we also need to ramp up the work to reach more people in order to effect 

change at scale.  

Scaling Up 

Scaling up from individuals to society at large involves becoming more vulnerable and 

more empathetic, and practicing at a small scale the change we want to see at a larger scale 

(Brown, 2017). It also means a systems-orientation. Hyper-polarization is itself a complex 

system and as such will not respond to a single solution orientation, thus, needs to be 

approached with more holistic ecosystem-based solutions, which can be adaptive in dynamic 

and changing conditions (Burgess et al., 2022). This means allying with people who have 

expertise outside of the conflict field, and developing large-scale, self-organizing, processes that 

foster parallel work towards the goals of depolarization. Burgess et al. (2022) call this approach 

“massively parallel problem-solving”2 and, when applied to deeper societal divisions, it becomes 

“massively parallel peacebuilding” which will be discussed in the theoretical framework section. 

However, in order to better understand what a larger movement might look like, we first need to 

understand the smaller scale depolarization efforts currently underway. 

Top-Down Reform 

Democratic norms and institutions, the guardrails of democracy, are crucial to the health 

of our nation. For example, the judiciary, increasingly perceived as partisan, needs to be an 

impartial and well-functioning institution (Carothers & O’Donohue, 2019a). Traditions and 

behavioral norms such as mutual respect and trust, fair play, willingness to compromise, and 

accepting the legitimacy of the opposition need to be reinforced and made salient again 

																																																								
2	The term massively parallel problem-solving originated in “massively parallel processing” 
where computer programmers use huge numbers of individual everyday processors, rather than 
a few super computer processors, to work in parallel on a big problem. In complex systems like 
an economy or society, individuals work on various small tasks that altogether create a large 
achievement, and self-interest motivates them in fairly parallel directions. A good example is the 
parallel societal effort during WWII (Burgess et al., 2022). 
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(Levitsky & Ziblatt, 2018). Americans need to hold candidates and elected officials accountable 

to these norms, and to them as their constituents. Indeed, according to Unite America’s (n.d.) 

unity principles, it is the civic duty of each American to be informed about, and to engage with, 

important issues. This section will review top-down reform with regard to the political elite and 

their parties, elections and voting rights, and the information ecosystem. 

Political Elite & Parties 

The political elite need to depolarize their own behavior, as well as demand/influence 

their parties to do so, and work in a more bipartisan manner. Opposing elites need to focus on 

mutual tolerance and restraint, refrain from their own polarizing and delegitimizing tactics, hold 

their leaders accountable, and align their own organizational structures democratically (McCoy 

& Somer, 2019). Efforts by political leaders to transcend the partisan divide can help diminish 

minority-power obstructionism, empower majoritarian policymaking, and reduce congressional 

gridlock (Carothers, 2019).  However, according to Carothers (2019), structural constraints can 

make such attempts ineffective and non-enduring – partly because entrenched partisan loyalties 

lead candidates to rally their base rather than try to win over swing voters. 

Both parties need to understand that neither can strengthen and repair America on their 

own (Gerzon, 2016). In fact, going it alone contributes to dividing and weakening us. Levitsky 

and Ziblatt (2018) state that America’s political parties need to “reshuffle” what they stand for 

by addressing our social foundations i.e., racial and religious realignment and growing economic 

inequality. They also assert that the Republican party in particular needs to rebuild its 

establishment, free itself from the clutches of outside donors and right-wing media, marginalize 

extreme elements, build a more diverse electoral constituency, and break with the White 

nationalist orientation.  

In addition, Caruthers (2019) believes that facilitating bipartisan efforts in Congress is 

crucial. He points to several organizations doing this work: (1) nongovernmental groups such as 

Convergence – an organization that uses dialogue-leading-to-action methodology to attain 
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breakthroughs on critical national issues, and supports legislators and their staff to bridge the 

divide; (2) bipartisan initiatives by nongovernmental groups such as the Bipartisan Policy 

Center – which does policy research and relays bipartisan solutions to Congress, and the 

Bipartisan Index – which provides voters with information about the extent of their legislator’s 

bipartisanship to create more accountability; and (3) bipartisan groups in Congress, in 

particular the Problem Solvers Caucus (PSC), who are trying to facilitate bipartisanship and 

mitigate gridlock.  

Electoral and Voting Reform 

Electoral reforms would include an end to gerrymandering, open primaries, obligatory 

voting, and alternative rules for electing members of Congress (Levitsky & Ziblatt, 2018). Unite 

America (n.d.) works to enact voting reforms such as ranked choice and top-four non-partisan 

primaries voting, which incentivize leaders to actually represent their constituents. It also 

supports independent-minded candidates who are willing to work across the aisle, and who 

pledge to support electoral reform and join a cross-partisan caucus.  

Shoring up Americans’ right to vote, as well as federalizing/standardizing voter 

registration and mail-in ballots, would significantly reduce the entrenchment of Republican 

polarization (Greenwood, 2021). Other remedies could include (1) shortening political 

campaigns which currently last months and sometimes years, to reduce formal occasions for 

hyper-partisanship (Iyengar et al., 2019); and (2) regulating campaign language and 

advertisements as negative campaigning reinforces the hostility people feel towards the out-

party candidates and supporters (McCoy & Somer, 2019). In addition, election administrations 

need to push back against efforts by political actors to change or bend rules in their favor, or to 

deny the outcome of a legitimate election (Carothers & O’Donohue, 2019a). 

Information Ecosystem 

The divisive information ecosystem in the United States too often places profit over the 

well-being of our nation and their tactics exacerbate polarization. The one-sided coverage fuels 
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information bubbles, contributes to negative perceptions of the other side, and helps politicians 

and media manipulate and further divide the mass public (Barsa et al., 2022). The media, and 

opinion thought leaders, need to be encouraged to model respectful norms of civil discourse, 

and local news ecosystems need to be revitalized (Barsa et al., 2022). Initiatives to reduce the 

intense polarization across the media landscape would include better self-regulation, more 

substantive reporting – as opposed to coverage that focuses on conflict rather than interparty 

cooperation – as well as refusal to run negative ads (Caruthers, 2019; Levendusky & Malhotra, 

2016). Furthermore, while social media has responded to ongoing public criticism to reduce the 

bubble effect of social media – Facebook by changing its algorithms and Google by reducing 

misleading information (Caruthers, 2019) – the platforms could be leveraged for better civic 

engagement and a constructive national dialogue (Gerzon, 2016).  

However, systems reforms will not necessarily translate to “civility, comity and social 

peace”: 

What this story about the vexed relation between democracy and violence tells us, in our 

anguished search for policy solutions to the ills of polarization, enmity, and violence in 

contemporary democracy, is that while there are plenty of reforms that would make 

politics more civil, including some that would take certain issues out of politics 

altogether—such as giving judges or panels of citizens the job of redrawing electoral 

districts—there are no institutional reforms, no new sets of rules, that 

can guarantee civility, comity, and social peace. (Ignatieff, 2022) 

Indeed, institutional and systems reforms are not sufficient to mitigate severe polarization and 

restore civility. Bottom-up, grassroots work is the crucial catalyst. The next section will explore 

this work in terms of internal depolarization, bridgebuilding, dialogue work, and grassroots 

depolarizing leaders. 

Bottom-Up Change 

Pema Chödrön (2018), a distinguished spiritual leader and teacher, notes: 
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The time we live in is a fertile ground for training in being open-minded and open-

hearted. If we can learn to hold this falling apart-ness without polarizing and without 

becoming fundamentalist, then whatever we do today will have a positive effect on the 

future” (p. 20).  

In order to shift from our hyper-polarized, tribalized society, we need to become aware of our 

own polarizing mindsets – shifting from an us versus them orientation to an understanding of 

our interconnectedness – in order to cultivate more positive social connections. 

Internal Depolarization 

Outer transformation requires inner transformation without which we run the risk of 

making things worse (Rothberg, 2006). We have to transform the world that is within us, 

otherwise we may unconsciously continue the patterns in ourselves that we are trying to 

outwardly shift. By managing  our individual inner polarizer, we can shift our limiting mindset 

and behaviors and heal our relationships. Reducing affective polarization also shores up support 

for democratic norms and improves elite accountability (Klein, 2020). 

In our current political discourse, we tend to have a competitive win-lose mentality. 

What is needed is a reorientation towards a ‘we are all in this together’ attitude in order to 

collaboratively solve our problems (Menkel-Meadow, 2022). We need to approach each other 

from curiosity and the desire to learn. Menkel-Meadow (2022) suggests asking the following 

questions, taken from Essential Partners’ protocols – What are you unsure of in your own 

thinking? What more information would you need to understand your views and those of 

others? What are the sources of your views? Are there others beyond your two perspectives? 

Gerzon (2016) states that no matter our political identities, ultimately it is a “connective 

energy” that is the uniter of our democracy, and that a more inclusive way of loving our country 

is needed to renew and revitalize our public life. Boisture (2018) sees it as a heart-level, 

spiritual, and moral challenge to stop seeing our opponents as hostile strangers and re-engage 

with them as fellow citizens who deserve respect and solidarity. Rothberg (2006) calls it a 
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“nondualistic approach grounded in an understanding of interdependence” (p.139). He 

advocates for an alternate way to deal with one’s perceived enemies and opponents – a 

relational “opponents practice”: 

• Create the intention to learn from the other. See them as an opportunity – someone to 

learn from, and be in relationship with.  

• Diminish dualism: 

o Reflect on the suffering you are both experiencing, how difficult it is to be so 

painfully polarized. This can lead to compassion.  

o Identify positive qualities rather than fixating on the negative, reflect on how the 

negative ones could change, and imagine the potential for a friendship with this 

person. 

o Ask yourself it you might share some negative qualities with the other. 

o Notice what you might be missing, acknowledge you may not be totally in the 

right. 

o Reflect on the many external causes and conditions that polarize. 

o Remember the humanity of the other. 

• Consider the actual experience you are having with the other. Are you externalizing the 

problem – making the other the problem? What polarizing behaviors i.e., defensiveness, 

judgment and aggressiveness, might you be engaging in? 

• Practice self-managing such reactivity within yourself – simply notice what is happening, 

over and over again, with mindfulness and self-compassion. 

• Do lovingkindness and forgiveness practices. Lovingkindness opens the heart and shifts 

us away from an adversarial stance. Practice forgiveness to both yourself, and the other. 

Consciously or unconsciously, you may have caused harm and suffering through your 

thoughts, words, and behaviors.  
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• Finally, in real time practice non-reactivity towards the other in the everyday laboratory 

of life and conflict with family and friends, in communities, and societally. 

Such self-reflection is critical to dealing with one’s inner polarizer – it helps us become 

aware of what we are thinking, how we are acting – and that there are consequences. In order to 

diminish our tendency to polarize, Chödrön (2019) suggests the additional self-reflection: 

Become aware of your thoughts, words, and actions, the “for” or “against” quality of them; 

notice when you are not in this contracted state and take joy in non-polarizing moments; ask 

yourself “Am I perpetuating my sense of being in opposition, increasing my sense of 

separateness from others? Or am I going against that tendency by lessening the gap between me 

and the world?  

We are all conditioned by circumstances we cannot simply dismiss – they shape who we 

trust or fear, love or hate, respect or discount (Klein, 2020). However, we don’t have to get stuck 

in them. Klein (2020) writes: 

The path of wisdom on identity politics is to be mindful of which of our identities are 

being activated, so that we can become intentional about which identities we work to 

activate. Like a muscle or a neural pathway, the identities we use most grow strongest, 

the ones that lie fallow weaken. We can wield that to our advantage” (p. 262).  

Mindfulness is a rather simple concept. It means “paying attention in a particular way: 

on purpose, in the present moment, and nonjudgmentally” (Kabat-Zinn, 2005, p. 4). A lack of 

awareness of the present moment, especially of our unconscious and automatic actions and 

behaviors, can lead to conflict and polarization. Practicing, and applying, mindfulness is a 

powerful way to get us out of our habitual mindset of likes and dislikes, projections, and 

expectations, and re-connect us to our wisdom (Kabat-Zinn, 2005). Mindfulness is a practical 

and systematic way to get in touch with the fullness of one’s being – through self-observation, 

self-inquiry, and mindful action. (See Appendix A for resources on mindfulness practices).  
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Workshops and trainings can also support the work of internal depolarization. Braver 

Angels offers an empowering workshop called “Depolarizing Within” (Braver Angels, n.d.-b). 

The workshop teaches people how to become more aware of the inner polarizer, how to be 

critical without demonizing, stereotyping, or dismissing their political opponents, and strategies 

to constructively intervene in social conversations where like-minded peers veer into contempt 

and ridicule for those who hold different political views. 

Finally, Boisture (2018) suggests the following questions to test whether our actions as 

citizens embody much needed core civic virtues: 

• Do we recognize the sacred dignity and worth of every person? 

• Do we bring to civic life a wholehearted commitment to the greater good? 

• Do we admit that we are fallible and must therefore be open to having those with whom 

we disagree change our minds? 

• Do we embrace principled compromise as an essential civic virtue? 

• Do we recognize that we are all in this together and that in the long run, none of us can 

flourish unless all of us flourish? 

Some of these virtues align with liberal ideology and others with conservative ones and 

thoughtfully engaging with all of them could help us get out of our ideological stances and find 

common ground. Bridgebuilding and dialogue work, which are discussed in the next sections, 

can support, extend, and externalize internal depolarization.  

Bridgebuilding  

Bridgebuilding efforts create space for local community-based engagement – a more 

organic approach to reducing polarization than a top-down one (Barsa et al., 2022). Such efforts 

forge connection across differences and fortify relationships via strengthening civic culture, 

developing cross-cutting ties, and doing dialogue work (Ury, 1999). A strong civic culture is 

foundational to a strong democracy, and involves an informed and engaged citizenry, 

collaborative meaning-making, social cohesion, and healthy, constructive discourse 
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(Constructive Dialogue Institute, n.d.-b). The everyday person can develop cross-cutting ties in 

daily life – doing projects and/or community work together at work, in meetings, and at family 

meals or events i.e., hosting two estranged family members (Ury, 1999). Indeed, creating 

opportunities for young people – such as doing a household task together, or volunteering i.e., 

having a fundraising carwash – are far more effective than playdates or some other form of 

socializing at developing cross-cutting ties (Ury, 1999). Developing and maintaining these 

human connections makes it harder to demonize the other. 

According to Barsa et al. (2022), the first step to bridging our divisions is understanding 

the other. We conflate disagreement with dislike, and overestimate the divisiveness of our 

differences on major issues and policies. By understanding the other we can re-discover the 

common ground most Americans desire – equity and fairness, strong democratic norms, and a 

hopeful future for generations to come. Barsa et al. (2022) highlight the need for intergroup 

contact, which normalizes disagreement as a part of a healthy democracy, eases anxiety and 

increases trust, empathy, and solidarity across party lines, fosters cross-cutting identities by 

moderating stereotyping and outgroup biases, and reduces the misperceptions each group holds 

about the other thereby impeding the spread of misinformation and lessening outgroup 

hostility. Dialogue practices, discussed in the next section, are a powerful and empowering way 

to bridge the divide, foster understanding, increase empathy, and transform communication. 

Dialogue Work 

Communication is a critical component of our relationships with others and the 

importance of its quality cannot be understated (Fisher-Yoshida, 2014).  When it is poor, it not 

only can damage relationships, it can escalate and lead to a cycle of conflict. 

Conflict transformation as a process involves changing the nature of the communication 

between parties in conflict as they engage in dialogue. This in turn alters the nature of 

their relationships as they find ways to identify common ground through mutual 

meaning making (p. 879). 
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Not meant to change people’s minds, nor to reach agreement, dialogue work attempts to  

prevent conflict escalation by building relationships – creating a space for people to speak more 

openly, improve mutual understanding, and ideally discover underlying commonalities (Ury, 

1999). Indeed, cooperation and dialogue amongst those who are different and have different 

points of view are hallmarks of resilient democracies, without which we cannot create the trust 

and understanding needed to find common ground and problem solve together (Barsa et al., 

2022). Dialogue is a horizontal relationship where power is neutralized (Delgado, 2019). It not 

only builds bridges across divides, it promotes healing between individuals and in small 

communities that are in dispute, reduces gridlock in Congress, and mitigates animosity in the 

public square and the partisan media (Herzig & Chasin, 2006).  

Common characteristics across many approaches to dialogue include listening deeply, 

creating mutual understanding via joint inquiry, becoming aware of/suspending assumptions, 

deepening connection – all of which occur within a facilitating space/container that allows 

individuals to connect to their humanity (Fisher-Yoshida, 2014). Fisher-Yoshida (2014) refers to 

such dialogic encounters as “episodes” – dialogues that take place within a certain timeframe as 

opposed to a longer-term process. The dialogic process involves empathic listening – listening to 

understand – trying to express ourselves in ways that are easier for the other person to hear, and 

temporarily suspending our assumptions while staying open to what the other person is saying. 

Repeated dialogic episodes over time can alter the dynamics of the relationship and allow 

mutual respect within disagreement.  

Herzig and Chasin (2006) describe dialogue as a conversation where individuals with 

different perspectives and beliefs try to develop mutual understanding which can lead to a 

softening of stereotypes, more trusting relationships, newly informed perspectives, and possible 

actions outside of the dialogue structure. Stains and Sarrouf (2022) state that “if the goal is 

relationship repair, the vehicle is structured communication, and the raw materials are personal 

narratives and the meanings they hold” (p. 2). By structure they mean creating a space where 
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participants can feel safe enough to open up, and experience strong emotion. This includes co-

creating ground rules, keeping purpose front and center, preparing for possible challenges, 

using a highly structured format, and using strong but connected and compassionate 

facilitation.  

Many dialogue practices are used in the conflict field. Essential Partners (n.d.) has 

developed a trademarked method called Reflective Structured Dialogue (RSD) which helps 

people have open, honest, constructive conversations across divides and differences. The RSD 

approach works with groups of any size, can be used during a single meeting, or over many 

years, and is a safe space where people can share the experiences that inform their beliefs, build 

mutual regard, and engage constructively (Stains, 2016). Constructive Dialogue, developed by 

the Constructive Dialogue Institute (n.d.-a), is based on five principles: let go of winning, share 

your story and invite others to do so as well, ask clarifying questions to better understand, 

acknowledge the role of emotions, and try to seek common ground when possible. 

A different approach, called sustained dialogue, is considered a political process and 

takes place over a period of time and many meetings (Fisher-Yoshida, 2014). It uses a five-stage 

process: the decision to engage in order to change a relationship, mapping out and naming the 

issues and relationships, identifying the underlying dynamics, envisioning different scenarios in 

order to imagine different relationships, and taking action to carry them out. This approach 

involves identity, interests, power, perceptions, and patterns of interaction – all of which inform 

how the dialogue process should start and progress.  

Formal dialogue work can also be preparatory to deliberative processes. When emotions 

are running high, careful dialogue planning, process, and facilitation can help individuals self-

regulate, foster mutual understanding and connection, and prepare people to take part in a 

deliberative process (Stains & Sarrouf, 2022).  

Dialogue is truly demanding – it is much easier to stay a distance and “cast stones” at 

each other (Ury, 1999). However, it is a critical process that changes attitudes and rehumanizes 
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the other. Stains (2016) writes, “Dialogue breaks the sharp-edged cycles of dysfunctional 

communication that shreds relationships and perpetuates division” (p. 1535). The discussed 

inner depolarization work, and outer bridgebuilding and dialogue work, are an iterative process 

– each are reflected in, and strengthen, the other. However, while going it alone is not 

impossible, most of us need support to do such work. Deutsch (2014) suggests joining a network 

or group of people not only for support, but to develop constructive conflict skills. Countless 

initiatives already exist.  

Organizations. Across the United States hundreds, if not thousands, of organizations 

are working to reduce or mitigate polarization in the United States and, according to Carothers 

(2019), most of these efforts are by civic actors – nongovernmental advocacy groups, 

community-based organizations, private philanthropists, and academic experts – whose work 

focuses primarily on political leadership, congress, the electoral system, the media, and civic 

dialogue. All these initiatives foster formal and informal dialogue across the partisan divide at 

local, state, and national levels (Carothers, 2019). While not all organizations use the word 

“depolarize”, their intent is to bridge the partisan divide via respectful dialogue and by building 

relationships and trust. The following is a small, but representative sample. 

Braver Angels, founded in 2016, is considered America’s largest bipartisan organization 

whose mission is political depolarization (Wood, 2020). Their mission is to “bring Americans 

together to bridge the partisan divide and strengthen our democratic republic” (Braver Angels, 

n.d.-c). They facilitate respectful conversation between reds (right-leaning individuals) and 

blues (left-leaning individuals) to help people understand each other’s point of view (Sprei, 

2018). David Blankenhorn, one of the founders, states: 

Here’s an opportunity where you can reach across the political divide; you can actually 

become friends and colleagues with people you don’t agree with. You’ll begin to feel 

common bonds as citizens; and you may even see common ground that you feel good 
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about working on. If there’s one post-event comment we get from people more than any 

other, it’s ‘We’re less divided than we’ve been told’ (Sprei, 2018).  

Their grassroots national outreach includes skills training and experiential workshops, national 

debates and forums, one-to-one conversations, campus engagement, candidates/public officials, 

and much more.   

Organizations such as Convergence and Winthrop Rockefeller Institute focus on 

collaborative problem-solving and use bridgebuilding and dialogue to support the process. 

Convergence (2023), founded in 2009, find that solutions arise when those in opposition learn 

to engage constructively with each other across their differences. Their protocol is to select an 

appropriate issue, convene diverse leaders and doers, facilitate trust-building, generate 

recommendations/solutions, and deliver on-the-ground implementation. Winthrop Rockefeller 

Institute (n.d.) convene purposeful gatherings to help people do their best thinking and 

learning. They offer their own programs and workshops as well as host conferences and 

meetings. Their work is informed by what they call the Rockefeller Ethic – “diversity of opinion, 

engaging in respectful dialogue, and practicing collaborative problem solving combine to create 

transformational change.” 

A prominent youth-led organization, BridgeUSA (n.d.), founded in 2016, works to 

address polarization and division on high school and college campuses. They currently have 50 

university campus chapters and 24 high school chapters. They are very cognizant that their 

generation will bear the consequences of polarization, and are working to bridge the partisan 

divide via respectful, constructive dialogue in order to build empathy and better understanding 

among Americans. The Millennial Action Project (n.d.) focuses on young leaders – in particular 

millennial and Gen Z policymakers – who are willing to bridge the partisan divide by passing 

innovative policy solutions, and forging productive partnerships. Their ethos is listen first, say 

“we”, build trust, empower others, break barriers, and innovate freely.  
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A number of organizations work in the bipartisan space. The Bipartisan Policy Center 

(n.d.) is a think tank that works with advocates from both sides of the political spectrum to find 

policy solutions that strengthen democracy, promote economic growth and opportunities, and 

create better outcomes for all Americans. The Problem Solvers Caucus (n.d.) is an independent 

member-driven group of equal numbers of Democrats and Republicans in the House of 

Representatives. They meet weekly, are committed to finding common ground and common 

sense solutions, and believe that the only way to break our current state of gridlock is by working 

together.  

In addition, alliances have formed which are creating synergy amongst the disparate 

organizations to help them scale the work. Listen First Project (n.d.-b). is comprised of 500 

organizations whose stated purpose is to “catalyze a mainstream, collaborative social movement 

to transform division and contempt into connection and understanding by aggregating, aligning, 

and amplifying all efforts to mend our frayed social fabric.” Bridge Alliance (n.d.) is comprised 

of about 100 organizations who span the ideological spectrum, and are dedicated to engaging 

Americans in the political process, supporting civic leaders, and promoting respectful civic 

discourse. Five principles set the tone for their alliance – embracing our differences, 

collaboration, citizen voice, solutions, and open-mindedness. 

Depolarizing Leaders 

Depolarizing leaders are bridge-builders and, in a sense, the gatekeepers of depolarizing 

work. They are on the front lines of the efforts to mitigate polarization and bridge the divides 

between individuals and groups. These leaders are also crucial change agents. Yet, a literature 

review did not yield studies specific to depolarizing leaders and leadership. This section will 

attempt to address this gap by discussing leadership considerations that can be extrapolated 

from the conflict field literature. 

Conflict practitioners are particularly suited to engaging in building a more just and 

peaceful democracy and bridging our divides (Burgess et al., 2022). They need a strong skill set 
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and Deutsch (2014) highlights three essential arenas – rapport-building, cooperation, and group 

process and decision-making. Rapport-building involves reducing distrust and suspicion, 

overcoming resistance, creating a framework for civil discourse/interaction, modeling a positive 

attitude, as well as creating a safe space to do the work. Cooperation entails reframing the 

conflict so that both sides see it as a mutual problem that they need to resolve cooperatively. It 

also means helping individuals identify possible similarities in values, and common ground, as 

well as being alert to cultural misunderstandings and managing emotions. Lastly, a good leader 

needs to facilitate creative group process and decision-making which includes effective group 

discussion, monitoring progress, and maintaining group cohesion.  

When facilitating dialogue, the conflict practitioner needs to attend to their connection 

with the participants (Stains & Sarrouf, 2022). This includes witnessing and engaging from a 

place of curiosity and interest so that the participants feel seen, heard, and cared for. Leaders 

need to walk the talk, be committed to personal change, and model the behavior they want from 

participants. “Embodying their values is the only way to ensure their vitality” (Wheatley, 2017, 

p. 161). Facilitators also need to “fence-mind”, make sure people are complying with the agreed 

upon structures and rules, and shift to “fence-mending – notice, name and repair – when 

needed (Stains & Sarrouf, 2022). In addition, they can give attendees “opportunities for 

reflection, preparation, prediction, and rehearsal, all leaving people better-resourced and more 

able to speak from the heart and listen with resonance and resilience” (Stains & Sarrouf, 2022, 

p. 3). 

It is also important for leaders to develop an analytical and behavioral skill set. Fisher 

(2014) highlights how important it is for an intergroup conflict practitioner to not only be very 

aware of the context and conditions of the conflict, but be aware of, and rise above, their own in-

group identity biases and preconceptions. He states that a leader needs good communication 

and relationship-building skills, to be sincere and respectful, and nonjudgmental and empathic. 
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Leaders also need to take time to reflect on, and learn from, experience as well as make time for 

reflective processes in the groups they are working with (Wheatley, 2017).  

In addition, depolarizing leaders need to understand what makes an effective change 

agent. Marcus (2014) points to three principles: fostering the motivation to change, overcoming 

resistance to change, and generating commitment to change. First, practitioners need to reflect 

on their own change – how they have shifted toward the desired state of change themselves. 

They have to identify their own concerns, tensions, vulnerabilities and capacity – or they cannot 

be effective change agents. Wheatley (2017) warns that leaders also have to be ready for the 

values and practices of the culture they were conditioned in to show up, and be vigilant that they 

don’t slip back into old behaviors. Leaders then need to ascertain readiness for change in others, 

and concentrate on those who want to strengthen their skills in similar ways to what the 

practitioner has done (Marcus, 2014). They need to increase support, attention and resources 

where motivation for change is strong. Lastly, leaders need to foster choice – making sure 

people are choosing a level of involvement they are comfortable with (Marcus, 2014). This is 

integral to generating and sustaining commitment. 

Wheatley (2017) underlines the importance of adaptability, especially as leaders engage 

with power structures. As leaders better understands how a system works, they can adapt, 

change goals, and better challenge it. Leaders have to think systemically in order to understand 

and develop their roles as change agents within the system(s) they work in (Coleman & Marcus, 

2014). Practically speaking, this means expanding what conflict practitioners consider their 

purview to include helping people implement solutions, anticipate future problems, and build in 

feedback systems so they can work collaboratively to manage them and/or get further support. 

Politically speaking, a conflict practitioner has to have awareness of possible political 

repercussions – they need to think about the political and social processes and their own role in 

the power dynamics. Indeed, “the moral obligation of the conflict specialist extends beyond 
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understanding his or her impact on power dynamics and toward undoing systemic injustices 

that may exist” (Coleman & Marcus, 2014, p. 1117).  

Obstacles & Challenges to Depolarizing Work and Change 

Significant obstacles and challenges are inherent in depolarizing work and the thrust for 

individual and societal change. Increasing public awareness is at the top of the list. Herzig and 

Chasin (2006) state that, while the general public understands the importance of debate and 

activism – time-honored tools of our democracy – the need for constructive dialogue in our civic 

life is less understood. Getting this on the public’s radar is crucial to improving our civic 

discourse.  

Communication in and of itself, however, is not a cure-all. While communication is by its 

very nature cooperative, participants have to be willing to collaborate to make meaning (Krauss 

& Morsella, 2014). If people do not sincerely desire to resolve conflict, it is as likely to intensify 

disagreement as to moderate it. In addition, a survey by Making Caring Common (Harvard 

Graduate School of Education, 2020) showed that both Democrats and Republicans were 

reluctant to converse primarily because they see each other as relying on opinions rather than 

facts, and as unwilling to listen or to modify their views.  However, the survey also revealed that 

Americans can be more open to such conversations if norms and conditions are put in place to 

facilitate safe and constructive dialogue. In addition, nothing focuses conflicting parties better 

than a common foe – the trick is getting disagreeing parties to see the conflict itself as a 

common foe, and thus the need for them to constructively collaborate (Krauss and Morsella, 

2014).  

Getting people involved is a challenge. According to Coleman and Marcus (2014), not 

only are constructive conflict approaches new to many individuals and institutions, they also 

have to unlearn deep-rooted competitive and avoidant approaches. They suggest a number of 

steps. First people need to be made aware that there are options besides the fight or flight 

response. Then conflict leaders need to assess, and foster, readiness and willingness to 
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collaborate and transform conflict. Systems also need to be readied. For example, in order to 

introduce conflict training in schools and organizations, they have to be primed and prepared or 

such initiatives will fail. Lastly, influencers – political elite, celebrities, business leaders, etc. – 

need to model conflict constructive language, behaviors, and skills.  

Another challenge is the conflict that exists within the conflict field itself, engendered by 

ideological and value differences (Coleman & Marcus, 2014). Conflict practitioners need to walk 

the talk and model constructive conflict themselves. Coleman and Marcus (2014) state: 

The field will be well served if we work harder at practicing what we preach and learn to 

work together to resolve the conflicts that exist across orientations, organizations, and 

disciplines and between theory and practice. There is much strength in the diversity of 

our field, but we must come together to realize it” (p. 1121).  

Brown (2014) believes deep, authentic collaboration is critical, and that organizations need to 

create and invest together in order to maximize resources i.e., money, people, spaces, skills, 

rather than compete for them.  

Scaling up itself is an enormous challenge and much more needs to be done. While 

initiatives to reform from the top-down, as well as grassroots work to foster civic dialogue have 

increased in response to severe polarization, they have not yet gotten enough traction to shift it 

(Carothers, 2019). Conflict theory and practice is generally geared towards small disputes and, 

while small-scale efforts are effective, Burgess et al. (2022) state that corollary success on a 

larger more complex society-wide scale remains to be seen. They suggest that conflict resolution 

practitioners apply their insights to society-wide conflict by forming partnerships with mass 

education and communication technologies, adapting complex social systems insights to our 

rapidly changing environment, and spotlighting the tactics of bad-faith actors. In addition, they 

state that training more conflict practitioners will be critical to the success of depolarizing 

initiatives – unskilled, but good-intentioned, individuals could just make a bad situation worse. 
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However, people are beginning to get involved at a larger scale. In April of 2022, the 

National Week of Conversation was launched, and thousands of Americans took part from 130+ 

schools, libraries, faith-based communities, activist groups, and nonprofits across 32 states 

(Shared Nation, n.d.). Most participants gained better understanding and appreciation and 

came away feeling more tolerant and curious. National Conversation Project (NCP), 

spearheaded by Listen First Project, was then launched to build on its success (Shared Nation, 

n.d.). Their objective is to “mainstream conversations across divides in which we listen first to 

understand.” NCP is working with 100+ organizations to create synergy and opportunity for all 

Americans to connect and be in relationship with each other and thereby revitalize America. In 

addition, in 2021 #ListenFirst Coalition partners decided to step up their commitment to each 

other and their collective impact by launching Bridging Movement Alignment Council (BMAC) – 

cross-organization working groups focused on strategic imperatives for the bridging movement 

(Listen First Project, n.d.-a). Other signs of success are discussed in the next, and final, section – 

gauging impact. 

Gauging Impact 

Albeit few, studies that assess the efficacy of depolarization efforts are beginning to enter 

the literature. Baron et al. (2021), in partnership with Braver Angels, carried out a randomized 

control trial of 169 students across four universities where students either participated in a 

Braver Angels Red-Blue workshop or completed three rounds of surveys. They studied 

“reciprocal group reflection” positing that “the most effective depolarization interventions 

combine emotional with informational components, building empathy with the outgroup such 

that participants become more willing to update their priors about outgroup members in 

response to new information” (p. 3).  

They found that the workshops markedly reduced affective polarization in both implicit 

and explicit measures in both the short and longer term (although there was some decay in 

effect over the seven months of the study, the timeframe between initiating and completing the 
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study took place during the pandemic, nationwide protests, and contested presidential election). 

They found that partisan affect can improve at the same time ideology remains constant which 

points to an important take-away – Americans can disagree on policy and ideology, yet still 

engage in civic discourse that legitimizes the other side. In addition, their work shows that the 

intervention boosted participants’ behavioral support for depolarization interventions shown in 

their willingness to contribute financially to depolarization interventions around political 

conversation. The effects were consistent across both Republican and Democratic participants.  

Depolarizing organizations are also doing their own internal research to assess and 

evaluate the efficacy of their depolarization interventions. Braver Angels (2022) evaluated 

feedback they received post Red-Blue and Depolarizing Within workshops and found that 82% 

of participants felt more comfortable with people on the other side, 86% felt they better 

understood the other side, 71% felt better understood by the other side, 88% had a better handle 

on their inner polarizer, 81% felt more prepared to use their new skills, and more than 77% were 

likely to share what they learned at the workshop.  

Over the last five years Constructive Dialogue Institute (n.d.) has collected data from 

35,000 participants and done two randomized controlled trials around their signature program 

Perspectives. After completing the program, students showed a 73% decrease in hostility 

towards the political outgroup, a 51% increase in intellectual humility, and a 59% improvement 

in their negative conflict behaviors. Six months after completing Perspectives, 89% agreed they 

were still benefitting from the program, 86% said that it helped them communicate across 

differences, and 78% continue to use strategies learned. 

Lastly, a mega-study run by the Strengthening Democracy Challenge out of Stanford 

University looked at three depolarization interventions – correcting misperceptions of out-

partisans, priming inter-partisan friendships, and observing warm cross-partisan interactions 

between political leaders (Voelkel et al., 2023). In particular, they studied whether or not efforts 

to reduce affective polarization had a downstream effect on anti-democratic attitudes i.e., 
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diminishing support for anti-democratic candidates, endorsement of partisan violence, and 

putting partisan objectives over democratic means. While they found that depolarization 

interventions do reduce self-reported affective polarization, and to some extent reduced support 

for undemocratic candidates, they found little evidence for causal effect/benefits on the other 

two anti-democratic attitudes measured. The authors reported important limitations – the 

results of their study do not imply that depolarization interventions cannot affect economic, 

social, or interpersonal relationships outgroup discrimination, or willingness to compromise. 

They also only tested a subset of depolarization interventions, and did not use probability 

samples – so are not fully representative of the U.S. population. 

Thus far studies and evaluations have been limited in scope, and more research needs to 

be done to understand the efficacy of depolarization, especially over the long term. This will be 

crucial to better understanding the impact of depolarization initiatives, building capacity within 

the nascent movement, and attracting ongoing support both financially and in terms of people’s 

willingness to get involved. The bottom line is we need to set aside our own political preferences 

and think of the collective whole as we try to bridge our differences (Burgess et al., 2022). We 

need to accord each other mutual respect and tolerance, become more skilled at constructive 

dialogue, and, quite simply, all do our part to stem and disrupt the vicious cycle of severe 

polarization that is gripping the United States.. 

Theoretical Framework  

Relational disconnection is at the root of our current crises – the erosion of our social 

fabric, and our democracy. We are caught in a pattern of alienation, othering and 

polarization. We need sustainable and regenerative alternatives – deep reflection and 

new ways of living, regenerative culture, and being in relationship together. Political 

and legislative change will not suffice (Courage of Care, n.d.). 

Our society needs a paradigm shift. Collectively we need to move away from the mindset 

that destructive conflict is unavoidable, and learn to see it as a natural tension and an 
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opportunity for growth and creative problem-solving. We need to recover constructive 

engagement with the other, heal and repair our relationships, and find ways to bridge our 

differences in order to collaborate on the challenging issues that face our country, and the world. 

The theoretical framework that best encompasses the depolarizing work of these leaders, and 

that moves us collectively towards transformative individual and societal change, is 

peacebuilding. This section of the paper will describe peacebuilding, then discuss portals to 

peacebuilding, peacebuilding initiatives, challenges and obstacles to peacebuilding, and moving 

forward. 

Peacebuilding 

“Only through compassion and inner peace, can one spread peace in the world. Inner 

peace leads to a peaceful individual and then this peaceful individual can build a peaceful family, 

then a peaceful community, then a peaceful world” – The Dalai Lama (Abdulkarim, 2018).  

The term peacebuilding was first used by UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali’s 

in his Agenda for Peace (Burgess & Burgess, 2020). It is considered the final stage in a three-

stage peace-process: peacemaking (disrupting and ending violence), peacekeeping (preventing 

the recurrence of violence), and peacebuilding (reconciliation of divided societies and moving 

towards mutual tolerance, respect, and common purpose). According to Burgess and Burgess 

(2020), peacebuilding is especially relevant to societies like the U.S. that are experiencing severe 

polarization, but have not yet ended up in large-scale civil violence and hostilities. At its most 

basic, peace is the absence of destructive conflict and violence; more holistically it is about 

wholeness, harmony and balance, the absence of fear – a daily practice as opposed to a 

destination or objective (Eilberg, 2014).  

Peacebuilding in the United States means having a clear vision and framework that 

includes institutional reforms, community efforts, as well as the lens of historic injustice 

(Beyond Intractability, 2023). Not only do we need to create an inclusive shared vision of the 

country we want, Burgess and Burgess (2019) state that we also have to deny the fear-
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mongering, divisive influencers in the media and the political elite from continuing to craft the 

narrative. We have more in common, and want more of the same things for our country, than we 

think – or have been led to believe. In addition, we will need to do an analysis of power, a critical 

element of international peacebuilding but largely lacking in the United States (Beyond 

Intractability, 2023). People’s underlying grievances drive conflict; thus, they need to be better 

included in any sort of collective action.  

Roig (Beyond Intractability, 2023), Chief Network Weaver for The Horizons Project, 

looks at peacebuilding as an ecosystem of social change, one that tries to draw an all-

encompassing circle, create as large a net as possible – bringing in people such as bridge-

builders who foster dialogue across difference, the technocrats who are working to reform 

institutions and things like gerrymandering, as well as those in social movements that come 

from a civil resistance framework. She states that such systems-level organizing can sound 

rather esoteric, but ultimately it is about relationships and talking to people – especially those 

who are convening and facilitating, as they are the network nodes. While we are still far from the 

needed cohesion, she feels such network weaving will also clarify where the gaps are. 

Zehr (2009) also thinks of peacebuilding as an umbrella concept – many arenas of 

activity lead to a peaceful, just society where conflicts are constructively managed – and uses 

Barry Hart’s Peacebuilding Wheel to demonstrate this (see Figure 3). Each section of the wheel 

is a portal, starting points for peacebuilding and moving us towards a more stable society. The 

outer ring are unnamed values meant to spark conversation amongst those working in the 

various sections of the wheel (Docherty & Lantz-Simmons, 2016). Particularly germane to this 

project are the following sections: restorative justice, psycho-social well-being, conflict 

transformation (specifically dialogue work and constructive conflict skills), and leadership. 
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Figure 3 

Peacebuilding Wheel 

	
Note. (Eastern Mennonite University, 2016).  

Portals to Peacebuilding 

Restorative Justice & Practices. A reparative approach is crucial to change and 

peacebuilding. Indeed, restorative justice (RJ) can be seen as an alternative paradigm for 

repairing harm and building community – one that demands a caring for the other, working 

towards interdependent and mutual liberation, and does not outsource solutions to the 

government (Shah & Stauffer, 2021). It is far more than its mainstream identity as an alternate 

mode to address harm within the criminal justice system and its multiple histories and roots 

include restorative justice, restorative practices, peacemaking, indigenous concepts of justice, 

and circle (Shah & Stauffer, 2021). The link amongst them is one of community-based practice 

that heals and repairs harm. 
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RJ’s contributions to the field of peacebuilding include (1) the centrality of 

justice/injustice to conflict and the imperative of addressing both in managing conflict and 

building peace; (2) a relational framing of conflict; (3) guiding principles such as reparation, 

accountability, and engagement; (4) restorative practices such circle process; and (5) the core 

values of respect, responsibility, and relationships (the three “Rs” ) to ground the process (Zehr, 

2009). Zehr (2009) states that these values are about righting the wrong in order to promote 

well-being and healing. Respect means treating people respectfully – a sense of dignity is 

necessary to wellbeing. Responsibility means being accountable for our actions and decisions, as 

well as acknowledging and addressing the harms we cause others. While the United States is an 

individualistic society, emphasis on relationships reminds us of our interrelatedness, making 

respect and responsibility even more important. 

Restorative practices (RP) center dialogue work, connection, and relationship building; 

their nexus is repairing harm and healing relationships. Shah and Stauffer (2021) state, 

“Healing and accountability are rooted in restoring balance to oneself, one’s relationships, one’s 

community, and even with nature” (p. xv). They explain that self-work is essential. It helps the 

practitioner avoid passing along their own trauma; without it, the work will not be authentic nor 

ring true for those receiving it. In addition, they caution us to get out of the “good-bad” 

dichotomy, i.e., the person harmed and the one who harmed. It is the relationship that needs to 

be at the center of healing and justice. 

Psycho-Social Well-Being. Psycho-social well-being involves healing and 

reconciliation, which are integral to the peacebuilding process. Peace cannot be attained without 

inner healing, and inner healing depends on reforming one’s relationship with self, and the 

other (Bubenzer & Tankink, 2015). Conflict cannot be fully resolved until relationships begin to 

heal and Ury (1999) writes that one of the simplest, and most effective ways to foster healing is 

by listening – fully hearing the other – and acknowledging their words and feelings. Apologies, 

sincerely offered, and forgiveness, which does not imply condoning or absolving or 
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responsibility, are also crucial (Ury, 1999). They lead to reconciliation and to making the 

community whole again. 

Healing is essential to reconciliation – the process whereby individuals or groups 

mutually accept the other in the wake of conflict (Bubenzer & Tankink, 2015). Bubenzer and 

Tankink (2015) state that reconciliation can take place at both the structural (i.e., reparations) 

and socio-cultural (i.e., healing, forgiveness, acknowledgement) levels, and that engagement to 

increase cooperation can lead to rehumanizing the other, diminishing a sense of fear and threat, 

and opening the way to reconciliation. Humanizing contact in the form of ongoing dialogue, and 

positive languaging in the media, and by the political elite, are all crucial aspects of 

reconciliation, de-escalating conflict, and building a peaceful society (Staub, 2014).  

Conflict Transformation & Dialogue. Dialogue is also foundational to healing. 

Bubenzer and Tankink (2015) state that it is effective, inclusive, and cost-effective – one of the 

most powerful ways to constructively and peacefully address issues that affect and divide us – 

and essential to building, or strengthening, democratic culture. Delgado (2019), who has studied 

peacebuilding in Colombia, has seen that a bottom-up approach to the peacebuilding process is 

more effective than top-down initiatives. He states that despite the many challenges: 

Communities have started generating spaces by themselves and have created initiatives 

of peacebuilding through nonviolent actions, the acceptance of differences, active 

participation and empowerment and the acknowledgment that dialogue is the only way 

to achieve cooperation and to rebuild another story rather than conflict (p. 221).  

Dialogues are how we rebuild relationships.  

Leadership. Peacebuilding leadership takes place at all levels, from grassroots-in-the-

trenches individuals and organizers to network weavers like Roig (Beyond Intractability, 2023). 

According to Roig (Beyond Intractability, 2023), people who are doing grassroots organizing 

work one individual, one group at a time, are important influencers in the peacebuilding 
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process. They are “quiet levers of influence” whose values and how they see change are deeply 

impactful. She states that they need whatever support the peacebuilding field can give them.  

In their research, Khalil and Hartley (2022) focused on local and middle-range leaders 

and write that local leaders are critical to peacebuilding efforts – they model peacebuilding 

behaviors, as well as encourage others to go beyond identity politics. They state that the critical 

characteristics of peacebuilding leadership are: 

• Doing the work of differentiating from their own ingroups and moving towards more 

integration with those on the other side. 

• Helping individuals shift out of their rigid ingroup mindset by supporting them in 

building cross-cutting bridges, and by creating supportive environments to do so. 

• Political astuteness – leaders need to understand their own biases and motives, 

understand or intuit others’, and be able to read situations and individuals in the shifting 

dynamics of conflict.  

Grass-roots and middle-range leaders ideally also work with top-down reform, the elite and 

legislation (Shah & Stauffer, 2021). In particular, they work to find cross-cutting activities, and 

shared interests and goals, to fortify a shared identity across groups, and to build peace (Khalil & 

Hartley, 2022). 

In addition, leaders building peace need first and foremost to live their values, connect to 

themselves via practices self-awareness and self-healing and thereby become interconnecting 

nodes to others (Shah & Stauffer, 2021). For example, Roig (Beyond Intractability, 2023) tries to 

have awareness of her own capacity and do what she feels is manageable, as well as walk the talk 

and be the change she wants to see in the world. 

Peacebuilding Initiatives 

Peacebuilding initiatives include both small-scale and large-scale objectives. Smaller-

scale, emergent, grassroots initiatives rely on fostering society’s natural learning capacity and 

include dialogue and problem-solving workshops and trainings to bridge divides, trauma 
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healing programs, as well as art and story-telling to create better understanding (Burgess & 

Burgess, 2020). Burgess and Burgess (2020) state that although they are small in scale, they 

create an alternate, constructive model of relationships, and plant the seeds for larger societal 

transformation. At some point a critical mass is reached that tips society into a sort of “peace 

spiral” where “peacebuilding efforts can start to significantly cut into the ‘market share’ 

associated with destructive conflict-as-usual approaches” (p. 4).  

While slow, and in some respects a hidden process, Burgess and Burgess (2020) state 

that small-scale efforts lay the groundwork for that moment when a series of events could 

trigger a society-wide realization that our current conflict approach is untenable. They say that 

the key is to sufficiently develop other alternatives, to make sure people are aware that there are 

alternatives, and make them easy to find. Coleman (2021) affirms the importance of drawing 

attention to, “positive pockets” of individuals across communities who are already doing this 

work. He suggests that supporting and engaging with them is like bolstering the antibodies of 

communities, creating wellsprings of resilience and hope.  

However, Roig (Beyond Intractability, 2023) thinks that, right now, short-term intra-

group work is even more important than intergroups work such as bringing reds and blues 

together in dialogue. This means supporting conservative allies to have courageous 

conversations about what is going on in their party, and to do the work they need to within their 

movement to shore up conservative values and identity. For her, that means not pushing them 

to become more progressive, but to be in solidarity with them as they battle the extreme 

ideology within their group. Stopping authoritarianism is really about helping more centrist 

conservatives reverse the extremist trend within the Republican party. She states: 

The danger to our democracy is with authoritarian infection within the Republican Party 

right now. And until we actually address that and have a movement mindset to go on 

offense against this authoritarian faction, I actually think we’re going to dialogue 

ourselves off an authoritarian cliff soon – sooner than later (p.2). 
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She adds, however, that it would behoove progressives to do the intragroup work of figuring out 

what a reparative approach to organizing needs to look like. 

Ultimately, local small-scale initiatives are not enough on their own to correct complex 

society-wide conflict dynamics and build peace in a deeply divided society (Burgess & Burgess, 

2020). It will require a large-scale effort comprised of innumerable parallel projects that work 

on different aspects of conflict. This means incentivizing much greater numbers of individuals to 

loosely align and work together and create what Burgess and Burgess (2020) call “massively 

parallel peacebuilding” (MPP) – a multitude of independent projects that align with and 

reinforce each other, and address the complexity of severe polarization across its many contexts.  

Thus, peacebuilding needs to come from a wide range of institutions and individuals interacting 

with each other – from the emergent will of the community, which is self-organizing and 

powerful (Ury, 1999). A top-down response to complex and dynamic conflict is not sufficient.  

However, while Roig (Beyond Intractability, 2023) agrees that scaling needs to happen, 

she  does not see it as a magic bullet, and thinks we may be spending too much time and energy 

on it. She has seen transformational change occur via groups of people who sincerely commit to 

the work. She states that it is this commitment, and their shared values, that are crucial, and 

what then moves as a ripple effect throughout their networks. 

Building a Social Movement. Smaller-scale local peacebuilding initiatives, when 

there are sufficient numbers of them, and when the timing is right, are what seed a societal-wide 

social movement (Burgess & Burgess, 2020). In addition, we need more of what Roig (Beyond 

Intractability, 2023) calls a movement mindset. Part of this is to better communicate the 

urgency of building peace, and help the mass public better understand the breadth of the 

mission (Shah & Stauffer, 2021; Burgess & Burgess, 2019). Such awareness will also support 

fundraising efforts, which are critical to the success of a creating a social movement. 

In addition, every individual can be a peacebuilder, and the only way we are going to 

shift polarization and move towards peace is if each individual realizes they can, and need to, do 
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something (Beyond Intractability, 2023). The challenge, then, is to shift those who are still 

complacent into  a place of urgency and action. Ultimately, what is needed is a paradigm shift 

effectuated by both top-down and bottom-up initiatives, as well as effective partnership and 

coalition building – a decentralized “power with” inclusive national network that can support 

and connect the work of local and more broad-based initiatives as well as create a national fund 

to support them (Shah & Stauffer, 2021).  

Lastly, a social movement will require working with the tension between the many 

approaches – peacebuilding, bridgebuilding, power building, and social justice – and how to 

create a unifying vision, a pluralistic direction, and address the racial justice and healing 

processes that we need (Beyond Intractability, 2023).  

Obstacles & Challenges to Peacebuilding 

Of the many obstacles and challenges to peacebuilding, the most difficult may be 

changing our collective mindset. Burgess and Burgess (2020) state that trying to effect large-

scale change in people’s hearts and minds is very difficult. They state that first we have to 

relinquish the idea that peace is utopian and unattainable. People tend to believe that conflict is 

inevitable and destructive – that the only options are to give in or go to battle, whether with 

words or with weapons – that destructive conflict is human nature, and violence is inevitable, 

and that our best response is to get out of the way (Ury, 1999). Rather than seeing conflict as 

inevitable, we have to foster the demand for more constructive approaches to conflict, as well as 

support the growth of organizations, and training of individuals, to meet such demand.  

We also have to give up the idea that peacebuilding is for diplomats and the political elite 

(Eilberg, 2014). In addition, we need to work with our own emotions – hurt, and anger, perhaps 

betrayal and righteousness – as well as the discomfort of trying to do the work of healing our 

relationships (Eilberg, 2014). To override our baser emotions and reactivity, we have to instead 

rely on our values of compassion, forgiveness and lovingkindness. 
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Moreover, we have to contend with resistance. Burgess and Burgess (2020) call those 

who actively resist peacebuilding initiatives “spoilers.” They state that it may be a question of 

trust – they don’t trust that the other side is making good faith efforts – or they so deeply believe 

their opponents are evil, that they have to be stopped at all costs. Others may be cynical and use 

conflict and a divide and conquer mindset for their own gain and profit. Such bad faith actors 

include media companies who amplify political divisions and make money off them, would-be 

autocrats, and power-mongering political elite who demonize their opponents, polarize to gain 

political advantage, and justify nondemocratic actions (Burgess & Burgess, 2020). 

Burgess and Burgess (2020) list an enormous number of challenges, and what is needed 

to address them. Here I will summarize those most salient to the severe polarization afflicting 

the United States3: 

1. Adapting small-scale constructive conflict practices to larger scale in order to reach 

millions of people and afford them transformative ‘at the table’ experiences. 

2. Developing an inclusive, equitable, just democratic vision that promotes peace and ends 

violence and, as needed, provide justice (restorative, retributive, distributive), 

procedural fairness, reconciliation processes, trauma and healing work, and promote 

distributional equity. 

3. Using nonviolent opposition to “divide and conquer” politics and bad faith actors.  

4. Limiting the “us versus them” mindset and behaviors and resisting dehumanization, 

while  fostering collaboration, respect and empathy. 

5. Improving, and scaling up, communication – open communication channels, get out of 

one’s bubble, listen to understand, figure out ways to constructively use social/mass 

media, support/encourage quality local news coverage, and encourage and participate in 

dialogue processes. 

																																																								
3 For the full list and description, please go to https://www.beyondintractability.org/frontiers/mpp-
paper. 
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6. Increasing awareness in the mass public of the dangers of polarization, and its escalation 

– most saliently the increasing unlikelihood of collaborative problem-solving, 

intensification of intergroup hostility, and increased odds of violence. 

7. Differentiating true facts from fake information/disinformation, and establishing widely 

trusted ways to make the distinction, as well as working to counteract confirmation bias. 

8. Building trust, finding common ground, and finding ways to collaborate and work 

together i.e., through joint projects. 

9. Promoting good governance, strengthening civic education, and providing training in 

constructive conflict and positive peace. 

10. Developing a positive sum economy which includes socially responsible businesses, and 

equitable services and goods. 

They warn that is not enough to work with those already inclined to make peace – we have to 

find ways to reach those who are the most angry and distrustful.  

Moving Forward 

Roig (Beyond Intractability, 2023) has thought a great deal about how to communicate 

desired change, how to engage across differences, how to build alliances, and how to end toxicity 

– rather than operate from the zero-sum, win-lose frame of “narrative war.” For her it is about 

allowing complexity and nuance in narratives, instead of simplifying or polarizing them. Moving 

past the toxicity means holding each other accountable, and she unequivocally states that we can 

no longer engage in dehumanization and toxic othering, and when we do, we have to hold each 

other accountable. In addition, she states that we need to slow down, soften our American 

solutions-oriented ‘get-it-done’ attitude, spend more time sense-making – observing what is 

going on, and hearing others’ perspectives and developing relationships, and consult with other 

countries. While this type of cross-fertilization of ideas is greatly needed, it will require 

overcoming our American exceptionalism mindset.  
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Peace is dependent on us all – not just the elite few (Eilberg, 2014). Peacebuilding 

requires an all-out effort similar to the magnitude and complexity of going to war demanding 

just as much, if not more, bravery, cooperation and discipline (Ury, 1999). Ury (1999) states that 

confronting the pain engendered by our differences, seeing our own responsibility for the strife, 

and being patient and willing to hear the other ,and find common ground, are not easy tasks. Yet 

we can – we must – all contribute.  

Method 

The purpose of this research project was to better understand depolarizing leaders’ 

efforts to bridge the partisan divide in the United States, and to answer the research question 

“Who are the depolarizing leaders in the United States – what do they do, and with what effect?” 

This section describes how I carried out my study. It discusses the overall research design, how I 

collected my data, the research participants, as well as data analysis, validity, and limitations. 

Overall Research Design 

I chose to use a qualitative research approach based on a number of criteria as outlined 

by Creswell and Creswell Báez (2021).  

1. Qualitative research gives the best understanding of a topic if the primary source is the 

words of a participant. It allows the researcher to “present a complex portrait of a project 

and present the many different perspectives individuals might have on the topic” (p. 

108). Indeed, my findings consist entirely of the voices and perspectives of the 

participants garnered during the interview process. 

2. It allowed me to focus on a small number of participants and go deeper with each of 

them than a large sampling would have allowed.  

3. Interviews “are a hallmark of good qualitative research” (p. 133) which allowed me, as  

the researcher, to control the line of questioning over a longer period of time, and 

encourage open exchanges. I was able to stay more fluid during the interview itself, using 

open-ended questions as a form of exploratory research. Moreover, according to 
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Brinkman and Kvale (2015), the interview format elicits participants’ experiences, 

feelings, and attitudes, their dreams, hopes, and fears, and their views and opinions thus 

bringing forth the richness of the participant’s “lived world.” They state that it can 

initiate a process of reflection and lead to unexpected discoveries for both the researcher 

and the participant. A well-conducted interview can be rewarding for the participant, be 

a rare opportunity to be heard, and can even lead to new insights. In fact, several 

participants had moments during the interview of unexpected insight, and clarification 

in their thinking. Many shared how they felt really seen and heard, and their gratification 

at being involved in this study. 

4. Fourth, qualitative research reveals multiplicity in voices, perspectives, and themes 

(Creswell & Creswell Báez, 2021) thereby giving me a complex understanding of my 

topic. 

5. Lastly, it allowed me to be reflexive – for my subjectivities and worldview to be present – 

rather than just be a passive observer of the study. This felt important to me because I 

am passionate about the topic, have a very clear viewpoint, and feel my perspective 

further enriches the project as a whole. 

O’Leary captures the essence of a qualitative study, and the experience I had with the 

participants: 

It strongly argues the value of depth over quantity and works at delving into social 

complexities in order to truly explore and understand the interactions, processes, lived 

experiences and belief systems that are a part of individuals, institutions, cultural groups 

and even the everyday” (p. 150). 

In addition, as qualitative research “does not necessarily shy away from political agendas” 

(O’Leary, 2021, p. 150), it aligned well with this project topic.  
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Data Collection 

I collected two types of data, an initial pre-interview questionnaire to compile 

demographic information (see Appendix B), and one-to-one semi-structured interviews. The 

questionnaire was administered via a Google form. It included questions regarding 

race/ethnicity, gender, age, education level, state of residence, area of work, political leaning, 

political party affiliation, and a feeling thermometer to measure how they felt about the political 

out-party. Most of the questions were multiple choice, one used the Likert Scale, and two were 

short answer. 

The semi-structured format of the interview allowed me flexibility where, according to   

O’Leary (2021), the researcher starts with prepared questions, but can then follow the 

conversation’s natural flow. I prepared interview questions in nine categories. I started with an 

icebreaker – I asked the participants how they got into depolarizing work. I then asked them 

about polarization to better understand how they see polarization in the U.S., and to get a sense 

of how they situate their work. The remaining categories – depolarization, change, leadership, 

the impact on of depolarizing work on others, depolarization as a social movement, participants’ 

future outlook, and their advice to those who might want to get involved – were a deep dive into 

their depolarizing work. The questions and probes I used can be found in Appendix C. 

The interviews took place from April to August 2022. The research proposal called for 

six-ten interviews, and I was able to complete nine. Eight lasted 120 minutes, and one was 60 

minutes long. They were conducted over Zoom as a matter of convenience and of necessity as all 

the participants except one were from out of state. I recorded all the interviews, which were 

automatically transcribed, as well as took contemporaneous notes. 

Research Participants  

No specific characteristics were requisite to participating in the study; the only 

exclusions were (1) participants needed to be at least 18 years old, and (2) be doing depolarizing 

work in the United States. Participation in the study was entirely voluntary, and each participant 
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signed a consent form which included permission to record the interview. Participants did not 

receive any sort of compensation or material benefit for their participation.  

I recruited participants through non-random sampling. I hand-picked the first two 

participants based on their expertise and experience, and used snowball sampling for the 

remainder (O’Leary, 2021). Snowball sampling allowed me to build out from my initial contacts 

via referrals – after each interview I asked for further recommendations. Although snowball 

sampling cannot guarantee representativeness, I was able to elicit recommendations that helped 

me create a fairly broad leadership palette that included student leaders, and leaders from both 

sides of the aisle. 

Participants were fairly diverse across most measures – five participants self-identified as 

female, and four as male; six identified as White, one as LatinX or Hispanic, one as American 

Indian or Alaska Native, and one as Black or African American; and their reported age ranged 

from 18-80. They lived in nine different states – Massachusetts, Minnesota, Texas, California, 

Arizona, Arkansas, Virginia, Illinois, and Texas. Four participants worked for non-profit/NGOs, 

one for a for-profit, one in government, one in education, and two were self-employed. More 

specifically, they worked with national depolarization organizations, an activist organization, 

and with elected officials; as consultants in dialogue and community-building work; and on 

school campuses.  Their reported education level included one participant who had just 

graduated from high school, three who had a bachelor’s degree or equivalent, and five who had 

attained a post-bachelors’ level. Politically speaking the results were somewhat nuanced as 

shown in Table 1. For example, none of the participants, except Claire who responded N/A, felt 

warm towards the other side, and although most participants’ political leaning corresponded to 

their identification with party, Walter who reported as decidedly conservative rated himself a 2 

out of 5 with reference to party affiliation. 
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Table 1 

Political Orientation and Feeling 

Pseudonym Political Leaning Party  

(Scale of 1-5)  

1 – Strong Republican  

5 – Strong Democrat 

Feeling Thermometer 

(Scale of 1-100) 

0 – unfavorable/cold 

100 – favorable/warm  

Tom Somewhat liberal 4 0 

Pat Somewhat liberal 4 50 

Walter Decidedly 

conservative 

2 25 

Becca Decidedly liberal 5 45 

Olivia Somewhat 

conservative 

3 45 

Colin Decidedly liberal 4 35 

Grace Somewhat liberal 4 43 

Claire Neither 3 N/A 

Amelia Decidedly liberal 5 40 

 

Ethics, Confidentiality and Data Security 

It is my responsibility as the researcher to meet certain ethical standards. In particular 

they include protecting participant rights and minimizing participant risk, protecting 

participant confidentiality, and data security. Before beginning my data collection, I applied for, 

and received approval from St. Catherine University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB). The 

participants received, and signed, an Informed Consent letter which outlined the purpose of the 

project, expectations of the participants, possible risks (no foreseeable risks were associated 

with the study) and benefits, and how I planned to protect their privacy. 
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In order to protect participant confidentiality, I used a password-protected Zoom 

account which also required participant authentication to join the meeting. After collecting the 

data, I de-identified it by assigning a pseudonym to each participant which protected both the 

participants and their organizations. The recorded data, the transcripts, and the consent forms 

were stored on my personal password-protected computer. The pseudonyms were stored 

separately from the recordings and transcripts. In addition, I am the only person who has access 

to this data. After each interview, I transferred my notes to digital form and destroyed all hand-

written material. Within six months of the conclusion of the project, I will destroy all remaining 

related data that can be linked back to the participants, including recordings and transcripts. 

Data Analysis 

In my data analysis I used my notes from the interviews, and transcriptions of the 

recordings. In my notes I captured possible thematic material, moments that popped for me 

where I wanted to return to the recording for a possible quote, and moments of excitement or 

enhanced energy. I also jotted down questions or thoughts that arose during the course of the 

interview that I wished to return to later in the interview, but did not ask in the moment in order 

to not break the participant’s flow. After each interview I recorded my impressions of the 

interview and the participant.  

I used a transcription service, Otter.ai, to automatically transcribe the interview in real 

time. Afterwards I reviewed the transcript for clarity and accuracy, returning to the audio 

recording as needed. This work gave me a general sense of the material, and helped me start to 

get a feel for the possible themes. As I reviewed the transcripts for the first couple of interviews, 

I began to do preliminary analysis of codes and themes by underlining text in the transcripts. 

However, I quickly learned that doing so hampered rather than helped the actual coding work 

once I started using a qualitative data analysis (QDA) software program, so I stopped doing the 

underlining, which was a welcome timesaver.  
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I used a web-based qualitative data analysis (QDA) application, Dedoose, to organize and 

code the 250 pages of interview transcripts. Creswell and Creswell Báez (2021) recommend 

using a QDA software program for the data analysis as it acts as a database to store, analyze, 

report, and visualize the codes and themes, as well as makes it easier to search for quotations 

and evidence. Although it was time-consuming to learn how to navigate the software, and what 

Dedoose offered was far more complex than what I needed, I found the upfront investment of 

using a QDA software program well worth it, especially during the writing process when I 

needed to look for, and consult, interview excerpts and extract quotations.   

My initial analysis was an inductive process. I allowed the raw data to “tell the story” by 

letting themes emerge from it (O’Leary, 2021). Indeed, as I discovered post-analysis while 

researching theoretical frameworks, this “willingness to acknowledge the unexpected that just 

might arise from [the] data” (p. 351) served me well.  

A first pass through the material revealed 175 codes which I then reduced to around 50 

codes. As a neophyte data analyst, I found that once I had finished all the transcript coding and 

begun to consolidate codes and group them into themes, there were a great many mis-assigned 

codes. I ended up reviewing and revamping the entirety of my coding system – renaming some, 

reassigning others, as well as going back to excerpts that were too fragmented to recontextualize 

in order to create a more comprehensive excerpt, and then recode. Needless to say, it was a long 

and arduous process. In addition to the line by line process of coding, I also wrote memos to 

record what I was thinking and to begin the process of highlighting the links between the codes. 

Once I was satisfied with the larger themes and code subgroups I began the process 

O’Leary (2021) describes as “abstracting your data outwards so that it tells a full and powerful 

story that is in rich dialogue with theory” (p. 352). This led to a more deductive analysis where I 

looked for interconnections and developed themes. I literally wrote each theme and subtheme 

on a post-it and moved them around on a large table until I could see connections and a story 
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emerging. This process led to a final five themes and eighteen subthemes that tell a cohesive 

story. 

Validity 

Qualitative research is inherently interpretive, which means that the researcher has to be 

conscious of validating their findings in order to establish their credibility (Creswell & Creswell 

Báez, 2021). I approached this by using strategies suggested by Creswell and Creswell Báez 

(2021) – thick, rich description, disconfirming evidence, and researcher reflexivity. The strong 

database that resulted from the interviews created thick, rich description for the codes and 

themes. While I found strong concurrence amongst the participants on all the presented themes 

and subthemes included in the findings, I used disconfirming evidence – which gives an 

alternative view on a theme – a number of times to enhance credibility. In addition, as shared in 

my reflexive statement, I remained vigilant throughout the entire process of my biases and 

positionality, in particular my liberal worldview. I managed best I could my biases when they 

came up during the interview process, in particular my reactions as I engaged with participants 

who had a different political leaning than mine, and I kept a journal throughout to interrogate 

what I was thinking, and to reflect on my reactions. 

Limitations  

While the data content was extraordinarily rich, the small sample size of nine 

participants necessarily limited the amount of data I was able to collect for my study. While each 

person brought a different combination of political leaning and demographics, as well as diverse 

circumstances as a depolarizing leader, this study cannot be considered a conclusive nor 

generalizable investigation. Much more is waiting to be discovered and understood in 

subsequent studies. In addition, this study was limited to depolarizing leaders in the United 

States and, as many other democratic and democratic-leaning countries are also experiencing 

political and social polarization, the scope of this research could be expanded to a global 

sampling.  
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Findings 

My analysis revealed five key findings: (1) transformative individual and societal change, 

(2) dialogue work, (3) leadership, (4) the challenges of depolarization work and change, and (5) 

gauging the impact of the participants’ work. These five themes are reflected in the overarching 

arenas of: 

• What these leaders are trying to do – effect transformative individual and societal 

change using a dialogue approach. 

• What it takes to do this work – their leadership. 

• With what effect – gauging impact on the participants themselves, those they work with, 

and the challenges they face. 

A number of subthemes arose from each of the key themes. In this section I will use the words of 

the participants to elucidate their experiences and perspectives as I describe each theme and its 

related subthemes. 

Effecting Transformative Individual and Societal Change  

The first key finding, effecting transformative individual and societal change, is the 

overarching goal of these participants. Participants talked about change in terms of healthy 

polarization and a collaborative society, its trajectory, top-down vs bottom-up initiatives, its 

drivers, and getting to critical mass/creating a social movement.   

Healthy Polarization & a Collaborative Society 

In describing healthy polarization, Colin used the term “trans-political” – to describe a 

state where both sides figure out how to work with each other. He offered magnet polarization as 

an analogy: 

Different polls, but get them to stick together and they can hold up something. They can 
still repel each other, but if you put them the right way, they can do a lot of work together 
and hold up something pretty big. I think that's healthy polarization.4 

 

																																																								
4 In consultation with my defense committee, it became clear that using single spacing for the great many 
block participant quotes would greatly enhance readability. 
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Becca reflected that it means holding the tension between justice and peace: 
 

That's what we're being asked to do in our lives, period. That's what depolarization is. 
How do you hold that tension of staying true to your beliefs and your values yet being 
willing to hear another person's alternate reality that is just as real to them and has just 
as strong values? That's a tension.  
 
Participants also see healthy polarization as each individual being able to stay true to 

their beliefs and values while also being willing to truly hear the other, respect the other’s beliefs 

and values, and accept that the other’s alternate reality is just as real to them as their own is. 

Olivia stated that “Healthily polarized is not a world of centrists, but a world of better partisans.” 

In addition, they shared how healthy polarization is future-oriented. Olivia’s hope is that 

students will continue working to bridge divides wherever they land – in politics, in business, 

etc. She sees the competition between the two parties, and their very different platforms, as 

pushing society forward, creating progress – but only if we are willing to come to the table on 

issues such as climate change, criminal justice reform, etc.  

According to the participants, transformative change also means a more collaborative 

society – one where we seek common ground in order to solve problems. They were unequivocal 

that it is always possible to find common ground no matter where a person is on the ideological-

political spectrum, and no matter how much people disagree. Amelia stated “We can have 

debates and differing opinions, but it doesn't need to descend into contempt. You know, we're 

not enemies. We can still have relationships with people that disagree with us.”  Olivia shared, “I 

think I can count on my hands how many times I've actually seen a discussion transpire between 

two people who strongly disagree with each other, where they don't have anything that they do 

agree with each other on.” She added that while people may have different ideas on solutions, if 

they at least agree on the problem, then she knows she is making progress.  

Participants suggested that a good way to find common ground is to find something both 

sides care about, as well as frame it in terms of the next generation, and the country’s future – 

that we are all in this together. Amelia referenced climate change saying that “everybody has 
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skin in the game, the changing climate affects us all, so ultimately our common goal becomes a 

livable planet for our children and all life on earth.” 

Participants highlighted what they saw as essential to finding common ground –  

respectful discourse, realizing our interconnectedness, and disrupting “othering.” Respectful 

discourse might mean agreeing to disagree, but in a respectful manner. Olivia shared that she 

tries to give students a space where they can realize, ‘oh, I can have strong opinions and beliefs, 

and I can talk to someone who believes the exact opposite of me, and still see that they are a 

human being as worthy of respect as I am.’  

For Tom realizing our greater tribe of interconnectedness helps us get past the 

“caricature stereotype.” He reflected on how we've been inducted into thinking that we have to 

be of one tribe or another without even talking to the individual to learn about their life story, to 

witness them and to be witnessed. He stated that people have often told him ‘We now feel like 

we’re in a different tribe … where we have connected with each other with different threads of 

connection.’ Lastly, Amelia described disrupting othering as tempering contempt. “We can have 

debates and differing opinions, but it doesn't need to descend into contempt. You know, we're 

not enemies. We can still have relationships with people that disagree with us.” 

Trajectory of Change 

Participants shared their thoughts on the trajectory of change. First, change starts with 

the recognition that there is a problem. Pat asserted that whether people agree on the term 

polarization or not, the majority of Americans think that we are too divided, and that it is 

paralyzing us – keeping us from getting things done. According to Becca, when things get bad, 

people either get more desperate, and in their desperation more selfish and hostile; or, in their 

despair, really begin to see one another's common humanity and the need to do something 

different. Walter talked about an inner shift, an inner resolve and commitment to act 

whereupon one ideally finds a good organization to get support.  
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The next step is getting people into the same space. Colin shared that curiosity is usually 

the initial prompt that propels people to come. He noted that when you get program 

participants in a space together, and both sides articulate that they are frustrated with how little 

progress has been made or how opaque the system is, or whatever the challenge for them might 

be: 

It helps break down a lot of those walls. They go 'oh, you get it. You see what I'm seeing, 
and you understand why I'm frustrated about it. And I get what you're frustrated about 
it. Great. Maybe we can work together on this a little bit'.  
 

Pat described this opening to a new experience being as simple as: 

Ok, there’s something for me to learn here…. What handle can I grab to get on the 
ladder? I mean, what's the lowest rung? The lowest rung is I want to understand better 
how people could believe this horse-pucky. That's a rung. Because I want to 
understand… I want to understand.  

 
Tom described this stage as a process of drawing each other out, which allows deeper 

levels of understanding – not just understanding a different perspective, but the way that 

someone got there. He illustrated this by saying: 

Imagine that you're standing in a river with them, and it's their river – the river of their 
belief, their commitment, whatever, and you're in it together. And so you want to know, 
what is that river for them? What is this current? What's it made out of? Where does it 
come from? So, you ask upstream. What are the tributaries? You know, who were the 
people that influenced you? Where did you first learn about this? What's been the 
pathway along the way that's influenced the current? Then ask downstream, looking 
forward, you know, a year from now two years from now, where do you see this flowing? 
How do you see this feeding the society or whatever? What are the results that you're 
hoping for? And where are you standing right now? Why do you still keep your feet 
planted here? What does it mean to you?  
 

He added that “if we can just get more deeply curious with each other, we would strike a huge 

blow to the forces that induce us, and induct us, into staying polarized.” 

Participants shared that once a person has a positive experience, it strengthens the 

change process and a person’s commitment to it. Grace has noticed that when someone 

experiences a shift, not in their political views, but in articulating their political views, this 

allows them to believe that they can also have that depolarization moment in the future, outside 

the confines of the group structure, i.e., with one’s family. Colin spoke to reinforcing the change 
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process by celebrating each group’s small wins – especially while they  are building trust and 

getting to know one another. It both encourages them in their work and helps them take 

ownership of it. 

Lastly, participants noted that to effect change, we need to heal as a country. Claire 

pointed out that there is suffering on both sides, wounds that need to be healed, and that we 

need to figure out how to heal these wounds in order to heal the nation. Amelia likened our 

national relationship to a failing marriage where, in order to save it, we have to move beyond 

resentment to a place of healing – to an understanding that “neither of us is perfect, we can 

agree that we all have our faults, so how do we move forward and actually solve some 

problems?”  

Top-Down vs Bottom-Up Initiatives 

Participants talked about how change can happen from the top-down, via institutional 

and systems level reforms, or from the bottom-up, via grassroots efforts. All participants agreed 

that change needs to begin at the grassroots level. Claire stated that while change will require a 

multi-faceted approach, the general populace is the driver. She explained that we need to 

develop a holistic view of bottom-up which includes people at home, in school, in the workplace, 

and in the community – all learning to have healthy, respectful discussions with each other, 

having constructive conversations with our leaders about the issues, paying attention to how we 

receive our news, and learning to forgive and move forward as a country. She stated, “it only 

takes one person, two people, three people to make a positive, impactful change for the good of 

the country.”  

For Grace, bottom-up is student-driven – young people are the catalyst for change as 

they have the drive and the initiative. However, she also believes that young people need the 

support of adults. She told me “You are the influence, you are the leaders, right? So, we really 

look up to you…. It’s so important for adults to be in this conversation. More than any time in 

the world.”  
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Participants pointed out that grassroots efforts then need to influence leaders and 

systems and institutions. Amelia noted that individuals have to create the political will for 

politicians to stop their polarizing behavior. She used gay marriage as an example saying that it 

had seemed like it would never pass, and then it was as if there was “political tsunami” that 

made it viable on both sides – and it finally happened. Olivia passionately shared that if the 

average person is empowered to realize that they are not alone in feeling frustrated with the 

current state of our political system; and if they can understand that they are not alone in 

thinking the other side is not the enemy, and not alone in their desire to try to talk with them – 

that would create a culture shift. Such a shift would influence our legislators and who gets 

elected, and the media – how it is run and what it covers.  

Drivers of Change 

Participants described what they see as the drivers of change: internal depolarization, 

where people work to mitigate their inner polarizer; external depolarization, where they work to 

create new constructive habits; as well as civic education and a better-informed public. Grace 

shared, “What changes in people is that each person eventually has that depolarization ‘aha’ 

moment.” 

Internal Depolarization. Participants defined internal depolarization as shifting 

one’s old limiting mindset. Becca emphatically stated that the inner work is “absolutely, 

absolutely essential because the images that we have of the other are internal, before they pour 

themselves into words.” She shared that otherwise we interact out of our old habitual modes of 

thinking where the ego needs recognition and a sense of personal power. She added: 

It somehow feels bizarrely powerful if I dehumanize someone else, demonize someone 
else. It is part of our creating identity for ourselves. You solidify your own identity by 
demonizing or putting down the other person's identity. But in fact, you lessen your own 
humanity.  
 

What she tries to do, on a daily basis, is cultivate in herself a mindset that “when the tense 

moment comes, that I’ll respond as a peacemaker and not as a bomb thrower. It’s essential.” 
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Participants concurred that we need to depolarize the idea that somebody who thinks 

differently than you, or has different values than you, is bad or evil. Amelia asked “Can we just 

stop and acknowledge the humanity of the other? We may not understand how a person could 

believe and advocate for something, but we can just stop for a moment and notice it. That's a 

moment of interior depolarization.”  

According to Walter, it is an “expression of intelligence” to override our default us-and-

them, ingroup-outgroup distinctions. Even in situations where we feel threatened, we can still 

intellectually remind ourselves that people are generally good, and that we are being 

manipulated. He added, we also need to relearn the “habits of good citizenship” clarifying: 

It used to be you kind of granted good intentions. It used to be you had manners. It used 
to be people were polite to one another, right? Now it seems like our default on 
stereotypes is assume evil, assume that speech is violence, therefore, you need to cancel 
them. We have to relearn the habits of good citizenship, because when people get a few 
good habits, like brushing your teeth and taking your vitamins and stuff like that, then 
the health outcomes are so much better. 
 
Olivia shared “I get asked all the time ‘how in the world can you say and talk to so and so 

person when they believe all these X, Y and Z things?’" She replies, “really what it is, is just two 

people coming together with very different ideas of how to most likely, most often than not, 

better the world around us.” She went on to say that unfortunately it is so ingrained in our 

society that the other has bad intentions, that “it takes people going one step further and 

actually having a conversation with someone they think is the bad guy, and [hear] their story.  

From Internal to External Depolarization. Participants talked at length about how 

we need to then apply our internal depolarization externally by shifting old habits and 

behaviors. They stated that constructive new habits need to include developing a “bridge-the-

divide mindset” i.e., expanding our notion of “we” from just our ingroup to include our 

opponent, questioning our ideas, and seeking out other perspectives even when it is 

uncomfortable.  
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In addition, participants highlighted getting out of one’s ingroup and media bubble, 

engaging with the other, voting for the candidate – not the party, finding a group to join or 

support, and being mindful of the one’s capacity.  Becca suggested first cultivating awareness of 

our own process by noticing how many times a day we demonize a particular political figure, 

and by observing what goes in our mind, and any reactivity, as we read/consume the news. She 

also suggested paying attention when those whose beliefs are similar to ours start other-bashing 

– and then disrupting them by saying something like ‘I totally agree with you, but that piece 

about what you just said about so and so's motives, I just want to interrupt that now.’ She called 

it “a moment of interior depolarization” – a way to just stop and acknowledge the humanity of 

the other. Amelia put it simply and succinctly, "let's take deep breaths, y'all.” 

Participants also highlighted the tendency to form our opinions based on what our 

ingroup thinks. Tom called it a “shortcut” – the tendency to not study issues individually 

because they are complex but rather go with what our leaders, and those who are like-minded, 

think. Olivia stated that we can challenge our initial gut reaction to something by seeking out a 

different opposing perspective on it. She reflected that, especially for young people as they go 

out into the adult world, it could be all too easy to just find like-minded people and stay in that.  

Participants also shared that depolarization does not have to just be about learning to 

have hard conversations around politics and that a great way to get to know people outside of 

one’s circle is to get involved with a service project. Amelia suggested KindWorks, whose 

purpose is to make soup and distribute it in the community. She said that they are intentionally 

trying to mitigate divisiveness. They believe that if people are doing good works together, they 

form connections and forge community because the focus is on the project. It can get us out of 

our bubble and lead to building relationships.  

In addition, participants suggested reaching out someone we know who thinks 

differently than us, and have coffee-listening meetings. Claire practices this with her aunt. When 

her family  expressed dismay when they learned she was talking to her, she responded, “Of 
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course! We talked for three hours – about what was most important to her!” Claire affirmed that 

it is about listening and hearing, about trying to understand, and giving up your desire to change 

people's minds.  

Participants strongly protested the general public’s media habits saying that we have to 

start asking ourselves if our sources are credible. They pointed out that getting out of our media 

bubble could be as simple as consuming some news from the other side. Becca shared, “We 

affirmatively need to be listening to each other's news sources. I believe that, and I don't do it 

regularly. But that's really an imperative. That's a peacebuilding imperative.” Walter stated, 

“One habit of good citizenship potentially is don't click on those bloody stories, click on the good 

ones and write a letter back to the editor and say, ‘We're so happy you published that darn 

thing.’” 

Participants also discussed the importance of the ballot box and electing good smart 

leaders, leaders who are willing to reach across the aisle, and run explicitly on a bipartisan 

platform. Claire talked about it as voting for the candidate, not just the party you identify with. 

She stated: 

Be informed and be engaged. Get to know your elected officials as people. Reach out and 
request a meeting with them or their staff. Don't just sit on Twitter, and send off tweets. 
Get informed and if you don’t agree, have a constructive dialogue and try to be open to 
other ideas. You might be surprised that you actually align closer with someone that's 
Republican when you're Democrat, or vice versa. Don't let perfect be the enemy of good. 
  
Pat pointed to people like Dean Phillips and Amy Klobuchar who have branded 

themselves as legislators who reach across the aisle. He stated that the extent to which 

bipartisan legislators get elected, and keep getting reelected, can encourage other politicians to 

come under that banner.  

Lastly, participants stated that individuals need to be mindful of their own capacity and 

circumstances when getting involved. Pat acknowledged that not everyone “has to” do this work 

saying: 
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I'm not asking anybody to take excessive risks to reach out across differences if 
you are, you know, a newly out trans person, I'm not saying you've got to go out 
there and start reaching out across differences of people who are skeptical or 
worse with trans folks. 
 

However, as a whole, as a society, participants emphasized that we do have to find a way 

to keep the conversation going with every group. Pat shared “because if we don't, the only 

alternative will ultimately be violence.” In the final analysis, participants reflected that either 

you are contributing to polarization, or you trying to make things better. Becca noted that we 

make contributions to the good or to the bad, in one direction or another, in how we spend our 

time and Walter offered, “Rather than just denigrate the other side and try to vanquish them, 

you can work with them. And it looks like making more progress than just bashing the hell out 

us.” The participants’ bottom line was to do something, anything, no matter how small. Amelia 

concisely stated, “Take some tiny little step, any little thing will do. Is there some small gesture 

that you can do for somebody who is not on your team?” 

Civic Education & a Better-Informed Public. Another driver is education, and 

several participants spoke to the need for a better informed public and lamented the decrease in 

civic education. They fear that people generally don’t have a sense of civic duty or understand 

what it means to be a citizen of this country. They stressed that schools need to go back to 

offering courses in civics, and civic education needs to start earlier. Colin thinks that middle 

school is the “sweet spot” for being able to take in civic lessons. Grace is a firm believer that 

children are the catalysts for our future and thinks basic skills can be taught in elementary 

school, even kindergarten, so children learn from the get-go that (1) it is okay to have an 

opinion, and (2) how to appropriately articulate it. Claire stated that attention also needs to be 

paid to what is being taught. She asked, “are they [students] learning that we need both parties 

to govern and to move the country forward to get good policy and to effectuate change in a way 

that's constructive and impactful?”  
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Moreover, participants pointed out that individuals need to better understand how 

differently conservatives and liberals think. Olivia’s organization uses Moral Foundations 

Theory in their trainings to help people understand that Republicans and Democrats actually 

think differently about the world. She affirms to the students she works with “"you're not crazy 

for thinking that maybe your conservative parents think totally differently than you do. They do 

and there is data to prove that.” She added “it may seem like such discussions don't do much, 

but they actually do a lot – a lot more than we think they do.” 

Getting to Critical Mass | Creating a Social Movement 

For durable societal change, participants agreed that depolarization needs to move from 

individuals and groups to society at large. They discussed the current state of the landscape, the 

ripple effect of change, synergy amongst depolarizing initiatives, and what scaling up and the 

tipping point might look like.  

Current State of the Landscape. Walter characterized the current state of the 

landscape as “lots of mission statements – nothing that has caught fire.” Amelia stated that 

while “we don't yet have a movement, it would need to be all encompassing, because it needs to 

enter the fabric of other social change initiatives.” Pat, whose organization was founded a 

number of years ago, shared that while there were already organizations working in the 

depolarizing space before his group was founded, many more have come into existence in the 

meantime. He stated, “that’s really good news because you don't build a movement with just one 

organization.” 

However, Tom was not sure that the different approaches to dialogue work could even be 

considered part of the same movement. He explained that many organizations are doing work 

around political differences using what he sees as a more cognitive approach to issues and 

dialogue work. He feels the work is doing is different as it is more heart-based, and based on 

communication theory and family therapy technique. Becca was also skeptical reflecting that 

what they do is very hard to scale as it is fundamentally one person listening to another or small 
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groups of people listening to one another.  Colin had not even thought about the depolarization 

efforts in terms of a social movement. 

The Ripple Effect of Change. Participants talked about change as incremental and 

slow, one individual, one group at a time and gradually expanding – rippling out – into their 

relationships with family and friends, community, workplace, and the broader society. Colin 

counts it a win if, when people are done working with his organization, they're able to practice it 

comfortably on their own, and share what they have learned with other people. He gave as an 

example breaking a negative conversational cycle with one other person they care about. Both 

Grace and Olivia have noticed that working with a group in a school setting allows for repeat 

contact and to develop relationships over time. They have observed that their attendees 

naturally drift into more political conversations outside the group space. In addition, Olivia has 

seen that many students no longer just accept a polarizing headline as truth, but tend to seek out 

differing opinions. In addition, they have realized that some of their like-minded friends have 

nuanced views – “not everyone has this monolith of thinking.” 

Walter shared one way to extend the work out into one’s community. He described a 

potential scenario where an individual could go to a local school board meeting with their 

political counterpart and, as things got heated up, go to the podium together and say: 

I'm a conservative, I'm a liberal, we both have children in the district. We understand the 
point of the school board, we understand the point of the parents. We are here to tell 
you, you can have very hard conversations in a very productive way, if you use certain 
tools and we're happy to come to one of your meetings and help you get that done. 
 

In this scenario, ideally people would first express interest, and then get value from trying it out. 

Walter sees this as a way to role model reaching across the aisle, and display habits of good 

citizenship. He stated that focusing on a common concern, with a practical objective, is a way to 

demonstrate that the approach works. Then you expand from there. 

Amelia talked about the ripple effect in terms of a feedback loop. She used as an example 

somebody installing a solar rooftop on their house and the likelihood of neighbors asking about 
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it, then installing one themselves, and “suddenly there's going to be solar panels everywhere.” 

She stated, “there’s a positive feedback loop that happens and I wonder if there's something like 

that, that could happen with this depolarization, like if your neighborhood stops trash talking 

people in rural areas…?”  

Tom, however, limits his horizons to “the metaphor of critical yeast.” He thinks that the 

small ways in which he, and many practitioners, work are not likely to build critical mass or 

result in a big social movement. He shared: 

What we can do, and we have the research to show, is that we can be critical yeast, that 
we can affect groups of people like the starter dough. They take it back home, and things 
change at home, and they take it to school and things change at school and they take it to 
work. And things change at work. We know this. We know we can do this. 
 
Synergy and Scaling Up. Several participants reflected on the synergy they are seeing 

amongst depolarization organizations. Olivia shared that her organization has a lot of partners 

in the bridge building space – they host each other, and advertise each other’s work. She stated, 

“we’re both trying to accomplish the same thing, so why not team up and work together instead 

of trying to compete for the space?” She added that since they are all trying to depolarize 

Americans through having conversations, rather than trying to “outrun, outpace each other, let’s 

actually join hands and super-team this – be super-effective because they have an effective 

product, and we have an effective product. So, let's marry them.”  

Colin has noticed the increasing number of people who champion his organization’s 

work and that are getting more involved on a regular basis i.e., a former legislator who has done 

a lot of great work with them. In addition, he and his colleagues are in the very early stages of 

building a network of practitioners on a on a peer-to-peer level to support each other and share 

approaches. 

Several participant organizations are also expanding their efforts in order to scale up. Pat 

shared that while his is committed to growing a social movement, they are also clear that it has 

to involve multiple arenas. Thus, they are expanding within the organization itself – instituting a 
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large council of academic advisors – and have started several new initiatives working with 

higher education institutions, faith communities and activist organizations to train them in 

communication skills, and how political opponents can constructively talk to one another.  

Grace shared that even though her organization is also expanding their reach, she thinks 

even more can be done with student initiatives and programs generally – all the way from 

elementary school through university. Colin’s organization’s dream is to take their work from 

the local and regional level statewide. They recently expanded their staff to meet growing 

demand.  

Lastly, participants talked about a potential tipping point. Becca stated that she thinks 

we are trending towards one, while Grace shared that even with all the expansion she is seeing, 

and greater involvement of influencers, there needs to be more of a movement. Claire reflected 

that she it was less about the number of people working towards depolarization, and more about 

“having the right folks in the group.” 

Finally, Walter observed that only a small number of people are going to get very 

involved in the actual depolarization work – “the true believers” – while a second  larger group 

of people will do workshops or trainings once or twice a year, and the majority won’t get 

involved at all.  Yet, he believes that if enough people were to develop good habits of citizenship, 

we would reach a tipping point – the needed critical mass for large-scale change. He used the 

anti-littering campaign as a point of reference saying: 

At some point, it became the default that if you saw someone throwing trash out the car, 
you'd honk or point it out or whatever, and it became socially embarrassing to do that. 
There is a critical mass point where even people peripherally associated with this thing, 
that are not actively engaged will go, okay, you know, ad hominem attacks are uncool. 
 

Dialogue Work 

Depolarization leaders are change agents. They create and hold spaces where people can 

become more aware of their inner polarizer, and they offer tools and opportunities to practice 

depolarizing behaviors. Ultimately, they are working to move individuals, and society as a 
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whole, towards a healthier “bridging” stance, and more collaborative behavior. In their approach 

to depolarization, participants primarily focus on dialogue work, the second key finding, which 

involves constructive conversation and interaction. Colin asked: 

What are we trying to do here with this dialogue stuff? We are trying to depolarize people 
around their opinions and around feeling like they need to hold ownership of their 
particular camps or their particular ideologies, so that we might move them towards 
working with other folks who might hold slightly different beliefs but agree on a common 
problem. 
 
Participants’ work varies from the experiential – heart-based, introspective and 

reflective work – to more cognitive work such as lectures and presentations, as well as 

facilitation of community groups that are trying to problem solve. They use skills-based designs 

which offer tools to practice during a workshop or training, and which program attendees can 

continue to use in their daily lives. The trainings and workshops range from the one-off, half day 

experience, to longitudinal group work that endures over many months. This section will discuss 

approaches to dialogue work, improving the communication culture, what it takes to build trust, 

empathy, and connection, as well as how participants set program attendees up for success. 

Tom stated that he sees “profound changes” in people who participate in dialogue work. 

He shared a beautiful description that someone he worked for, and with, gave of the process: 

[He] talked about how the root of the term conversation is converso which is also the 
Latin root for conversion. And he talked about his experience of seeing the conversion of 
hearts, that our hearts are converted towards each other when we participate in dialogue. 
And I [Tom] found that to be true in the context that I work in – doesn’t matter whether 
they’re religious or not – that there is a conversion of heart. And when I teach in 
religious settings I often use a metaphor from the Old Testament, from the book of 
Ezekiel, where God tells Ezekiel to tell the Israelites, ‘I will take from you your hearts of 
stone, and I will give you hearts of flesh’. And that is what I see happening when people 
participate in dialogue. They come with their hearts of stone, and they leave with at least 
partial hearts of flesh that are able to take in and feel the other’s words. 
 
Grace developed a novel approach to dialogue work. She created what she called 

“meshing” for her high school speech and debate team – which means in the course of a meeting 

she first did dialogue work to build constructive discussion tools, and then they debated the 

topic. She shared that initially she had to do a lot of nuanced work with her team to make clear 
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the distinction saying, “when things got heated, I would bring it down. I would say, ‘Okay, why 

do you feel that way?’” Her team learned two things – how to better manage their own polarized 

stances, and how to better understand the emotional responses to both sides of a debate.   

Tom and Colin both use the Reflective Structured Dialogue model which Tom described 

as particularly well-suited for polarization that involves social identities such as religion and 

race. He described depolarizing leaders as shepherds who set and tend boundaries. His job is to 

help keep people in the boundaries, reminding them when they step over the boundaries, and 

then inviting them to come back and be part of the group again. Colin shared how he focuses on 

building awareness, rather than on people’s political stances. He uses three questions to invite 

introspection: “What do you believe?”, “Why do you believe it?”, “What does that tell us about 

you?” 

Improving the Communication Culture 

Participants highlighted respectful discourse, and steering people away from their old 

negative communication patterns as critical to improving the communication culture. Olivia 

described respectful discourse as a muscle that needs to be learned. When strengthened, it 

builds trust and builds community. She described reframing inflammatory language i.e., ‘mail-in 

voting is ridiculous because it allows voter fraud’ to a more respectful version such as ‘oh, so 

what I am hearing you say is you’re concerned about the security of mail-in voting.’ She then 

models how they could re-word their opinion. She stressed that this does not mean getting rid of 

emotion such as anger or fear or frustration, but learning how to reframe it so the energy and 

words are appropriate. Claire simply stated, “lowering the volume of discourse is key.” 

Tom steers people away from their old negative communication patterns by helping 

them prepare for a different kind of conversation, and then creating a plan that will support the 

conversation to realize a particular purpose. First, he tells them he is not going to allow the 

meeting to devolve into a who did what to whom, which he sees as a waste of time. Instead, he 

asks them to share what didn’t work in the past, i.e., what tends to occur over and over that they 
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would like to disrupt such as interrupting one another, talking over one another, taking too 

much time, and making veiled threats. He also asks them to identify what has gone well – the 

communication patterns and practices that have supported them.  

Colin shared that during group work, they first teach participants to civilly listen to each 

other, before moving into showing them how to constructively talk to one another. He asserted: 

We need the ability and the tools and the techniques to sit down and actually talk about a 
shared problem without devolving into yelling at each other or going into sound bites or 
doing those sorts of things that might make you feel great in the short term because I 
gotcha. I threw that one fact at you that I knew was going to trip you up and I got it. But 
then you didn't actually do anything. You didn't solve the problem. You didn't make 
anybody's life any better. You perpetuated it.  
 

His hope is that people will come away from the group work he does with the ability and desire 

to listen to each other, and to try and be collaborative when they're problem-solving. 

Controlled/Structured Environment. Participants highlighted the importance of 

creating an environment where people can say what they think. Key is providing a 

controlled/structured environment. Interestingly, when I introduced the terminology “safe 

space”, several participants pushed back saying they preferred to use language like structured or 

controlled environment. Olivia specifically stated that her organization avoids using “safe space” 

because it turns off conservatives, and gives liberals the idea that their thoughts won’t be 

challenged. 

Participants described a structured environment as including ground rules, or norms of 

discussion, and a facilitator or moderator. The use of ground rules encourages respectful 

discourse, helps people learn to deal with each other as individuals instead of stereotypes and 

suspend judgment, encourages listening to understand another’s point of view, and reinforces 

the use of “I” statements – all of which build connection, and build trust. Colin stated that when 

ground rules are done right, people really see and hear each other, and become comfortable 

sharing more openly. Olivia has noticed that when they set clear ground rules, conflict rarely 

arises, and people generally act in good faith. She also stressed the importance of setting 
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expectations – so people expect their ideas to be challenged, and expect to interact with their 

thoughts in a unique way. Tom shared that he works with the group to decide the kinds of 

structure and boundaries that they want. Then it is his job to help them do what they say they 

want to do, and to help keep them from backsliding. 

Walter, however, thinks the structure should be kept light, and simple – just enough to 

break down stereotypes, while using a sequence of appropriate activities to minimize emotional 

reaction. He described one exercise where people listen to the other, and then have to 

acknowledge/restate what they have heard. He said it can be shocking for the person speaking to 

realize that the other person has actually listened to what they said, rather than just jumping in 

with their emotional perspective.  

Participants also talked about the importance of enforcing ground rules and controlling 

the environment. Olivia’s organization only gives people one warning before asking them to 

leave. Walter stated that if a person starts spouting off about what the truth is, or what the other 

side is saying, the moderator will intervene. He remarked, “Ground rules getting enforced is a 

huge part of the experience.” 

Lastly, a structured environment also benefits the moderator. Pat talked about the 

importance of not requiring high level pivoting in the moment with groups – especially not 

putting the moderator in the difficult position of having to deal with pushback and unexpected 

tensions. Thus, when his organization works with groups where it is not clear that those 

attending are open to engaging with the depolarization process, they take a more cognitive, less 

experiential, approach. 

Unstructured Time. On the other hand, participants acknowledged that loosely 

unstructured time, especially with groups that are working together longitudinally, can also help 

build community. In her work with elected officials, Claire noted that the group’s weekly 

meetings, which are informal and “off the record”, allows for healthy, more open discourse. 

Colin remarked that once the groups he works with have clarified their shared stake in the 
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problem, and worked together in a structured environment doing dialogue and facilitation 

exercises, then the loosely structured environment of having dinner together and hanging out 

informally afterwards allows them to continue talking about an issue in a more relaxed way. He 

has seen how this can then lead to successfully breaking an impasse. He described a group that 

had been struggling at the end of the day and left off on a contentious note: 

We said, ‘look, we're not going to come to a resolution today we can kind of tell. Let's 
articulate what the bullet points we're talking about here are, and let's revisit this 
tomorrow morning. Let's let everybody sleep on it and tomorrow we'll continue this 
discussion, and we'll see where we can get to’.  Well, they kind of continued the 
discussion themselves in a casual way. And we had the two loudest proponents on either 
side, over the course of the night talk to each other in a way that they hadn't talked to 
each other before. In that casual you're not going to go downtown, you're not going 
home, you're all eating the same food in the same spot, you're all going to the same bar 
for desserts, and we offer non-alcoholic cocktails and all sorts of stuff to feel cozy and 
comfy. So, you're sharing the same sort of after dinner time, you're decompressing all in 
the same space. They came back and were able to resolve it very, very quickly the next 
day. 
 

Building Trust, Empathy, and Connection 

Participants discussed the importance of building trust, empathy, and connection and 

that building trust begins with the leaders themselves. By being truthful and following through 

on what they say they are going to do, they build trust with those they are working with. This, 

then, gives them credibility to help attendees build trust with one another. Colin shared how 

important it is to him to not let the people who come to their programs down. Especially because 

many have already been disappointed trying other initiatives.  

Olivia stressed the importance of walking the talk to build trust, and making it clear to 

program participants that the organizers have no hidden agenda, and that they are nonpartisan. 

When participants push back saying ‘yeah, but you must lean to one side...’ she answers that her 

organization has worked hard to diversify their leadership team, which ranges across the 

political spectrum. Claire tells people that her only objective is to help, and she builds trust by 

maintaining confidentiality. Participants also help program attendees build trust and connection 
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amongst themselves through the sharing of personal stories which rehumanize the other, and 

reconstitute complexity in identity. 

Sharing Personal Stories. According to the participants, sharing personal stories 

builds trust, taps into empathy, mitigates stereotypes, and creates connection. Colin stressed the 

importance of creating an environment where people can do so saying that when one person 

takes the risk of opening up and sharing a very personal story, it encourages others to do the 

same – to not be that person who passes. He stated: 

I think the change that happens is you're never really asked to do that in day to day life. 
Unless you really seek out those opportunities or you know, you're in a self-help line, you 
know reading a book that says you need to be more introspective or know what your 
feelings are. It's not really a day-to-day thing to be sat down and asked – ‘truthfully, 
honestly, in your opinion, no one's going to debate you, no one's going to say anything, 
this is your two minutes to share – why do you feel the way about that that you do what 
shaped that in you? It will help us understand you a little bit better’. And I think that's 
freeing to people. And I think once they experience how that feels – and then it's time for 
them to listen to someone else – they can kind of put themselves in the other person's 
shoes, and know 'I remember what that was like two seconds ago when I was sharing out. 
And I was being very honest and very open. And now this person is also being very 
honest and very open with me in a way that I would not in a million years have thought I 
would sit down with this person and learn about their background or their history. Or 
why they feel the way they do'. I think it's gratifying on a human to human level in a 
surprising way to most folks. And I think that really does open the door to want more of 
that to crave some more of that. And to kind of chase that into their work together a little 
bit.  
 
Claire emphasized how learning about each other’s life experiences and backgrounds, 

and how they shape a person’s perspective and values and ideological beliefs, creates deeper 

connection and empathy, and makes finding common ground more available. She described 

how, after a workshop her group did, it really opened people up to talk about their upbringing 

and life experiences, and gave them the opportunity to get to know each other on a different 

level.  

Tom asks his groups to share what the exceptions to the problem have been, and to share 

stories about when things have gone well, in terms of systems and processes. He said that those 

are the things that become invisible the more people become polarized, as they tend to focus on 

the dysfunction. He stated, “Part of my job is to create the conditions where those things can 
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become visible. And people can remember that about their group and they can remember that 

about themselves.” 

Participants described how sharing personal stories rehumanizes the other. Tom used 

the word “resonance” to describe it. He shared that when people talk about their experiences, 

they touch our hearts. Even though they're really different experiences, they 

create resonance, and then we can't see each other the same way afterwards. “People's hearts are 

able to resonate with the experience of others that they construe to be fundamentally different. 

And that does change the way that you approach difference.”  

Walter shared a touching blues-in-red-territory story. A group of blues who had been 

meeting never kept a record of their meetings, never took roll, and never wrote people's names 

down because they didn't want to be outed in their predominantly red community. At one point 

during a workshop Walter moderated, one of the blues stood up and said, ‘I just feel so great 

that I don't have to hide the fact that I'm a blue anymore’. Walter exclaimed: 

Wow. Right? And there were some really old crusty, you know, there was a retired 
admiral and some big rancher, whatever. And they were all human. I mean, everybody 
discovers they're human. Right? And so, you see that, and it's incredible. 
 
Becca eloquently affirmed the humanizing aspect of depolarization work: 

Depolarizing relationships, we know how to do that, and it works. That's what all the 
facilitation methods are about – putting a finite group of people in a room together, 
setting up timing and ground rules, so we understand how we'll communicate and how 
we won't. So that people are more or less, at least structurally, forced to be quiet when 
it's not their turn, and to listen to what other people have to say, and to steer people away 
from screaming at each other. And instead, sharing their humanity with one another and 
talking about their life stories and life experiences that underlie how they see the world. 
And, again, that doesn't, necessarily, it's not always even intended, to change people's 
minds, but it does humanize. It really humanizes. 
 

However, Tom cautioned that we need, on a larger level, “to be able to see each other as full 

human beings worthy of care, [and] there are a lot of ways systems [will] have to change in order 

for that to happen.” He added, “That’s not my sort of realm. I’m a little guy. I’m just like a 

plumber, you know, one sink at a time. Unclog the pipes, get them flowing again.” 
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Reconstituting Complexity in Identity. Participants also discussed how dialogue 

work opens the way to bring back people’s complex and multiple identities, and help them not 

show up in just one of them. Dialogue helps make a person’s many identities visible so there are 

more connection points, which help us see each other as full human beings. Participants 

highlighted the importance of teasing out the connection between a person’s ideological stance 

and their identity. The more connected a person is to their identity, the stronger the polarization 

is and the more difficult to mitigate, especially when a person’s various identities are tied up in a 

political label or party. Tom experienced this at a conference, where afterwards he reflected: 

You know, I can't just look at this kid and say, you know, young, angry Black guy who's 
creating Black Lives Matter out of his oppression, whatever. Because he's not just that. 
And he can't look at me – old White guy, you know, progressive White guy who's trading 
on his power, blah, blah, blah. So, we have to start seeing each other as more complex 
and the more we can invite people into the dialogue process, the more we invite them to 
show up with the different facets of who they are, so that they can be seen and experience 
being seen, in a different way. 
 
Pat talked about how we hold labels, and advises us to hold ones such as red and blue 

“lightly” – to “not hold them as something core, but not to disown them either.” He elaborated 

that we don’t want to get rid of distinctions like Black and White, men and women etc., the 

equivalent of saying ‘I don’t see color’, but rather we need to reflect on how we deal with them.   

Colin shared how his organization uses dialogue exercises to help participants see each 

other as individuals rather than representatives of organizations or different political stances, 

and help break down those silos. Grace talked about affirming people who are proud of their 

political identity, while also reminding them that it is not their full identity – that they are more 

than their political affiliation. She probes to understand why they are a Republican or a 

Democrat by asking how they were brought up, what their beliefs are. She focuses on seeing the 

full human being and, when she notices that they are softening, she encourages them to “take on 

a bit of the other side”, reminding them that they don’t have to be just liberal, or just 

conservative. She stressed that, when she meets someone new or during check-in at the start of a 
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meeting, she tries herself to bring “what makes me a human” first.” She stated, “my mindset is 

‘I'm coming to you as myself, not as a Republican or Democrat.’” 

Lastly, Tom spoke about the importance of being seen, being witnessed for how we 

experience ourselves to be in our complexities. He said that we don’t spend enough time talking 

about this, and we all too easily fall into simply seeing the other as the enemy. However, if we 

can create the space where a person feels witnessed at a deep and complex level, it changes the 

dynamic and allows a shift in one’s expectations, and the experience itself. If a leader can help 

people mutually experience that, it changes how they regard one another. 

Setting Up Program Attendees for Success 

Finally, participants talked about how important it is to set program attendees up for 

success. This includes good preparation, learning from what does not work, and adapting. Olivia 

shared that her organization spends significant time training their moderators – teaching them 

how to pick a discussion topic and research it, and how to phrase questions in the most 

unbiased, and open-ended way possible so that people from both sides of the aisle feel 

comfortable answering them. She shared: 

It's really challenging. We spend a lot of time doing that. We've done a lot of outside 
research and worked with other partners to try to, you know, teach it because we also 
understand we're coming from a biased perspective too. 
 
Pat gave an example of how his organization adapts when something does not work. 

While piloting one of their workshops, they discovered that a skills practice they had devised 

was too hard. The only people in the room who could pull it off were the trained moderators who 

were coming to observe. He thus changed the workshop so that rather than practicing with each 

other, participants first wrote out their responses to a prompt, shared it out in small group and 

discussed it, and then shared it in large group where the moderator could make comments. He 

said that slowing the process down by practicing first with writing is a good example of a pivot 

around methodology. Colin stated simply, “Pivots are big. Pivots are huge.” 
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Tom highlighted self-reflection as an essential practice in learning, adapting and 

pivoting. When he trains people to be facilitators, he also trains them to develop a reflective 

practice. He stated: 

You're always, always, always looking at what you're doing, why you're doing it, how 
you're doing it after every piece of work. It makes you be really honest with yourself, as 
much as you can be if you're doing it just by yourself. You become, I think, much more 
sensitive to both what's going on within you and what's going on around you. And then 
you can, you know, act appropriately. 
 
The participants in this study have painted a rich picture of what supporting the 

depolarizing work of their program attendees looks like. However, who are they as leaders? 

What does it take to do this work? The next section will discuss the depolarizing leaders 

themselves.  

The Depolarizing Leaders 

These leaders deeply believe in grassroots, bottom-up depolarizing work they are doing. 

They are committed to the process, and to their own growth and learning. This section will 

explore the third key finding – participant leadership: what catalyzed their involvement in 

depolarizing work, their attributes and capacities, their self-awareness and self-management, 

how they have been changed by their depolarizing work, and what motivates and sustains them. 

Depolarizing Work Catalyst 

Many of these leaders described a particular moment where they were personally 

changed by a depolarization experience that catalyzed their work in the field. During her 

freshman year at university, Olivia was shocked to discover a political discussions group where 

people from the right and the left came together at meetings to talk about polarizing topics in 

the news. She thought to herself, ‘there's no way that actually goes really well’. She went to her 

first meeting, and “got hooked.” She shared, “I could actually talk to people who disagreed with 

me, and I could talk to people who I disagreed with.” For Grace, it was “that moment of 

physically seeing someone, and hearing someone, passionate about something that I personally 

didn't think was possible, for example a conservative talking about climate change. Everything 
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for us now is so black and white, it's never gray. And so, just realizing that in everything, there's 

a gray area, I think that was my aha moment.” Walter shared how, some years ago, he 

participated in a full-day workshop – and walked out a changed man. I asked him what changed, 

and he answered, “I believed that there was a solution to the problem.” 

Participant Attributes & Capacities 

The participants succinctly described the attributes a depolarizing leader needs. Colin 

shared, “We have to have a resilience and kind of an openness to failure, patience and tenacity, 

curiosity and even-temperedness.” Grace reflected, “You have to be an open-minded person. 

You have to honestly in a way have love for everyone. You know, be able to have that love for 

everyone around you. I think. I know it's like cheesy, but I think it's important.” According to 

Tom, “The linchpin is genuine curiosity and interest in the other.” Claire offered, “Sincerity – 

you really want to hear and see the other person truly, you know, sincerely, and you can smell it, 

when it's not real, when it's not sincere.” 

These leaders walk the talk and try to live their values in myriad ways. Many participants 

talked about expanding the “we”, becoming more inclusive. This means seeing the "I" and the 

"we" as thoroughly interconnected – a “we” that includes reds and blues, as well as minorities 

and those who are marginalized. Pat expands the “we” by trying to put himself in the shoes of 

people he cannot comprehend i.e., an individual who is attracted to, and trusts, someone like 

Tucker Carlson. He thinks about how they may be disaffected from the American system – feel 

left behind, left out. Maybe their relatives are lifetime strong conservatives, and that is their 

community/tribe. Maybe they feel put down by arrogant elitists and intellectuals who tell them 

because they don't have a college degree they’re stupid, or because they are White, a hating 

racist. He stated unequivocally: 

If I simply give in to the ‘What a jerk, what an evil person he is’, and how like him his 
viewers are … or if I have hatred, disdain or pity for them and then feel that elevates me, 
that I'm better than all those people, better at my moral core, better and smarter – all 
that is a compromise of my spiritual core. 
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Participants reflected on having the capacity to hold a neutral space. For some that 

meant maintaining, as much as possible, a non-partisan stance. As most of the participants 

leaned strongly conservative or liberal, they were clear about needing to monitor and manage 

their own inner polarizer. Amelia discussed how in her activist work her organization tries to 

stay in a nonpartisan space as much as possible, and works hard to be cognizant of biases that 

make conservatives feel like they're not welcome. For Tom a more neutral space means taking 

the non-expert stance: 

You  have to take your expertise and diminish it, and maybe put it in your pocket – it's 
not what should inform you. Take a ‘not-knowing’ approach, have the eyes and ears of a 
child, and learn from the people that you're working with. 
 
Only one participant, Claire, saw herself as neutral. She shared that she has never taken 

sides. Even in high school, when she was the student body president, people would ask her to 

take a side and she'd reply, ‘I'm here to represent all students.’ She holds the same stance in her 

political work and stated, "No one party has a monopoly on good ideas, and no one party has a 

monopoly on good people.” 

Several participants talked about service. Claire shared “I am here to help – promote 

change and progress and, ultimately, make us a stronger country together.” Grace stated: 

I think it's the willingness to know that I'm not the moderator of God or something like 
that. It's more of ‘I'm literally here to serve you’. I think that's the mindset that a leader 
really should have – ‘I'm not here to tell you what to say or what to think I'm literally 
here just to sit back, listen, and ask questions in drive the conversation. 
 

After a long reflective pause, Colin affirmed: 

It’s a process that can return a lot of positive dividends, make a positive impact, and 
leave the world better than you found it – in service of how you change the world around 
you, how you can leave that positive impact. 
 

For Becca it is a spiritual commitment. She shared: 

It doesn’t require any particular form of belief, I think … [but] each of us needs to ask 
ourselves, How am I going to use my time, the finite time that I've been given? Do I want 
to use it fighting? … How am I going to use the next moment? How am I going to carry 
myself into that next difficult encounter? What am I going to contribute? How much 
good am I going do or how much harm? 
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Overall participants took a generous view of humankind. Walter sees humans as 

basically good and kind. “In terms of common sense, we're there. The problem is the extremes 

paint it black or white.” He added that he is more than willing to grant good faith to the vast 

majority of Americans... that they're proud, they love their country, and they want to help it. He 

shared, “We are endowed with a system that allows us to consider this perspective of another 

human being. If you have an environment that allows that system to kick in, then people are 

naturally cooperative.” Amelia shared “I do feel like people are fundamentally good and worthy 

of our respect”, and Pat asserted, “I will not demonize anybody. Anybody. I will be agnostic 

about their inner core. I can be very upset about the effects of their actions. I can have my 

suspicions that they are being seduced by power and fame.” He shared that this perspective is 

founded in his spirituality and sense of being a Christian – “love your enemies, pray for those 

who persecute you, don't demonize anybody. No exceptions.” 

Tom believes that the work itself asks for “a certain level of faith.” He shared: 

If we can get the context right, get the conditions right, that people become more 
permeable to each other and, in my understanding of faith, they become more permeable 
to the movement of the Spirit, which is always all around us. Whether we see it or not, or 
experience it or not, but I think we can be more or less permeable to it.  
 

He added that he almost never makes this explicit in his work, unless he’s working with a 

particular Christian group that is comfortable using that language. It is his personal belief, not 

some kind of truth, and he does not want it to unnecessarily provoke resistance. He feels that a 

statement like that can make people feel put upon – it can polarize them or push them away.  

Becca agreed that the work does require some deeper set of commitments and values 

that acknowledge that we are all human beings. After a long pause, she shared that she believes 

it takes an inner cultivation of a practice that keeps us grounded in those deeper sacred values 

that are beneath ego and beneath passing wants and desires and hurts and offenses that can get 

us off track. Amelia, who self-identified as an atheist agnostic person, also feels that there's 

definitely a right and wrong. She shared: 
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The reason I'm doing this climate work at all, is, you know, I quit a decent paying job to 
do this nonprofit work, because it has to be done. I don't think I could live with myself if 
I didn't do everything I could to ensure that things are better for our kids. 
 
Lastly, hope was evident in every interview and buoyed the conversations. Amelia is 

hopeful  because she genuinely believes in the human being and their inherent goodness and 

ability to change. Colin sees that we have more in common than we have differences, and he 

believes that people, by and large, want to help others. He noted: 

That's sort of a big presumption of our work. You know, we want to strive first for 
transformational change and improvement – our vector of doing that is working with 
other people. And so, we have to presume that we're going to find people that want to 
work on a problem that maybe doesn't directly benefit them if they find a solution, but 
solves something for their neighbors, and hopefully soon other people in the region, or 
other people in the nation. 
 
For Walter it was seeing people with really strongly held beliefs, who were not the same 

at the end of a day of training, that gave him hope. His “proof point of hope” is seeing people 

with different ideas about policy agree to the fundamental common ground that they love their 

country. He said they realize we are not on the right track, and they all want the United States to 

succeed, so are willing to focus less on what they disagree about, and more on what they can 

agree with. 

Participants’ Self-Awareness & Self-Management 

Throughout the interviews, I was struck at how clear the participants were, how self-

aware. When I asked them specifically about it, they talked about managing their own inner 

polarizer. Tom uses a reflective practice and trains others to do so as well. He stated that you 

always have to be looking at what you're doing, why you're doing it, and how you're doing it, and 

being, as much as you can, really honest with yourself. “You become, I think, much more 

sensitive to both what's going on within you and what's going on around you. And then you can, 

you know, act appropriately.” 

He is now much more aware of what is going on in his body when he gets in a reactive 

state. He said the practice of “notice, name, discern, and choose”, helps a person first become 
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aware of what's going on in their body i.e., sensations, heart-rate, then give it a name i.e. ‘I'm 

angry, or threatened’, and finally inquire – Where does that come from? Why is that coming up 

now? What is it about the situation or this person? He stated that it helps a person be at choice 

about how they want to respond, rather than just being reactive. He added, “I feel like I'm more 

able to do that now than I was 10 years ago.” 

Pat looks at self-management as having two parts – managing your emotions and 

reactivity, along with your own tribalism and belief system – and then staying open to the other 

person, while not judging, while listening to understand. He used to listen to Rush Limbaugh as 

a form of spiritual practice, all the while self-monitoring – Can I stay centered? Can I keep 

breathing? Can I have a mindset of curiosity, and can I resist demonizing? In general, he tries to 

maintain emotional equilibrium, rather become dysregulated by disturbing messages. He 

shared: 

In Family Systems Service we call this differentiation of self, having a differentiated 
stance where no matter what you believe, and no matter what you say, unless you're in 
my face attacking me, or something like that, but if you’re talking about something that 
you believe to be true, not personally attacking me, whether I can maintain emotional 
equilibrium, keeping my frontal lobe functioning, so that I try to understand where 
you're coming from. 
 

Claire instead tries to remove the emotion from it and remove herself from the equation and ask 

what is the best for the country? What is the best for this individual member, what they're trying 

to accomplish? What's the best for the whole group? And how do we get there?” 

Finally, Amelia reflected that growing one’s consciousness – realizing that something is 

actually unhealthy behavior – also means cutting yourself some slack. She stated “it's not like 

you have to suddenly become an angelic wonderful person. I mean, I'm sorry, but I'm going to 

say nasty things about Donald Trump. You know, it just it's going to happen because he is not a 

good guy.” 
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What Motivates & Sustains These Leaders? 

For many of the participants, doing meaningful work is what motivates and sustains 

them. Tom wants to feel, professionally and personally, like he is doing something that really 

matters, that makes a difference and has wide impact. Walter also wants to feel that he is 

making a contribution to a worthy cause, and be respected for his work. He reflected on a movie 

scene saying, “I think Olivia de Havilland said this when she was asked by Clark Gable, what did 

she want out of her acting career? And she said, respect for hard work well done. And that's 

what I want.” 

For other participants, the satisfaction is in seeing the people they work with “get it.” 

Colin shared, “When we do see them grasping the process, that's one of the most gratifying 

things of working with these folks.” Pat is motivated by the urgency of the work along with the 

increasing interest he is seeing, especially with elected officials like county commissioners, 

legislators, and most recently Congress. He affirmed, “It’s encouraging and inspiring, that we're 

getting interest at those levels. So, it keeps me going, keeps me fired up.” 

Lastly, hope motivates the participants. Reflecting on our history, Claire shared: 

Right after the Civil War ended, we were a very divided country. And we were able to 
come together. And so yes, there are times when we will be more divided, times more 
united. But, ultimately, again, we are one America, and, you know, we are stronger 
together.  
 
Grace puts her hope and faith in her generation saying, “I think it's possible in our future 

especially with the people I'm around, and seeing young people in my circle really pushing for 

the narrative that we could change the political narrative in our country.” Walter offered: 

What I hear more than anything is there's a new sense of hope. There's a sense of hope 
that humanity is not, you know, basically killing itself, or the country. There's hope that 
the country can get its way out of here. 
 
Tom described shifts that people have made, and the openness they have been willing to 

grant the other, despite wounding, despite years of difference. It has reinforced his faith, that 
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there is a good force in the universe. Having seen people overcome these barriers, he has 

tremendous hope. 

Challenges of Depolarization & Change 

Participants were clear-eyed about the fourth key finding – the challenges of 

depolarization and change. In their eyes, the two greatest challenges are sustainability/making 

depolarization stick, and getting people involved. 

Sustainability/Making Depolarization Stick 

People's hearts are able to resonate with the experience of others that they construe to be 
fundamentally different. And that does change the way that you approach difference. 
And if you stick with it, it's a discipline, like a spiritual discipline or path. You have to 
stay with it in order for it to really stick and then hold with you (Tom). 
 
Participants agreed that sustaining the work of depolarization, making it stick is the 

greatest challenge, and they identified two primary reasons – backsliding, and the need to re-

dose. Grace has seen that it can be especially hard for young people, who still live at home and 

are susceptible to that environment, to sustain change – especially when their parents, family 

and friends, and social media, remain polarized, and push back saying that ‘this is the way it 

should be’. She shared that while exposure to healthy discussion can positively influence their 

relationships, it is still challenging for them to go against the societal norm. The risk is they will 

“cut back to something that they were so comfortable with, because society is comfortable with 

it.” 

Becca reflected on the Israel-Palestine situation to highlight how difficult it can be to not 

backslide. She pondered “how many dialogue groups would you have to run? How do you hold 

onto and how you keep that rehumanized perspective of the other from hardening back into 

what the rest of the society is thinking?” However, Tom made the point that if you are in an 

organization i.e., a school or faith-based organization that has incorporated dialogic tools and 

techniques and processes to support you, it's easier to stay with it.  
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In any case, participants agreed that one workshop, or class, or training – is not enough. 

Tom was particularly skeptical about the one-off framework stating: 

I don't really do work with just kind of dropping in for dialogue and then going off – 
because I think it's just unsustainable. You know, you're dropping into have this 
experience and then you're going off and being at the mercy of the forces of society that 
pull it apart and it is very hard to sustain it.  
 

Walter stated that to build good habits, you’ve got to practice, and Pat talked about 

“doses” of depolarization agreeing that just one i.e., a half-day workshop, is not sufficient to fully 

shift a person’s polarized mindset and behaviors. Successive “doses” are needed “especially in 

this environment.” He added that continual vigilance is needed because it is so easy to slip back. 

He and his organization see it as the million dollar question – “How many doses does a person 

need before they will be able to resist the virus of polarization?”  

Getting People Involved 

Another significant challenge is getting people involved. Participants referred to the 

proverbial “ you can lead the horse to water, but you can’t make it drink” as it applies to 

depolarization work and highlighted various reasons people don’t get involved. Olivia talked 

about how challenging it is to get students to attend their meetings, even with a lot of social 

media and other recruitment efforts. She shared that while people say they love the idea of 

depolarization, they often don’t come because they fear being ridiculed or attacked for their 

political views. Becca stated, “It would have to be so many different small circles, natural circles, 

of communication, so that people would be drawn to come to participate beyond their 

discouragement, beyond their skepticism, you know, that this could really work.” She mused “if 

every house of worship, if every community center had dialogue programs, and you could get 

people to go to them …. That's the other problem, which is very much in my experience, is it's 

much easier to get liberals to come to dialogue programs.” 

Indeed, others also spoke about the challenge of getting conservative-leaning individuals 

to programs. Amelia noted that because climate activism tends to be a primarily blue space, her 
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organization’s depolarization work is particularly salient for blues because if liberal-minded 

people are not welcoming, Republicans won’t join the organization. Pat stated besides the 

general challenge of getting reds involved, one of the greatest pitfalls is to start out with mostly 

blues, and then try to bring reds in. 

Lastly, Claire and Walter pointed out that people are simply too busy. They're working, 

they're taking their kids to school, picking them up, trying to be good sons and daughters and 

mothers and fathers. They’re too busy to get involved with depolarization work, and , in 

particular, too busy to join civic associations such as a bowling league, a book club, the League of 

Women Voters, the PTA, etc. where they would socialize and naturally talk about common 

concerns, and naturally develop cross-cutting ties. Pat said, “if there's going to be a revival, it's 

going to have to be in, I think, in those areas with a new generation coming along that joins up.”  

Participants talked about how discouraged the average person is, their fears, the decline 

of trust in each other and our institutions, as well as the entrenched limiting mindsets people 

are stuck in. Becca asked, “how do you get people to say yeah, I'll spend my next four 

Wednesday nights doing a dialogue training. Now most people would say, what's the point?” 

Walter agreed that people are worried, and that hope is declining, and fear is driving the 

negative mindset. He stated that people feel like we are at the edge of a precipice – that 

Congress is broken – everything is broken. In addition, people feel like they don't have time to 

form common ground, thus, the only solution is for their side to win. He added “there is a dearth 

of proof points” that things are working – largely because the media does not report on it. To 

make things worse, people trust each other less, and our institutions and governments even 

less.” 

Participants also talked about fear of engagement as a strong deterrent to getting 

involved. Tom described a faith group he worked with that had a controversy about 

contemporary versus traditional music. The two sides quickly lined up around politics, the 

conflict exploded, and then went underground. He explained that when conflict goes 
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underground, the motivation is not there to deal with it. Avoidance sets in, and the stronger the 

polarization, the more fear there is of engagement. As people continue to defer engaging, it 

becomes a self-perpetuating kind of destructive cycle because “once you're in your bubble, 

you're building up stories about how evil those other people are, raising the fear of engaging 

them, which just perpetuates polarization.” 

In the participants’ eyes, another deterrent to getting involved is that people can get 

stuck in their identities and allegiance to their respective parties. During group work, Colin has 

seen how people can also be so deeply entrenched in their particular identities they cannot give 

them up in order for the whole group to move forward. Walter talked about how difficult it is to 

override our base instincts. He said, “We don’t react badly because we are evil, but because of 

how we are wired.” He added that an “expression of our intelligence” is in overriding these base 

level instincts and that “we know intellectually that people are generally good, even in situations 

where they feel threatened. Unfortunately, people are being manipulated.” 

Claire expressed her frustration with people who get stuck in their identities, especially 

when it comes to voting. She said: 

I think getting people out of the mindset of, ‘oh, I'm a Democrat and vote in the 
Democratic primary’ or ‘I’m a Republican and vote in the Republican primary’, is really 
hard for a lot of people. Because, you know, it's oftentimes a part of someone's identity 
that they got from their parents or grandparents. 
 

She added, “It needs to be centrism governing versus extremism. That needs to be the mind-

shift.” 

Participants also talked about how self-righteous people can get in their identities. 

Amelia noted that activists in particular tend to be a little self-righteous. She shared, “I'm 

constantly out there talking about everyone else's biases, like oh, all those nasty climate skeptics 

who thinks it's a hoax, or whatever.” We need to self-reflect on our own biases and catch 

ourselves in those reactive moments of ‘Oh, I'm bringing guns to this gunfight myself.’  
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Lastly, participants talked about how challenging it can be when individuals are 

disingenuous – when they do not come in good faith, or when they have an agenda. Colin talked 

about how people might say they want an open, free conversation about what to do, but instead 

they really want people to come to their side. Colin stated, “you've got to let go of the ego a little 

bit to recognize that if they're working on the problem with you, and if you're coming to a 

solution, that's probably better than just your solution winning out.” 

Negative Political Environment 

Participants also noted the harmful impact of the negative political environment. It can 

corrupt best intentions, make bipartisanship a liability, and degrade civic norms.  In particular, 

Walter has been troubled to see the negative impact on college students. He said that right out of 

college, he would have “no trouble turning the country over” to the students he has worked with 

stating “they react well and are mature.” However, he worries about what happens to them in 

the interim between graduating from college and going to Washington, “where there are armed 

camps.” He stated, “there's something in this system that corrupts, in terms of the political 

industry.”  

Claire spoke to the challenges of bipartisanship and how politicians who don’t tow the 

party line get primaried, and beat up by their own party. Becca pointed out that there has been a 

long standing rise in, and acceptance of, personally hostile rhetoric especially among political 

figures – a deterioration of civility particularly in political conversation.  

Participants also observed how the negative political environment is exacerbated by the 

media’s polarizing behavior. Tom stated that as humans we tend to seek, and hold onto, negative 

information because it satisfies our deepest needs for survival. Media have capitalized on that as 

evidenced by the constant barrage of fear-based information – a perfect storm that perpetuates 

polarization by appealing to our basest fears. Walter stated, “nobody clicks on a story of good 

news” and Claire lamented that the media does not report on good bipartisan work that happens 

every single week in Congress. She stated, “The media does not like to cover consensus and 
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agreement – they cover the firestorm.” Pat concurred calling extreme pundits on cable the 

“conflict entrepreneurs” of our society. 

Leadership Challenges & Pitfalls 

In addition to the above challenges, leaders face specific challenges and pitfalls related to 

organizational staff and volunteers, and managing programs and their attendees. For Colin, the 

number one challenge is trying not to breach the trust of the people they’re working with. For 

him, ethical facilitation means making sure he and his colleagues have really processed out the 

things that they say yes to, so that they don’t find themselves in a situation where they’re “feeling 

it as in ‘Wow, we're great facilitators. We really have a handle on this stuff. We can do it'” – and 

then, for whatever reason, they can't bring the right perspectives to it. He stated: 

The process only works in so much as we are stringent in how we build it. Do we have 
diversity of opinion? Are we being as transparent as possible? Are we coming to this with 
purpose and outcome in mind? Are we making that clear to them that's what we're going 
to do? Are we holding their information correctly? All of those things boil down to not 
breaching the trust of the people that we're working with. I think that's the number one 
pitfall that, if we were going to roll everything up into one, that would be that would be 
one. 
 
For Grace the number one pitfall is not preparing people for dialogue work, and just 

jumping right in. At the first meeting where she tried to mesh dialogue work with her debate 

team, she found: 

It was full on debate, aggression, they didn't know how to have a good bridge 
conversation. And so, I was like, ‘Guys, no, we're having a conversation. We're not having 
a debate. We're not being aggressive with each other. We're just having a conversation 
about this political topic’. And I think it took a while for us to really get all the way to that 
point where it was moderated appropriately, where we were all comfortable with having 
each other's opinions in the room. 
 
As noted earlier, participants generally use a structured environment for workshops and 

trainings. However, and especially with longer-term work, Colin shared it can be difficult to 

know when to get out of the way and stop handholding, and when to give support – and what 

kind of support. He stated: 

We're still dialing into how much structure in handholding versus when is the proper 
transition to ‘we've built a functioning team and they're able to sort of carry on and move 
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the work forward themselves with periodic check-ins’. If you leave them alone and on 
their own devices for too long without unburdening them a little bit with some structure 
or some timeline building or some expectation of 'Oh, the Institute is going to check in 
with me and check progress. We need to move this along or we need to get to where we 
said we were going to go'. But we also don't need to necessarily be in every single meeting 
that all of them are having in their working groups and everything else.  
 
Pat pointed to the importance of making sure people are completely on board – that it is 

all too easy to think ‘well, the workshops work, or these exercises work well’. He noted that they 

only work when people are interested in trying. A possible pitfall is when a sponsoring 

organization wants to do something experiential, but those attending are not necessarily open to 

it. He gave as an example a situation where he’s invited to be the guest speaker for a regular 

monthly meeting, and where he knows it is very likely that not everyone there will be interested 

in doing experiential work in depolarization. They may in fact only be interested in doubling 

down on polarization. In such cases he avoids any experiential work and does other things. 

Amelia ran into this difficulty when her organization required the staff to attend a 

depolarization workshop. She said: 

It was rough, because there were people in there who did not want to be in there. It 
didn't go so great. They just wanted to fight, and they wanted to stay right, and it was 
rough. You really need to have somebody who's interested in in doing this because you 
have to face some of the truth about yourself. 
 

She added that, unfortunately, it’s often the people who need it the most who won’t go.  

Lastly, participants talked about the challenge of staying dialed in to tensions that come 

up. Tom shared that a frequent trap he and others fall into is thinking they know what is going 

on with others i.e., the issue of power and how to manage difference. He said, “When you think 

you know, you’re probably going to get yourself in trouble.” Laughing he added, “I can come in 

with my great white horse ideas and tell you how I think you should handle power, but that’s 

power in itself. I’m exercising power.” He has learned to inquire from the get-go what 

constitutes power for them, and how they want to deal with difference – “when we don’t do that, 

it’ll come up, and it’ll go badly.”  
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For Becca, the greatest challenge is navigating the tension between justice and peace. She 

shared: 

Some people say that's the same thing. You know, there's no justice, no peace, but from a 
conflict resolution perspective that's nonsense, because by definition two people who 
disagree about an issue, see justice differently, understand justice differently. If not, they 
wouldn't be, you know, on different sides. So, the voice of justice which has arm raised 
and fist clenched, and voice raised is so different from the peacemaking place which is 
humble and oriented toward listening and you know, deeply desirous of relationship. So, 
how do those things live together? Or how do we practice both of those at the same time? 
 

Gauging Impact  

Gauging impact, the fifth and final key finding, responds to the question “With what 

effect?” The study participants discussed the impact their work has had on them, as well as the 

impact they have seen on those they work with.   

Impact on Study Participants 

All the participants have been changed by the depolarization work they do. Colin stated, 

“It's kind of hard not to go through – you’ve got to work through all of that stuff with other 

people, and then not adopt it or let it creep in...?” He shared that while he has always tried to be 

introspective, the depolarization work has helped him better see the other’s perspective and 

reflect on why someone might support something, or why are they are behaving in a certain way 

– which has made him more sympathetic towards others. Tom talked about wisdom – which he 

defined as the ability to see things together, and to see things more complexly. He stated: 

I think that I am much wiser now than I was even 10 years ago. I've had a lot of 
opportunities to see things happening multiple times, so that I can say, ‘oh, there it is, 
again’. Part of that has to do with also trusting, trust the process. 
 
Amelia likened the experience of being changed to “activating muscles that were almost 

on mute.” She feels stronger saying, “I was so afraid of being vulnerable, but you can be 

vulnerable, and people can shoot arrows at you, and you carry on and it's like, 'oh, that wasn't so 

bad. I was so afraid of being vulnerable, but look, I didn't break’.” She also has more empathy 

stating: 
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It almost makes me cringe when I hear people making fun of, say, my member of 
Congress who, listen he's not the best, you know, in terms of what I do, but he's actually 
done some good things. I know a lot about him, because I've studied up on his biography, 
and I have a lot more compassion for him. 
 

Claire shared that it has made her a lot more resilient to any challenge. A fundamental mindset 

change for Grace was realizing that she was a “mixed bag” – both Democrat and Republican – 

and that she could be “more than just one.” 

Participants talked about how their own communication skills have improved – in 

particular becoming a better listener, and applying their depolarizing skills in their own families. 

Curbing the impulse to do all the talking was deliberate on Grace’s part. She shared: 

I made sure that I was more of a listener. Being in speech and debate, I was always 
talking, talking, talking – all the time. Wanting to tell people about what I'm passionate 
about, what I'm researching, what politics are behind it and everything like that. As a 
leader, it was so just mind blowing for me how much you can know about a person just 
by listening. People just need to listen, you know, they just need to listen to one another. 
 
For several participants, becoming a better listener changed their family dynamics. 

Walter and his son used to have very poor communication outcomes. Now they do much better 

and both his son and wife say, ‘ah, that's the depolarization work talking.’ Tom described how he 

and his kids also started out communicating in a very polarized manner, but now they make 

conscious choices to ask each other different questions to enable them to talk more complexly 

about things. Olivia has found that using “I” statements has really transformed her personal 

relationship with her family. She shared, “Sometimes I need to step back, remove the 

personalness from it, put on my [depolarization] hat and ask ‘Okay, what actually, what is he 

maybe trying to say, and how am I trying to interpret that?” 

Participants talked about having increased respect for the other side. Pat stated, “I now 

believe, because I've done a deeper dive study of conservatism, I now believe that we need the 

best of conservatism, the best of liberalism.” He explained that he has moved from respect for 

the other side to both respect and appreciation. His “we” more fully includes conservative 
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perspectives. He stated that some of it is reading, but some of it is “just five plus years of talking 

every week with people who vote differently than I do. That's a kind of purifying experience.” 

Instead of sliding into the all-too easy and customary other-bashing, that Amelia has 

noticed seems to come with the activist territory, she said, “this work has really put me in a 

different place when I look at politicians and try to understand their motivations and how 

complex it is for them.” She now approaches the work with “gratitude and respect”, something 

“you can’t fake.” She also highlighted the importance of getting to know, and becoming friends 

with, someone on the other side. She stated: 

I have a lot of friends now that are Republicans, so I have more people that I respect, like 
X. He's a good buddy of mine now. And I know he voted for Trump in the last election 
and that's okay. We find lots of common ground and I have enormous respect for him. 
 
Walter has also formed relationships with those from the other side. He now 

understands that “there's two sides of the same coin here. Both of us love our country. And both 

of us thinks the Constitution and rules-based order is the thing to do. And so, it was just 

amazing. I learned about stereotypes. That's kind of what changed for me.” 

Several participants discussed a new willingness to “grant good intention” stating that 

granting good intention can mean taking a step back, giving grace to the other, and hitting the 

pause button. During one of his first experiences as a leader, Walter was putting together a 

workshop with someone from the other side, a blue colleague. He said it really “tested their 

metal.” Afterwards he realized, ‘Hey, he cares like I care, he's willing to work, he’s not a 

freeloader.’ His value estimation of him went up. He said that when they finally had a chat about 

politics they disagreed about a whole bunch. But they had a measure of each other’s worth, and 

they trusted each other. Walter’s new framework became, “Grant good intention until proven 

otherwise.” 

Pat has learned to take a step back, and not go with his immediate reaction, or simply 

rely on what his reference groups go for. He gave abortion as an example. Instead of asking 

himself, ‘is my community pro-life or pro-choice?’, he tries look at what's involved, what the 
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trade-offs are. He shared, “Blues do that as much as reds, so each side thinks the other isn't 

quite rational. But as Jonathan Haidt would say, ‘it's very hard to be rational about these 

things.’” 

Colin has worked on his reactivity and noticed a shift in his normal everyday interactions 

– the simple stuff, like getting cut off in traffic. Instead of his go-to natural reaction of being 

super upset with that person, he can now pause and cut them some slack. He shared “I don't 

know. Maybe they didn't see me. Or how many times have I accidentally cut somebody off 

because I just wasn't paying attention to that moment? I’ve learned to give them a little grace.” 

Amelia stated, “When you step back for a minute and take a deep breath, you realize that 

Republicans have children, Republicans like their current quality of life. They want their 

grandchildren to have a good future and they don't want the country to come to an end.” She 

stated that arguably they more patriotic than Democrats. She has worked to get herself out of 

the headspace of ‘they're really bad and I'm really good’ which has made finding common 

ground more accessible to her. She stated, “Then then you can actually get somewhere because 

we agree on the fundamentals, which is we want to have a decent future for our children.” 

However, Tom shared how challenging it can be to make allowances for the other. While 

he has learned to grant more charity to those who are different from him, he still has to manage 

himself when his political reaction is rage, and othering. Indeed, sometimes giving grace is 

about giving it to oneself. Walter stated, “I'm doing my best. I know. I know that God knows I'm 

doing my best. A flawed human being but I'm doing my best. And then that sets a foundation for 

me to go forward.”  

Giving grace may also mean being with what is, not stepping over one’s own 

discouragement and flagging hope. Becca expressed intense discouragement about the state of 

the country saying: 

You're catching me at a time when I'm really discouraged. Here in this country the state 
of public conversation is grossly worse [than ten years ago] which, you know, hints back 
at the drivers, the leadership failures, or the intentional acts of leadership to polarize. 
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Gauging Impact on Others 

The jury is still out regarding the effectiveness and lasting impact of the depolarizing 

work the study participants do with others. While participants have seen increased attendance 

at their programs, and in organization memberships – as well as increased attention in the 

media – several lamented the insufficient evaluative studies and assessments.  

Grace shared that she has noticed increased interest at the high school level, and that 

more and more young people are starting to get into the conversation and beginning to see the 

pattern that politics are having in our society. Pat noted the importance of media attention in 

building a movement – and stated that it is happening. He shared that his organization is 

getting visible enough that people are apologetic if they haven't heard of it. 

However, with regards effectiveness and lasting impact, participants lamented the lack of 

evaluative studies and assessments. They do not have good data on the how much of the 

depolarizing training sticks after people attend programs, workshops, and trainings. They 

recognize the need for stronger, academic and intellectual underpinnings that clarify the drivers, 

and measure success by giving examples of things that worked and didn't work. Walter stated, “I 

think right now there tends to be either too many personal anecdotes – I did this, and this 

happened to me and all that kind of stuff.” 

Yet, participants have been involved in doing assessments in a limited way. One 

organization collaborated with a research team that measured lasting impact six months out 

from one of their workshops, and it had positive results. Another organization has begun to use 

a pre- and post-discussion survey which evaluates if people changed their mind on a topic, and if 

they grew more empathy for those who disagree with them. They indeed found an increase in 

empathy. In addition, one student group is starting to develop an alumni program, to try to get 

insight on what they are doing, and if they're still operating with a depolarizing mindset.  
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According to the participants, data confirming positive impact would be not only give 

credibility to their work, but would also support fundraising initiatives. Donors ask about 

quantitative results, and they need to be able to share the impact of their work more concretely. 

Indeed, Walter commented that this lack of information may be the greatest challenge to 

depolarization becoming a movement.  

Fittingly, and finally, I will give the last word to two participants who shared a more 

humorous measure of the work they do. Olivia stated: 

What we always say is we know we're doing our job well when the right tells us that we're 
too liberal and when the left tells us that we're too conservative, that's when we're like, 
‘okay, we're doing something right.’ 
 

And Amelia shared, “You're succeeding when no one likes what you're doing. That's what it feels 

like. Like, if everybody's mad at you, then we found the sweet spot!” 

Discussion 

The severe polarization we are currently experiencing in the United States is, at its heart, 

a society-wide conflict between progressive-leaning and conservative-leaning groups and it will 

require a multi-pronged approach to mitigate it. Interventions and initiatives necessitate both 

top-down reforms and bottom-up grassroots work. The purpose of this study is to better 

understand depolarizing leadership at the grassroots level – what leaders are trying to do, what 

it takes to do this work, and to what effect.  

Peacebuilding 

The leaders in the study are bridge-builders, change agents, and at their core 

peacebuilders. Roig (Beyond Intractability, 2023) discusses peacebuilding as an ecosystem of 

social change that crucially includes bridge-builders working to foster dialogue across 

difference. However, all the participants see their work as more than depolarizing the individual, 

and peacebuilding offers a comprehensive framework for understanding their work in the 

context of transformative individual and societal change, and creating a social movement. 
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In this section I will discuss how the participants’ depolarizing work aligns with the four 

arenas of Hart’s Peacebuilding Wheel – conflict transformation and fostering dialogue across 

differences, psycho-social well-being, restorative justice, and leadership – and in terms of 

change/building a social movement, and the challenges of depolarization and change. 

Conflict Transformation – Dialogue Work 

Dialogue is the backbone of these depolarizing leaders’ work. According to Bubenzer and 

Tankink (2015) it is one of the most effective ways to constructively and peacefully address that 

which divides us. Dialogue is a bottom-up approach and, all participants agreed, primary to 

effectuating change. Dialogue can attenuate conflict escalation by deepening connection and 

building relationships (Ury, 1999; Fisher-Yoshida, 2014). The most salient characteristics of 

dialogue include deep, empathic listening – listening to understand, and expressing ourselves in 

a way the other can hear – joint inquiry to create mutual understanding, and becoming more 

aware of, and suspending assumptions, while staying open to what the other is saying (Fisher-

Yoshida, 2014).  

Participants talked about the importance of sharing personal stories to build trust and 

empathy, mitigate stereotypes, and create connection. Claire stated that learning about each 

other’s life experiences and backgrounds, and how they inform a person’s values, beliefs, and 

perspectives, paves the way to deeper connection and finding common ground. Such work is not 

meant to change peoples’ minds, but rather to rehumanize the other. Tom shared “People's 

hearts are able to resonate with the experience of others that they construe to be fundamentally 

different. And that does change the way that you approach difference.” 

Dialogue also creates a space for people to speak more openly, improve mutual 

understanding, and ideally discover underlying commonalities (Ury, 1999). Participants agreed 

that respectful discourse, understanding our inter-connectedness, and disrupting othering are 

all essential to finding common ground. Common ground is common humanity. Colin has 
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observed that we have more in common than we have differences. Amelia reminds us that we 

can still have relationships with those we disagree with.  

Dialogue work also helps people reclaim their complex and multiple identities. Barsa et 

al. (2022) talks about this in terms of intergroup contact and how it moderates stereotyping and 

outgroup biases, and lessens the misperceptions each group has about the other, thereby 

fostering cross-cutting identities. Tom stated, “the more we can invite people into the dialogue 

process, the more we invite them to show up with the different facets of who they are, so that 

they can be seen, and experience being seen, in a different way.” Colin’s organization uses 

specific dialogue exercises to help participants see each other as individuals, rather than just 

their political identity.  

In addition, dialogue is foundational to healing (Bubenzer & Tankink, 2015). Herzig and 

Chasin (2006) state that it can promote healing between individuals, and in small communities 

that are in dispute – mitigating animosity in the public square.  

Psycho-Social Well-Being 

Psycho-social well-being involves healing and reconciliation, which are integral to the 

peacebuilding process. Bubenzer & Tankink (2015) state that peace is dependent on inner 

healing which depends on reforming one’s relationship with self, and the other. The former 

requires inner work – depolarizing one’s inner polarizer and shifting one’s mindset. According 

to the participants, this means moving away from thinking that if the other is different, or has 

different values than you, they are bad or evil; expanding the “we” from one’s ingroup to include 

the other side; granting good intentions; and acknowledging the humanity of the other. In 

addition, it means noticing your own process – becoming a witness to what goes on in your 

mind, and to your reactivity throughout the day as you get triggered.  

Reforming one’s relationship with the other means externalizing this heightened 

awareness by rehabilitating old limiting habits and behaviors. Participants highlighted getting 

out of one’s ingroup by engaging with the other i.e., taking a depolarization workshop, or simply 
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inviting someone on the other side for coffee – and then openly listening to what they have to 

say. Ury (1999) states that one of the simplest and most effective ways to improve relationships 

is through the act of deep listening – truly hearing the other, and acknowledging their words 

and feelings.  

Participants also suggested doing service projects where in all likelihood you would meet 

people outside your circle. Since the focus is on the project, instead of on each other, it takes the 

onus off our differences and allows relationships to develop more naturally. They suggested 

another way to engage would be talking to candidates on the other side and really getting to 

know them, instead of just seeing them as the party they represent. Unite America (Unite 

America, n.d.) believes that it is the civic duty of each American to be informed, and to be 

engaged. As Claire pointed out, you might just end up voting for someone from across the aisle. 

In order to move forward, we need to heal as a country. As Claire pointed out, both sides 

are suffering; wounds need to be healed. To move forward, to be able to work on our problems 

together, Amelia stated that we have to figure out how to go beyond resentment. For her, the 

secret sauce of depolarization is to get to that place where we can begin to heal. Indeed, healing 

leads to reconciliation, where individuals or groups come to accept the other (Bubenzer & 

Tankink, 2015). Although the leaders in this study did not explicitly use the word reconciliation, 

their work of engaging the other to find common ground and increase collaboration, to 

rehumanize and disrupt othering, and to diminish the sense of fear and threat, all open the way 

to reconciliation – and eventually to restorative justice.  

Restorative Justice 

In its broadest sense, restorative justice (RJ) is an alternative paradigm of community-

based practice that heals and repairs harm (Stauffer & Shah, 2021). Indeed, the participants’ 

depolarizing efforts align with RJ’s approach. They center dialogue work, connection, and 

building relationships, work to disrupt the cycle of harm, and they are keenly aware of the need 

for, and are working towards, a greater societal shift and explicit social movement. 
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Zehr (2009) states that the core values of RJ, the three “Rs” – respect, relationships, and 

responsibility – ground the process. Indeed, they are integral to the participants efforts. Respect 

confers the dignity essential to each person’s wellbeing (Zehr, 2019). Participants had a lot to 

say about respect. It is central to having constructive conversations, finding common ground, 

and seeing the other in the fullness of their humanity. Respectful discourse is critical to 

improving the communication culture and includes steering people away from old negative 

communication patterns, teaching the tools and techniques to actually have a constructive 

conversation, and locking in new communication practices and habits. Olivia shared that 

respectful discourse is a muscle that needs to be learned and that when honored, it builds trust 

and builds community.  

Respect also showed up in the participant’s own growth. Several described how doing the 

depolarization work enhanced their understanding of, and respect for, the other side. Amelia 

stated “I have a lot of friends now that are Republicans, so I have more people that I respect, like 

X. He's a good buddy of mine now. And I know he voted for Trump in the last election and that's 

okay. We find lots of common ground and I have enormous respect for him.” 

Participants were clear that not only is it possible to respect people we disagree with, we 

can also have relationships with them. Amelia stated “We can have debates and differing 

opinions, but it doesn't need to descend into contempt. You know, we're not enemies. We can 

still have relationships with people that disagree with us.” Walter shared that he has been able to 

form relationships with those on the other side because he now understands that “there's two 

sides of the same coin here. Both of us love our country.” Relationships remind us of our 

interrelatedness (Zehr, 2019). 

Responsibility is about accountability – each person must take responsibility for their 

actions and decisions, and acknowledge and address harms we cause others (Zehr, 2019). 

Participants talked about being accountable for our mindsets, and inner polarization. Becca 

stated that if we do not do the inner work we interact out of our old habitual modes of thinking 
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where the ego needs recognition and a sense of power, and that we need to cultivate a 

depolarized mindset so that when the tense moment comes, we can “respond as a peacemaker 

and not as a bomb thrower.” As a practice, she suggested noticing how many times a day we 

demonize the other, in our thoughts or verbally.  

Leaders also need to be accountable to themselves, and those they work with. They need 

to walk the talk. Indeed, participants talked about expanding the “we” in their own lives by 

becoming more inclusive. Pat tries to put himself in the other’s shoes to better understand them; 

righteousness compromises his spiritual core. Participants are also conscious of trying to 

maintain a neutral stance. Indeed, the method section highlights how most of the participants 

did not feel warmly towards the other side. Thus, they have to actively manage themselves, so 

their biases do not negatively impact the work. Ultimately, every person is responsible for their 

own inner polarization and taking steps to counteract it and become a positive force for change 

– a peacebuilder in their own lives. Roig (Beyond Intractability, 2023) states that the only way 

we are going to shift polarization and build peace is when every individual understands that they 

can, and must, do something. 

Leadership 

According to the participants, good leadership entails self-awareness and self-

management. Leaders need to be aware of, and manage, their inner polarizer, as well as manage 

their emotions and reactivity. In addition, participants highlighted several essential leadership 

qualities: resilience, patience, tenacity, open-mindedness, curiosity, and sincerity.

 Deutsch (2014) states that constructive conflict practitioners need to have a strong skill 

set, particularly in three arenas – rapport-building, cooperation, and group processes and 

decision-making. The participants talked about creating rapport by mitigating distrust, 

modeling a positive attitude, and by creating a structured framework for constructive 

engagement. They strengthen cooperation by helping individuals find common values and/or 

common ground, and by framing the conflict as a mutual problem they can, and need to, resolve 
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together. Lastly, participants – especially those facilitating group deliberation – support group 

processes and decision-making by artfully leading discussions, monitoring progress, and 

maintaining group cohesion.  

Participants also reflected on the importance of building trust with their followers, of 

being transparent, doing what they say they are going to do, not having a hidden agenda, and 

setting aside their partisanship. Altogether, they try to live their values, and walk the talk. Khalil 

and Hartley (2022) stress how important it is for leaders to walk the talk, model peacebuilding 

behaviors, and encourage others to go beyond identity politics and conflict. They highlight three 

crucial leadership characteristics. 

First – having the ability to differentiate from their own ingroup identity, and move 

towards more integration with those on the other side. All the participants, except for Claire, 

lean towards one party or the other. With awareness of their own inner polarizer, and the 

imperative to manage it, they try to hold a neutral space/a non-partisan stance, as much as 

possible no matter their ingroup, their opinions, or their preferences. Tom reflected on how 

challenging this can be, especially in those moments where his political reaction is rage and 

othering.  

For the participants, integration with the other side is about becoming more inclusive, an 

expansion of the “we” from just those in their ingroup to include people from across the divides. 

Many participants shared that the depolarization work has helped them see, and better 

understand, the other’s perspective, making them more sympathetic and open towards the 

other. In addition, the participants’ generous view of humankind helps them see all humans as 

basically good and kind and worthy of respect. Walter said he has learned to grant good faith to 

most Americans and referred to us as collectively being “two sides of the same coin.” Pat has 

come to understand that we need the best of both conservatism and liberalism.  

Second – supporting others shift out of their rigid ingroup mindset by building cross-

cutting bridges, and creating supportive environments to help them do so. The very work these 
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participants do – workshops, trainings, and facilitated group experiences – create cross-cutting 

opportunities and bridge divides. Ury (1999) writes that bridgebuilding forges connection across 

differences and fortifies relationships via strengthening civic culture, and developing cross-

cutting ties. Structure means creating a space where people can feel safe enough to open up and 

experience strong emotion (Stains & Sarrouf, 2022). Structure includes creating ground rules, 

keeping purpose front and center, and compassionate, connected facilitation using a well-

structured format. All participants concurred that creating a structured environment where 

people can be open, genuine, and say what they truly think is crucial. In addition, several talked 

about applying their depolarization skills at home. They were delighted to discover that creating 

a more supportive environment not only improved their own family relationships, but helped 

family members soften their rigid stances. 

Third – developing political astuteness. Leaders not only need to understand their own 

biases and motives, they need to understand or intuit others’, and be able to read situations and 

individuals in the shifting dynamics of conflict. Tom uses a reflective practice which helps him 

become much more sensitive to what is going on within himself, and what is going on around 

him. He stated, “then you can act appropriately.” Indeed, Wheatley (2017) stresses how 

important it is for leaders to take time to reflect on, and learn from, their experiences as well as 

to make time for the groups they are working with to do so as well. Handling the issue of power, 

and how to manage difference also requires political astuteness. Tom talked about the 

importance of finding out from the group what constitutes power for them and how they want to 

deal with difference. Lastly, Becca highlighted the importance of navigating the tension between 

justice and peace – so they can co-exist, so we can practice both at the same time. 

Finally, leaders need to understand what makes an effective change agent. Marcus 

(2014) highlights three essential principles – fostering motivation to change, overcoming 

resistance, and generating commitment. He states that leaders have to be aware of their own 

concerns, tensions, and capacity as well as be cognizant of who is ready to change, and focus on 
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them. Indeed, Pat spoke to the importance of making sure people are on board, and that the 

workshops and trainings only work if a person wants to try. Leaders generate commitment by 

fostering choice, making sure people are choosing the level of involvement that works for them 

(Marcus, 2014). Again, Pat noted that not everyone “has to” do this work saying, “I'm not asking 

anybody to take excessive risks to reach out across differences if you are, you know, a newly out 

trans person, I'm not saying you've got to go out there and start reaching out across differences 

of people who are skeptical or worse with trans folks.” 

However, Roig (Beyond Intractability, 2023) states that we also need to understand that 

everyone can be a peacebuilder, and the only way we are going to depolarize and move towards 

peace is if each individual realizes they can – and need to – do something. Participants 

concurred that ultimately we have to keep the conversation going with every group. They stated, 

in no uncertain terms, that either you are trying to make things better, or you are contributing to 

polarization. Their bottom line? Do something, anything, to depolarize, no matter how small 

thereby taking to heart Brown’s (2017) simple but sage principle – small is all.  

Change and Social Movement 

Change begins with the individual and then ripples out into society, radically shifting the 

collective orientation from conflict as destructive to conflict as transformative – a peacebuilding 

mindset. Peacebuilding initiatives require both small- and large-scale change. While these 

leaders primarily focus on small-scale, emergent, bottom-up initiatives using dialogue, problem-

solving work, and trainings to bridge divides, they are also planting the seeds for larger-scale 

societal change (Burgess & Burgess, 2020). Many participants acknowledged the need for top-

down reform; all of them understood the importance of their role as laying the groundwork for 

what Burgess and Burgess (2020) describe as, a coming time when it becomes apparent that our 

current approach to conflict is untenable. Moreover, Coleman (2021) urges us to support small-

scale initiatives as they are wellsprings of resilience and hope.  
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Participants also talked about the importance of synergy amongst like-minded 

organizations, and the need for organizations to work together. Olivia stated, “why not team up 

and work together instead of trying to compete for the space?” Rather than trying to outrun or 

outpace each other, we should “join hands and super-team [our] efforts.” Indeed, Stauffer and 

Shah (2021) stress the importance of effective partnership and coalition building – an inclusive, 

decentralized, “power with” national network that can support and connect the work of local, 

and more broad-based, initiatives as well as create a national fund to support them.  

Challenges of Depolarization & Change 

Change is not without its challenges. Participants highlighted changing the collective 

mindset, making change stick, dealing with those who resist and undermine change, and getting 

to critical mass.  

Mindset. Changing the collective mindset is perhaps the biggest hurdle. People tend to 

think that peace is utopian and unattainable, that destructive conflict is inevitable (Burgess and 

Burgess, 2020), and our best option is to get out of the way (Ury, 1999). Participants talked 

about the discouragement they encounter in the average person and the difficulty of getting 

people to the table. Perhaps the underlying mindset that destructive conflict is human nature 

and inevitable is what prevents people from even trying to change. Walter shared that people are 

worried, hope is declining, and fear drives the pessimistic mindset. Olivia stated that while many 

students she talks to love the idea of depolarization, they don’t attend meetings because they are 

afraid of being ridiculed or attacked. Becca stated, “It would have to be so many different small 

circles, natural circles, of communication, so that people would be drawn to come to participate 

beyond their discouragement, beyond their skepticism, you know – that this could really work.” 

Making it Stick. Even when individuals get involved in depolarization work, making it 

stick is a challenge. Participants identified two principal difficulties – backsliding, and getting 

enough depolarization “doses.” Grace pointed out that even when you have gained in 

depolarization skills, it can be hard to sustain change when you are going against the norm, 
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when family and friends are pushing back. However, Tom stated that it can be easier to stay with 

it if you are in an organization that has committed to depolarization and constructive conflict 

processes.  

In fact, Marcus (2014) talks about this in terms of unfreezing, movement, and refreezing. 

Sticking with it is part of the refreezing stage and needs to be understood in the context of what 

it takes to get people to buy in and commit to change. Thus, he emphasized the importance of 

social support to help people tolerate the ambiguity inherent in change. In addition, starting 

small and building on small wins can strengthen a person’s progress (Marcus, 2014). Indeed, 

Colin talked about the groups they work with and how once people have gotten to know each 

other, and started building trust, he and his team work towards, and celebrate, smaller wins. 

This help groups own what they are doing. 

Participants also concurred that a single dose i.e., one workshop or class or event, is not 

sufficient to make the depolarization work stick. Individuals need to practice over time, 

otherwise they are at the mercy of the forces of society. Moreover, constant vigilance is required, 

or a person runs the risk of slipping back into old habits. Pat posits the million dollar question –  

“How many doses does a person need before they can resist the virus of polarization?” 

The “Spoilers”. Another challenge is dealing with those Burgess and Burgess (2020) 

call “spoilers” – those who actively resist peacebuilding. They are the individuals who don’t trust 

that the other side is making good faith efforts, think that the other side is evil and has to be 

stopped, or are those who cynically use a manipulative divide and conquer approach for their 

own gain and profit. Participants discussed this in terms of the negative political environment 

and the polarizing information eco-system. According to Walter, “armed camps” in Washington 

corrupt the best of intentions. For Becca, the acceptance of hostile rhetoric, especially among the 

political elite is eroding civility. In addition, participants agreed that the partisan media 

generates and perpetuates polarization by appealing to our basest fears, and by only covering 

the firestorm instead of stories of consensus and agreement.  
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Getting to Critical Mass. Getting to critical mass, creating a large-scale societal shift, 

is also a huge challenge. Participants are both hopeful, and realists. They do not yet see 

depolarization work as a movement in and of itself. Walter stated that he sees a lot of mission 

statements, but that nothing has caught fire. However, Pat affirmed that many more 

organizations are now working in the depolarizing space than just some years ago, which is 

encouraging. While they do see how depolarization work ripples out into relationships with 

family, friends, community, workplace, and beyond, they also acknowledged how slow and 

incremental such change is. Yet, they may not be fully seeing the forest for the trees. Roig 

(Beyond Intractability, 2023) affirms that small-scale work is transformational in and of itself. 

She states that the very commitment and values of those who are sincerely committed to the 

work – as the participants in this study clearly are – ripple transformatively throughout their 

networks, and make large-scale change possible. 

Finally, a multi-pronged effort is needed to address severe polarization – top-down 

initiatives and reforms, as well as bottom-up grassroots work, are needed. The latter, the small-

scale work that the participants in the study are doing, addresses many of the polarization 

challenges that Burgess and Burgess (2020) outline: limiting the us versus them mindset and 

behaviors, resisting dehumanization while fostering collaboration, creating more respect and 

empathy,  building trust and finding common ground, finding ways to collaborate and work 

together, and increasing awareness of the dangers of polarization. In fact, the small-scale work 

the participants in this study are doing effectuates peacebuilding via dialogue and restorative 

work which, in turn, promote healing and reconciliation. These leaders are bridge-builders, 

change agents and peacebuilders. They are a critical part of the change dynamic, seeding the soil 

for the larger-scale society change that surely, even with the many challenges they (we) face, is 

coming.  
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Implications and Recommendations 

This project explored the work of depolarizing leaders – what they are trying to do, what 

it takes to do this work, and to what effect. Leaders are trying to effect change via a bottom-up 

grassroots dialogue work in order to build healthy relationships and foster collaboration, with 

the ultimate goal of effectuating transformative individual and societal change. The implications 

of the findings are practical and can be used to inform the depolarization arena more broadly, 

depolarizing leadership, the general public, as well as future research. In this section, I will share 

my recommendations for all four.  

Recommendations for the Depolarization Arena 

The theoretical framework that best encompasses this project is peacebuilding. However, 

this only became clear to me after my data analysis, and I was not able to ascertain if/how the 

participants may see their work in the peacebuilding context. Only Becca briefly described the 

cultivation of dialogue as peacebuilding. Nor did I see depolarization efforts specifically 

discussed in terms of peacebuilding in the literature. Thus, a first recommendation for the 

depolarization arena more broadly would be to more consciously situate the work in the broader 

context of peacebuilding – in particular constructive conflict transformation, and restorative 

justice. A more holistic perspective could further deepen understanding, repair harm, and 

promote healing – especially with regards to the mutual victim-offender dynamic of 

polarization.  

Peacebuilding requires both small- and large-scale change. These participants’ small-

scale initiatives are discussed in the literature as seeds for larger-scale societal change (Burgess 

& Burgess, 2020). Thus, those in the depolarization arena also need to continue creating and 

strengthening partnerships/synergy with other change initiatives such as allying with people 

who have expertise outside of the conflict field to foster parallel work towards the goals of 

depolarization (Burgess et al., 2022). In addition, studying what has been successful in other 

social movements could then be applied to the depolarization movement. 
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A significant obstacle to depolarization work is the lack of public awareness. A stronger 

more compelling sense of urgency needs to be communicated to motivate people, especially 

those who are deeply partisan and strongly identified with their political party, to engage with 

depolarization efforts. Moreover, the public needs to better understand the importance of 

constructive dialogue in our civic discourse, be made aware that they have options other than 

fight or flight, and realize that depolarization does not mean having to change their mind – it is 

possible to continue to disagree and engage in constructive civic discourse.  

In order to get the word out, Burgess et al. (2022) suggest flooding the market with 

initiatives such as constructive talk radio, interviews about depolarization work, podcasts, 

constructive conflict courses for adults, and constructive conflict education materials and tools 

for K-12, as well as collective visioning at local, state and national levels. 

Recommendations for Depolarizing Leaders 

Leaders need to be accountable to themselves, be aware and vigilant of their own biases 

and inner polarizer. They also need to be accountable to those they work with. Their attitude and 

behaviors are vital to helping individuals navigate their own polarization and change. This 

necessitates modelling their values, holding a neutral stance, no matter what their beliefs and 

preferences are, and managing their biases. They need to build trust with their followers – put 

themselves in the other’s shoes to better understand them – and safeguard that trust, as well as 

celebrate people’s small wins and build on them to strengthen their progress. In addition, they 

need to be politically astute – read the room in the dynamic space of conflict – in order to act 

appropriately.  

Leaders are human and can become disillusioned or burned out by the work, thus, they 

would do well to trust the process, and take care of themselves. They need to remember, and 

remind each other, of the importance of their work especially if/when change feels impossibly 

slow or even invisible – every person they work with is positively impacting their community 

and creating a ripple effect. In addition, it is essential that leaders attend to their own support 
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system. Colin spoke about building a network of practitioners on a on a peer-to-peer level where 

people can connect, share their experiences and concerns, and talk through the practices and 

approaches they use. 

Recommendations for the General Public 

Both the findings and the literature describe a wide array of depolarization strategies the 

everyday person can do. The following is a representative list. Please see Appendix A for more 

detailed information and resources. Individuals need to take responsibility for their inner 

polarizer, and become accountable for their mindset and their behaviors. Externalizing 

depolarization includes practicing constructive engagement with others – simply listening, 

deeply, without an agenda or an ulterior motive i.e., trying to change the other’s mind, would be 

a game-changer. In Becca’s words, be a peacebuilder, not a bomb thrower. Additionally, 

individuals should honestly evaluate their information sources. Are they credible? Are they truly 

diversified? Going on a media diet could reduce negativity in their lives, and turn down the 

volume of the discourse. Diversifying also means getting to know all the candidates during an 

election, and seeing them as more than just the party they represent. In Claire’s words – vote for 

the candidate, not the party. 

Finally, do something, anything, to depolarize – no matter how small. The participants’ 

bottom line was either you are trying to make things better, or you are contributing to the 

problem. Start where you are, with what you have. Try volunteering on local projects. They can 

provide opportunities to engage with non-likeminded people in a non-threatening way as the 

focus is on the project, not politics. Create opportunities for young people to interact to similarly 

help them develop cross-cutting ties. Roig (Beyond Intractability, 2023) states that the only way 

we are going to shift polarization and build peace is when every individual understands 

themselves to be a peacebuilder – and that they can, and must, do something to promote peace. 
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Future Research 

While the arena of depolarization is beginning to get the attention it deserves, research 

needs to become more robust in order to inform depolarization efforts. More evaluative work 

would assess the impact and persistence of depolarization work i.e., getting a better sense of the 

number of depolarization “doses” needed for the work to stick. Longitudinal work could involve 

following a cohort in a training program, or tracking individuals in community organizations 

that use depolarization techniques. In addition, McCoy et al. (2022) point out how difficult it 

can be to quantify depolarization and that research is needed to determine if the consequences 

of polarization can be proportionally impacted by depolarization efforts, and if these efforts are 

able to re-establish cross-cutting ties. Finally, a considerable challenge to building a 

depolarization movement is getting people to the table, in particular conservatives. Potential 

studies could ascertain what is influencing this reluctance – and what it would take to motivate 

people to get involved in greater numbers. 

Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research 

This thesis project contributes to the literature on depolarization by giving an overview 

of depolarizing leadership at the grassroots level. However, the study had several potential 

limitations.  

While the study was designed to collect in-depth data from a small sample of 

participants, this very small scale means that the findings are not generalizable to all 

depolarizing leaders at the grassroots level. While future research could include a larger sample, 

potentially by using focus groups, Creswell and Creswell Báez (2021) remind us that qualitative 

research has other purposes and strengths than trying to generalize to the larger population.  

For this study’s sample population, the only requisite parameters were that participants 

had to be at least 18 years old, and doing their depolarizing work in the United States. However, 

the main process I used, snowball sampling, did not guarantee representativeness (O’Leary, 

2021). While I did try to choose participants from different arenas of the depolarization field –  
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and ended up with a fairly diverse group in terms of age, gender, levels of education, and 

political leaning – the sampling could have been more diverse. On the other hand, the sampling 

could also be considered too diverse with regards to the type of depolarizing work the 

participants engaged in. Several focused on depolarization work per se with individuals and 

groups, while others used depolarization more as a means to an end to support activism, elected 

officials in their bi-partisan work, as well as groups meeting to deliberate and problem-solve. 

While this created rich and cross-cutting data for the project, future research could focus more 

specifically on each of these, and other, arenas. 

The snowball sampling process I used led to high-quality participants, and rich data. 

However, it was a very slow process. It took me almost five months to collect all my data, which 

slowed the project’s momentum and contributed to the project’s lengthy timeline. Future 

research would do well to build in a sufficient amount of time for this type of sampling process. 

Finally, as a neophyte researcher, I made things unnecessarily difficult for myself. My 

initial research question – What are the experiences and perceptions of leaders in the U.S. who 

are working to depolarize and bridge the partisan divide? – was too broad and I collected data 

that was not essential to answering my final research question – Who are the depolarizing 

leaders in the United States – what do they do, and with what effect? In addition, the interviews 

were longer than they needed to be. Most of them lasted two hours which led to a large volume 

of data, and to an exhaustive data analysis effort. My suggestion for future research is to start 

with a more concise research question, and tailor the interview questions accordingly thus 

making a shorter interview timeframe more than adequate, and reducing the volume of data.  

Conclusion 

What would a world look like where individuals, with their diverse perspectives, 

personalities, and identities, could fully live out their purpose, get their needs met, and feel 

wholly a part of the human race? What would it take to create a world where we care about the 

other, where our divides and divisions were creative and interesting opportunities to enrich our 
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lives, and innovatively problem solve? It would not be a world without conflict, nor a world 

where polarization did not exist. However, it would be a more sane, and peaceful one – one 

where we feed the “good” wolf.  

Ury (1999) reminds us that the goal is not to eliminate conflict – it fosters creativity, 

innovation, and change, and is central to a thriving democracy. However, unharnessed conflict 

can cause enormous damage. If not managed, it can become a power struggle, and eventually 

escalate into violence. We have seen this violence. The January 6th assault on the Capital is the 

most dramatic example. To date.  

We are at an inflection point in an increasingly divisive and partisan United States. Many 

factors are driving our current state of severe polarization. As a highly individualistic society, we 

often step over our collective responsibilities. Too few public figures model respect, integrity, or 

authentic dialogue. We seem to have lost the capacity for civic discourse, and the ability to find 

common ground and problem solve for our collective well-being. Our us vs them mindset is not 

only making us more partisan, it is negatively impacting our relationships, and our daily lives.  

Mitigating the polarization that afflicts the United States is key to stabilizing our 

democracy, finding common cause, and problem-solving in order to manage the challenging 

issues of our time. We have to begin to heal our divisiveness and find the way to converse, and 

collaborate, across our divides. While a multi-pronged approach is needed – both top-down 

initiatives and reforms as well as bottom-up grassroots work – the purpose of this study was to 

better understand depolarizing leaders at the grassroots level – what they are trying to do, what 

it takes to do this work, and to what effect. In addition, this project addressed a gap in the 

literature, as little is written about depolarizing leadership, and their processes/approaches. 

The nine leaders interviewed for this qualitative study are bridge-builders, change 

agents, and at their core peacebuilders. Their work aligns with several sections of Barry Hart’s 

Peacebuilding Wheel: conflict transformation – fostering dialogue across differences, and using 

constructive conflict skills; psycho-social well-being – healing and reconciliation; restorative 
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justice – in particular as a community-based practice that heals and repairs harm; and 

leadership – which entails self-awareness and self-management, as well as a strong skill set in 

rapport-building, cooperation, and group processes. These leaders see their work as greater than 

depolarizing the individual. Thus, peacebuilding as a theoretical framework gives a 

comprehensive understanding of the participants’ work in the greater context of transformative 

individual and societal change, and creating a social movement. 

Five key themes emerged from the data: (1) the importance of transformative individual 

and societal change to achieve healthy polarization and a collaborative society; (2) the salience 

of bottom-up, grassroots dialogue work; (3) a better understanding of what it takes to be a 

leader in the depolarization arena; (4) an exploration of the challenges these leaders face; and 

(5) the impact their work is having. The implications of this study are practical and can be used 

to inform the depolarization arena more broadly, inform its leadership, support the general 

public’s engagement in depolarization activities, and inform future research. 

This paper has asserted that change begins at the individual level, and that we are all 

individually accountable and responsible for our mindset and behaviors – leaders as well as the 

everyday person. Indeed, Eilberg (2014) reminds us that peace is dependent on us all – not just 

the elite few – and Roig (Beyond Intractability, 2023) affirms that the only way we are going to 

shift polarization and build peace is when every individual understands that they can, and must, 

do something. Participants stated, in no uncertain terms, that either a person is trying to make 

things better, or they are contributing to polarization. Their bottom line is do something – 

anything – no matter how small.  

However, nothing will truly change if we don’t do the inner work. Despite all our flaws 

and failings, we have to learn to see the humanity in each other. We need to learn to listen, and 

truly hear the other – what is important to them, what their needs are – then give each other 

grace, and meet each other where we are. If we can forestall defensiveness, by not speaking and 

acting from our own righteousness, we can then constructively challenge each other in our 
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thinking, and create an opening for common ground. We may never change our own, or 

another’s, mind, but we can, and must, change our mindset, and our heart-set. I believe this is 

our next step as a human species – to soften our ego-based self-interested stance, and step more 

fully into connection, compassion, and caring. 
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Appendix A 

Depolarization Resources 
 
Welcome! Perhaps you are here, reading this, because you are uneasy with the current state of 
severe polarization in the United States. Perhaps you want to better understand the dynamics of 
polarization, as well as do your part to change things for the better. Even in small ways you can 
make a difference. “Taking action to reverse the negative impact of toxic polarization is within 
the capacity of every American” (Beyond Conflict, 2020, p. 6).  
 
Self-Awareness & Monitoring 

• Become aware of the polarizing language you use. Then bring awareness to the 
polarizing, judgmental thoughts you have.  

• Refuse to demonize and dehumanize. Period. 
• Try to see every person in the fullness of their humanity. 

 
Mindfulness Practices 

• How to Meditate with Pema Chödrön 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NQGvB4Obs1s) 

• Mindfulness Practices (https://jonkabat-zinn.com). 
• Loving-Kindness Meditation 

(https://ggia.berkeley.edu/practice/loving_kindness_meditation) 
• Tonglen – to awaken compassion.  

o (https://www.lionsroar.com/how-to-practice-tonglen/) 
o Pema Chödrön (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-x95ltQP8qQ) 

 
Managing the Info-Ecosystem 
Klein (2020) states that the polarized media tends to suck all the oxygen out of the room and to 
engender emotional responses that are not only draining, but serve to further polarize us. 
Putting more of our attention on local news, that of our state and our communities will make us 
feel more empowered, as well as lower our political temperature. 

• Go on a media diet. Spend less time watching cable television and choose more neutral 
news reporting i.e., the PBS Newshour. Turn down the volume, both quantity and 
loudness. We are bombarded with incessant notifications. Limit them, get them in a 
summarized block twice a day. 

• Use social media wisely. Hit the pause button – take time and space to reflect, and 
perhaps calm down, before responding. Make sure the information is coming from a 
credible source. 

• Diversify your reading across different sources; choose more neutral, calmer sources.  
• Subscribe to newsletters that consider balanced perspectives on important topics. For 

example: 
o 1440 (https://join1440.com/about-us) – a daily comprehensive news source 

edited to be as unbiased as humanly possible. It is affiliated 33% with the right, 
33% with the left, and 33% independent. 

o The Flip Side (https://www.theflipside.io) – helps bridge the gap between 
conservative and liberals. It offers political analysis from both sides. 

o ProPublica (https://www.propublica.org/about/) – an independent nonprofit 
that produces investigative journalism with moral force. They expose corruption, 
abuses of power, and betrayals of public trust, and use the power of journalism to 
drive reform. Tangle (https://www.readtangle.com) – an independent, non-
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partisan, subscriber-supported politics newsletter that addresses one big topic 
daily, summarizes the best arguments from the right, left, and center, and then 
gives their take on it. 

• Evaluate your news source – consult media bias raters such as: 
o  ads fontes media – (https://adfontesmedia.com) 
o AllSides – (https://www.allsides.com/media-bias) 

 
Develop Your Constructive Conversation Skills 

• Start with someone “safe”, a like-minded person. Invite them for coffee and have a 
conversation.  

o Practice speaking in a non-polarized way.  
o Notice when they use polarizing language. Gently push back. Don’t remonstrate 

or scold – it will only make the person defensive, less open, and even alienate 
them.  If they try to use nonpolarizing language, notice and acknowledge it. 

• Reach out to someone whose perspective is different from yours. Engage with them from 
a place of curiosity, with the priority of getting to know them. Leave your agenda at 
home. This is not about trying to change their mind. 

• Sign up for 1:1 Conversations Across Differences – 
(https://braverangels.org/online/1-1-conversations/) 

• Create a Discussion Group. There are plenty of guides out there for helping you have 
non-scary, constructive conversations. 

o “Conversation Café” (https://www.liberatingstructures.com/17-conversation-
cafe/) is a format put together by Liberating Structures. It includes agreements 
and steps for your conversation i.e., “Wicked Questions” to help the conversation.  

o Host a Conversation – (https://livingroomconversations.org/get-involved/) 
 
Get Involved 
Get involved with those individuals and organizations working to mitigate polarization. Attend a 
workshop or training; join an organization or volunteer your time with one, or start one 
yourself. Here is a starter list of organizations. However, there are many, many, many more out 
there working at both the local and national levels. 
 

• Braver Angels (https://braverangels.org) offers a plethora of opportunities from 
trainings and workshops, to moderated “debates and forums”, one-on-one conversations 
between political opposites, and many other options and opportunities.  

• BridgeUSA (https://www.bridgeusa.org). If you are a high school or college student, or 
know someone who is, introduce them to BridgeUSA. There might already be a chapter 
at your school. But if not, you could start one. They will give you all the support you 
need. 

• Civic Health Project (https://www.civichealthproject.org/who-we-are/) invests in 
research and practical interventions to promote healthy discourse, collaboration, and 
problem-solving across partisan divides. 

• Constructive Dialogue Institute (CDI) (https://constructivedialogue.org/about) is 
an ideologically neutral organization and was founded by Jonathan Haidt and Caroline 
Mehl in 2017 to address the trends threatening our institutions and democracy – 
increasing division and distrust, tribalized political alignment, and the inability of both 
sides to agree on basic facts. They use practices of curiosity, critical thinking, and 
constructive dialogue to create inclusive cultures, engage constructively across 
differences, and repair our civic culture. Their focus is our country’s education systems 
and workplaces.  
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• Greater Good Science Center’s “Bridging Differences” initiative 
(https://ggsc.berkeley.edu/what_we_do/major_initiatives/bridging_differences) uses 
science and storytelling to help address political and cultural polarization. They highlight 
the skills and social conditions that are needed to promote more constructive dialogue 
via articles, videos, podcast episodes, and online course, and guide – Bridging 
Differences Playbook. In particular, they try to reach the “gatekeepers” on the front lines 
of bridging the divide initiatives. They focus on four pillars of activity: Expose, Engage, 
Educate, and Elevate. 

• Ideos Institute (https://ideosinstitute.org). Their website states “Through research, 
commentary, and programs, we advance the transformative power of Empathic 
Intelligence so, together, we can effectively build cultures of empathy; humbly engage 
with our world’s greatest challenges; and authentically transform the division and 
polarization that exist in our world today.” They work at the intersection of faith, 
dialogue, and civic engagement to make sure the perspectives of all are included in 
efforts to solve our greatest challenges. 
 

If you don’t have the time or wherewithal to get involved, consider supporting organizational 
depolarization work by making a financial donation. 
 
Volunteer for Community Projects 
Volunteering for community projects is a way to create cross-cutting community ties. 

• KindCommunities (https://www.dokindworks.org/kindcommunities/) fosters dialogue 
and meaningful experiences amongst their volunteers. They create a space for volunteers 
who have different life experiences, and who range across the differentiators of age, 
geography, faith, nationality, work, etc. The common denominator is the desire to 
address community needs. It is dedicated to rebuilding the fabric of our society, getting 
us out of our echo chambers, and re-humanizing our interactions via community 
building. Opportunities include cooking together via Zoom and donating extras to local 
soup kitchens, filling backpacks for students, furnishing apartments for refugees and 
others in need, and more. 

 
Vote for the Candidate not the Party – Vote Smart (https://justfacts.votesmart.org) – a 
non-partisan website devoted to candidate information. 
 
Heed Amelia’s words – call your legislators in Congress and say, 'We're sick of seeing this 
polarization. We want you to prioritize working across the aisle'.  
 
Online Trainings 

• Bridging Differences (https://www.edx.org/course/bridging-differences) is a free 8-
week self-paced online course created by UC Berkeley’s Greater Good Science Center 
(CGSC). It teaches core research-based principles and strategies for positive 
relationships, dialogue, and understanding across differences.  

• Perspectives (https://constructivedialogue.org/app/demo), offered by Constructive 
Dialogue Institute, is an 8-session online course which fosters empathy, open-
mindedness, and the skills for constructive dialogue.  

 
Manuals and Guides 

• Fostering Dialogue Across Divides (https://whatisessential.org/resources/fostering-
dialogue-across-divides) is a “nuts and bolts” guide from Essential Partners.  
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• Bridging Differences Playbook developed by UC Berkeley’s Greater Good Science Center 
(https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/images/uploads/Bridging_Differences_Playbook-
Final.pdf). 

• A Practical Guide to Dialogue – based on the Dialogue Lab Method by Ideos Institute 
(https://static1.squarespace.com/static/61786168214d7601ace46c11/t/626c6951c38815
391fd3058a/1651272018509/Practical+Guide+to+Dialogue.pdf).  

• Engaging Differences: Key Principles and Best Practices – National Institute for Civil 
Discourse (https://nicd.arizona.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Engaging-
Differences-Key-Concepts-and-Best-Practices.pdf). 

• Conversation Topics Guide – Living Room Conversations 
(https://livingroomconversations.org/topics/) 

• Conversation Agreements – Living Room Conversations 
(https://livingroomconversations.org/conversation_agreements/). 

 
Videos/ Documentaries 

• America’s Divided Mind | Video Intervention 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QzDGV1p_u_E&t=3s) was developed by Beyond 
Conflict to reduce affective polarization between Democrats and Republicans by 
correcting the overestimated gap between them on major issues, as well as 
misperceptions both sides have of how much the other side dislikes them. It features 
everyday Americans from across the country and recently gained recognition from the 
Polarization and Social Change Lab at Stanford University for its effectiveness at 
reducing support for political violence, anti-democratic attitudes, and animosity towards 
the other party. 

• Braver Angels: Reuniting America (2020) 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6kZpN5T3lU) portrays seven reds and eight 
blues going through Braver Angels signature Red/Blue Workshop. It highlights the 
participants initial skepticism and how they shift to deep understanding and empathy. It 
is a powerful introduction to their mission of depolarization. 

• Dialogue Lab: America | Documentary Film (2022) 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJA7W3hQggE). Ideos Institute conducted a 
social experiment to test if constructive dialogue is even possible in our polarized culture, 
and how it might be a first step in healing the United States.  

• Engaging Differences Video Series (https://engagingdifferences.org/category/engaging-
differences-video-series/). 

• Online Film Discussions (https://braverangels.org/what-we-do/online-film-
discussions/). 

• The Reunited States (2021) (https://reunitedstates.tv/watch) is a documentary which 
follows a couple’s cross country trip to explore what divides us politically. It profiles 
“unsung heroes” who are attempting to bridge our racial and political divide. The film’s 
message is that everyone has a role to play in reuniting the country. 
 

Tests and Questionnaires 
• YourMorals.org (https://www.yourmorals.org) offers a series of questionnaires to test 

and understand your morality – how your moral mind works, why we so strongly 
disagree about what is right, and why there is such animosity and lack of understanding 
between political parties. 
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Peacebuilding Initiatives 
• Community Relations Service of the United States Department of Justice 

(https://www.justice.gov/crs/about). 
• The Horizons Project (https://horizonsproject.us/about-us/) envisions a just, diverse, 

and peaceful democracy where everyone feels they belong and is able to thrive. Their 
mission is to strengthen relationships and collaboration within the ecosystem of social 
change to spur a larger movement in the U.S. that addresses systemic injustice, advances 
social healing, and reimagines our democracy. 

• Search for Common Ground (https://www.sfcg.org/about-us/) focuses on a form of 
peacebuilding called conflict transformation. They look to change the everyday 
interactions between groups of people in conflict, so they can work together to build up 
their community, choosing joint problem-solving over violence. Their mission is to 
transform the way the world deals with conflict, away from adversarial approaches, 
toward cooperative solutions. 

• The TRUST Network (https://www.thetrustnetwork.net) – is creating a network of 
collaboration across the fields of peacebuilding, social justice, and democracy work; 
growing a first of its kind “Early Warning Early Action” infrastructure for the United 
States; connecting international/national expertise and advocacy to local initiatives to 
support communities in generating solutions to long-standing problems. 

 
Blogs 

• “Things You Can Do To Help” (https://www.beyondintractability.org/e-things-you-can-
do-to-help-landing) –posts things all of us can do to limit the dynamics that lead to 
destructive intractable conflicts.   

• “The Blog” (https://www.civichealthproject.org/resources/blog/). 
 
Book Clubs 

• Bridgers Book Club (https://www.civichealthproject.org/book-club/) – A comprehensive 
list of books that explore divisions in the U.S. and offer possible solutions. 

• Online Book Discussions – (https://braverangels.org/what-we-do/online-book-
discussions/) 

 
Finally, consider who you are, what your interests and skills are, and the time you can commit. 
Consider your options – this resource guide is a good start, and there is much more out there to 
discover. Choose something, anything, small or large, and start. Small is all (Brown, 2017).  
 
But don’t overdo. We don’t need burnout. One person at a time, we are building a movement to 
get back on track with each other, and remind ourselves what a civil society, and healthy 
democracy, can look like. Soon, even the media might start to pay attention and get on board.  
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Appendix B 

Pre-Interview Questionnaire 
 

1. What is your email? _________________________ 
2. What is your race/ethnicity? [check all that apply] 

a. Asian 
b. Black or African American 
c. LatinX or Hispanic 
d. American Indian or Alaska Native 
e. Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 
f. White 
g. Prefer not to say 
h. Other ______________________ 

 
3. What is your gender? 

a. Female 
b. Male 
c. Prefer not to say 
d. Other ______________________ 

 
4. Please select your age from the drop-down 

a. 18-30 
b. 31-40 
c. 41-50 
d. 51-60 
e. 61-70 
f. 71-80 
g. 81-90 
h. 91+ 

 
5. What is your education level? 

a. Less than high school 
b. High school graduate or equivalent 
c. Bachelor’s degree or equivalent 
d. Post bachelor’s  
e. Prefer not to say 

 
6. What is your state of residence? _________ 

 
7. What area do you work in? 

a. Nonprofit/NGO 
b. For profit 
c. Education 
d. Self-employed 
e. Other _________________________ 

 
8. Politically speaking, do you consider yourself… 

a. Decidedly conservative 
b. Somewhat conservative 
c. Neither 
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d. Somewhat liberal 
e. Decidedly liberal 

 
9. Do you consider yourself a Republican or a Democrat? [on a scale of 1-5; 1 being a strong 

Republican, and 5 being a strong Democrat] __________________ 
 

10. On a “feeling thermometer” scale from 1-100, choose a number to indicate how you feel 
about (what you consider to be) the political “outparty” [from 0-49 = unfavorable/cold; 
50 = neutral; 51-100 = favorable/warm] ______________ 
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Appendix C 

Interview Questions 

Topics Questions Probes 
Personal 
story/ 
Icebreaker 

How did you come to do this work?  
 

• Precipitating event/situation? 
• What keeps you engaged? 

Polarization in 
the U.S. 

How do you see/experience 
polarization in the U.S.? 
 
Consequences of doing nothing about 
it? 

• Drivers?  
• Chicken or Egg re political 

polarization? 

Depolarization What needs to be depolarized? 
 
What does depolarization look like? 
Secret sauce? 
 
How do you see this work making a 
difference? 

• Most effective approaches? 
• What doesn’t work? 
• Pitfalls/traps? Internal and 

external obstacles? 
• What about sustainability? 
 

Change What does change look like? 
 

• Mindset shift? 
• Environment needed? 
• Personal theory of change? 

Leadership What does it take to do this work? 
 
How have your values/spiritual or 
moral orientation influenced, or been 
a foundation for, this work? 
 
Have you changed/been changed? 
How? 

• Qualities?  
• Who are you now that you 

were not before doing this 
work? 

Impact on 
Others 

What impact have you noted on others 
(i.e., attendees) doing this work?  

• What has changed/shifted? 
• Is the work sticking? 

Depolarization 
as a Social 
Movement 

Would you say this work is/is 
becoming a social movement?  
 
If not, should it be? 

• Synergy vs competition 
amongst groups and 
organizations? 
 

• What is needed? How to scale 
up? 

Future 
Outlook 

What is your future outlook? What do 
you hope to achieve? 
 

• What does a healthy 
polarization look like? 

• Sustainability? 
Advice • What is your advice to those who 

want to do something, but not sure 
how/where/what to start? 

 

Wrap Up  
 

• Is there anything more you would 
like to share? What have I left out? 

• Did anything come out in our time 
together that surprised you? New 
awareness? 
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